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INSTRUMENTS Testing
Electrical
Instruments
are actively
engaged on the fighting and factory
fronts, sharing a gr.eat responsibility
with a proud sense of duty and high
confidence in the future.
It will therefore be apbreciated by our
numerous trade friends that we can
now only accept orders which bear a
Government Contract Number and
Priority Rating.
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Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers:
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD., Winder House, Douglas Street^ Londov S.W.I

-PREMIER
RADIO
PREMIER 1 VALVE DE LUXE
STEEL
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
CHASSIS
Wtro-ends. All JUT. Windings Centre Tapped
Battery
Model
Receiver,
2-volt
Valve.
4
Coils,S.W.
Covering
12-170complete
metres.with
Built
on
SI*. 300 300-0-300
v
60
m.a..
4
v.
2-3
a.
4
v.
Undrifled,
30in.
x
Sin.
s
25/- 2itn., price 7/- each, steel chassis
2-3 a.. 4 v. 2-3 a
and Panel. Bandspread tuning, 55/including
tax.
SP. 350A 350-350
v.
100
m.a.,
5
v.
2
a.
(not
IHin.
x
8in.
'
2
!
in.,
29/- 8 6 each. 20in. x Sin. s
C.T.), 6.3 v. 2-3 a
SP. 350B 350-350
100 am.a., 4 v. 2-3 a.. 4 v. 29/price 10/6 each.
NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
2-3 a.. 4 v.v. 2-3
4- and 6-pin types now have octal pin spacing and
SP. 351 350-350
I.F.
will fit International Octal valve-holders.
2-3 a„ 4 v.v. 150
3-4 am.a., 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 36/- TRANSFORMERS
Type
Type
SP. 351A 350-350
Iron-cored 450-470 Type 4-pin
Type 6-pin
Range
Range
2-3 a.. 4v.v. 150
1 a.,m.a..
4 v. 1 4a.v. 3 a.. 4 v. 39/- ke/s.,
plain and with 04
-).15 m. ...Price
.15 m. ...Price 06
SP. 352 350-350
12.26
m. ...
...
12.20 m. ... 2/6
06A
2 a.. 6.3 v.v. 2150a. m.a.. 5 v. 2 a., 6,3 —6/- flying lead, 7/6 each. 04A
2/6
22.47 m.
04B
22.47 m. ... 2/6 06B
Auto
Transformers.
Step
up or down.
100-125
v.
06C 41.94 m. ...
04C
41.94
m.
...
2/6
to 200,230
or 250 v.. A.C.,
60 watts.
21/- : 125
watts,
BAKELITE
06D 76.170 m. ...
04D
76.170 m. ...
27 6 : 250 watts, 37/6.
DIELECTRIC
04E ^50-350 m. ... 2/6
REACTION
Chassis Mounting
04P 255-550 m. ... 213/PREMIER MICROPHONES
CONDENSERS
Octal Holders
04G 490-1,000 m. ... 4/10id. each.
Transverse Current Mike. High-grade large
4/04H
1,000-2,000
m.
...■
.0001
mf.,
1/3.
output
unit.
Response
45-7,500
cycles.
Low
niss
.0003
mf..
2/6.
11-25, 25-38,
New
Pi-emler
3-Eand
S.W,
Coil,
Level, 23/-.
^
,
0005
mf..
2/9
each.
38-86
m.,
4/9.
Premier
Permanent
Differential, 2 Push-Pul! Switches to suit above, ,9d. each.
Magnet Super-Moving
model requiringCoil
no Mike.
energising.
Sensi- .0003 mf..2/11.
Brass
Shaf
t
Couplei-s,
iin.
bore.
7id.
each.
tivity 56db. ofImpedance
ohms.£5/5/-.Excellent
Flexible Couplers, iin. bore, 1/6 each.
reproduction
speech and 25music.
H.F.
CHOKES
Microphone
MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS
Crystal Mike.Transformers,
Response is flat10/6
fromeach.
50-5,500 cycles S.W. H.F.1/S.10-100 in.,
with a slightly rising characteristic to 8.000
Goodman's 3'in. P.M. Speaker, 15 ohms Voice Coil,
cycles.
Output
level
is
minus
60db.
Price
39
6.
30/-.
VOLUME
Cliromium Collapsible Type Microphone Stand,
Rola
6-.io. P.M.
P.M. Speaker, 33 ohms
ohms Voice Coil,
25/-.
CONTROLS
52 6.
Rola
Sin.
Coil. 25/-.
Above
speakersSpeaker.
are less output Voice
transformer.
Carbon
type,
20,000
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT
and 2 meg., 8/9 each. Pentode Output Transformers, 31 watts, price
Carbon type, 5,000 Celestlon
10/6 each.or Plessy gin. P.M. Speakers. 29/6.
TRANSFORMERS
10,000 and 100,000. Celestion 10in.
Will
match
any
output
valves
to
any
speaker
imP.M. Speaker, 49/6.
each.
Wire
wound
pedance, 11 ratios from 13 :1 to 80 :1, 5-7 watts, 4/6
above speakers are fitted with output trans300 5/6
andeach.
10,000 The
22 6watts.
: 1059/6.
15 watts, 30/- ; 30-30 watts. 40/6 ; , type.
formers.
' ohme,
60
Send for details of other radio
accessories available. All enQuiries mast be accompanied by
a 2ld. stamp.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON E.5. (Amherst 4723)
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. {Central 2833)
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of the
Month
By F. J. C.
Colour and Stereoscopic Television
as the prices will be fixed at a reasonable level
MR. J. L. BAIRD recently demonstrated his new This system of disposing of stocks will also apply to
system of colour and stereoscopic television. He other Government surpluses. The President of' the
i has named it the Teleclirome, and this is the Board of Trade indicated as long ago as November, 1943
first time
that such pictures, have been shown on the the general lines of Government policy in the following5
cathode-ray tube. It is fully dealt with elsewhere in words-:
" As I have already stated in the House, there must
this issue, and it is interesting to note that the. pictirres
now appear directly upon the screen of the tube, so be after the war an orderly disposal of surplus goods
that colour and stereo-television can now be received on which, on the one hand, will not allow profiteering at
apparatus as silent and efficient as the pre-war black- the expense of the consumer, and, on the other hand
will pay due regard to the interests .of producers and
and-white receivers.
As will be seen from the technical description elsewhere distributors.
"The Government have decided that disposal shall
in this issue, the Telechrome has two cathode-ray beams
and a transparent double-sided screen, the front of the be carried out, in each particular case, through the
screen being coloured blue-green and the back red. agency of the department mainly concerned with the
Thus one ray beam produces a blue-green picture on supply of the goods during the war. Before working out
the front surface, and the other a red picture on the the plans for disposal, the Board of Trade, together with
back, the two blending to give a picture in natural other responsible departments, will consult with representatives of the producers and distributors concerned."
colour.
Coloured glasses, however, are used for stereoscopic
viewing, using a well-known principle, the left and Radio Talks Analysis
right eye pictures corresponding to theleft -and right TTHE B.B.C. Listener Research Department have
eye images. This principle has, of course, been used * published figures showing that while 8,000 000
in the cinema before. Mr. Baird informs us that stereo- people may listen to the peak talk of the week—the
television without the aid of glasses has been demon- postscript to Sunday's 9 p.m. news—less than 1,000 000
strated by him, but it has not yet reached a sufficiently listen to a morning talk. Very few listeners realise how
advanced stage of development.
much time and preparation is involved before a speaker
Stereoscopic television is unique to this country and goes on the air. The average time allotted to talks in
has never been demonstrated abroad, while the only the Home Service is yj hours a week, or less than one
colour demonstrations given in the U.S.A. employ hour a day. The talks producers are hard-worked
Baird's original revolving disc system.
They often devote half a day or even a whole day to
There can be no doubt that television programmes one broadcaster, instructing him in microphone technique
will be radiated in this country as soon as possible after and giving him confidence.
the war, for television has been
When you are going on the air for
greatly developed during the war.
the first time it is encouraging to
know
that there is - a friendly
Editorial Wireless,"
and Advertisement
Government Surplus Stocks
producer, present. He robs the
"Practical
George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower
Southampton
Strand,
microphone of some of its fears.
THOSE manufacturers who
W.C.2.House,'Phone
: TempleStreet,
Bar 4363.
It is not always the- person broadapprehended that GovernTelegrams : Newnes, Band, London.
casting for the first time who
ment surplus wireless equipment
RegisteredCanadian
at the G.P.O.
for
transmission
by
Magaaine
Post.
suffers with nerves' Quite often
vyould be unloaded on the public
The Editor
will be pleased
to consider
experienced broadcasters have an
after the war at low prices may
articles
of
a
practical
nature
suitable
for
attack. Of course, thev always
be reassured by the Government
publication in Practical Wireless. Such
have a script in front of them.
White Paper entitled " Governarticlesonly,
should
beshould
writtencontain
on onetheside
ofand
the
paper
and
name
ment Surplus Stores—Plans for
There is another important point
address
of
the
sender.
Whilst
the
Editor
does
Disposal." This Paper indicates
the producer has to watch when
not hold himself responsible for manuscripts,
every
effort
will
be
made
to
return
them
if
a
the
script is read. Some people
the general line on Ivhich the
stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.
talk quite naturally, but when they
Government propose to proceed in
All
correspondence
intended
for
the
Editor
disposing of Government stores
should
he addressed
: The Editor,
Practical
come to write down their talk it is
Wireless,
George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower
House,
whilst reserving the right to
apt to sound stilted and unnatural.
Southampton
develop and modify their policy in
The producer has to infuse into the
Giving to theStreet,
rapid Strand,
progressW.G.2.
in the design of
wireless
apparatus
to keep
the light of experience and changing
script the natural form, of the talk.
our readers
in touchandwithto our
the efforts
latest developcircumstances, or in accordance
When the B.B.C. plans group
ments. we give no warranty that apparatus
with any international agreement
described in our columns is not the subject
discussions, it often happens that
of Copyright
letters patent.
Which may be made. Distribution
there
is a shorthand writer to take
in allindrawings,
photographs
and price are both to be controlled,
articles published
Practical
Wirelessandis
down all that is said. In this way
specifically
reserved
throughout
the
countries
and stocks will be gradually
the original ideas and spontaneity
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
released to avoid an;' adverse
of the speaker are retained ; but
imitationsforbidden.
of any
ofU.S.A.
these Reproductions
are therefore orexpressly
effect on production which would
this
makes additional work for the
Practical
Wireless incorporates " Amateur
be caused by flooding the market
producer. Sometimes a preliminary
Wirdessf
.with surplus goods.
that goods
raw materials
discussion will yield 30 pages of
in The
shortfactsupply
owing rAade
to warof conditions
are
Distribution will be carried out
foolscap, which the producer has
in this paper
shouldarenotnecessarily
be taken
through manufacturers, and dealers
asadvertised
an indication
thai they
to cut down to six to get the script
available for export.
who normally handle similar goods,
to a suitable length for the airtime
and profiteering will not be possible,
allotted.
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this issue, and it is interesting to note that the. pictures be "after
an orderly disposal of surplus goods,
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Government have decided that disposal shall
in this issue, the Telechrome has two cathode-ray beams be 'The
carried out, in each particular case, through the
and a transparent double-sided screen, the front of the agency
the department mainly concerned with the
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colour.
Coloured glasses, however, are used for stereoscopic Radio Talks Analysis
viewing, using a well-known principle, the left and
right eye pictures corresponding to the left and right TIHE B.B.C. Listener Research Department have
published figures showing that while 8,000,000
eye images. This principle has, of course, been used
in the cinema before. Mr. Baird informs us that stereo- people may listen to the peak talk of the week—the
television without the aid of glasses has been demon- postscript to Sunday's 9 p.m. news—less than 1,000,000
strated by him, but it has not yet reached a sufficiently listen to a morning talk. Very few listeners realise how
much time and preparation is involved before a speaker
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Stereoscopic television is unique to this country and goes on the air. The average time allotted to talks in
has never been demonstrated abroad, while the only the Home Service is 71 hours a week, or less than one
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They often devote half a day or even a whole day to
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New Radio Telephone Service
THE new radio telephone service which is no\v in
operation between the United States and Trmidad
the most southerly island of the West Indies, is handled
through shbrt-wave telephone facilities at Mamn,
Florida.
P.O. Appointment
THE Postmaster-General has appointed Mr. G. R.
Parsons to be his Principal Private Secretary and
to be Secretary of the Post Office Board and ol the
Post Office Advisory Council.
" Music While You Work"
FROM Sunday, September 3rd the afternoon pro-,
gramme of " Music While You Work will be
broadcast an hour and a half later, from 4.30 to 5 f|aThis change in timing will only
Sundass,^»dtte
weekdays afternoon sessions will still be heai d
^ Tn'making' this alteration in the Sunday broadcasts,
the B.B.C. has taken notice of many suggestions from
factory listeners that the afternoon programme wou d
be of greater benefit if placed nearer the end of the day
shift It is now possible to make this change for Sunday
workers. At present other programme commitments
prevent its being extended to weekdays.
" Carroll Levis Hour "
" /-"ARROLL levis Hour," starring Vic Oliver, began
^ on July 18th and was originally scheduled to,
run for four weeks only. It has proved success!ul and
will now contmpe till October 3rd. Besides I ic OU\ci,
assisted by Betty Paul, the progranime includes a weekly
selection of the Levis Discoveries, Radio Deceivers, Just
the lob and other features, guest stars, and Stanley
Black and the Dance Orchestra.
When Levis was with the troops overseas he asked
" thom to tell himwhat kind of shows ItJie>'vy,anU;^10
They told huh, the " Carroll Levis Hour is the icsult.
What the Forces Want to Hear
THE ILB.C., seeking the guidance of service listeners,
is sending its General Overseas Service Director,
Norman Collins, on a tour of the Mediterranean and
other theatres of war, His journey is made possible by
the co-o'pcratiorrof the \\ chare Departments of the three
Ho will visit officers in charge of British forces stations
which rebroadcast the G.F.P. for some six of their tea
daily hours of transmitting time and will also see some
ol the Forces correspondents who send rcgulai hstcmng
reports lo the B.B.C. Above all, he wants to meet as
many men as possible, both officers
who will give him their personal views of the type ol
entertainment now provided for them
by the G.l.l.
and suggestions for iinpSoying the scrviacr
The object of his visit is to chsuie that the G.F.P.
provides men and women serving overseas #^,^8
kind of entertainment they want at times at which
thev ire able to hear it. The B.B.C. feels that the G.I .P. .
is a service that can fill a definite need ; CoUms mtends|
| to do all that i,s in his power to see that this need is
I adequately fulmled.
R.A.F. Signals Unit News Service
..I*
MEMBERS of a'R.A.F. Mobile Signals Unit operating
on a Mustang airfield in Normandy arc producing
" hot newsof such topicality that they are beating
the B B.C. When thev started producing bulletins to
meet tlie constant demands of pilots and ground
FU'el Air Arm personnel during their IrarmnS course learn lo
c erg®
for up-to-date news on the war situation,
signal hV means of the Aldis Morse lamp ^ keep m touch mth
their activities to the dictation-speed broadcasts; of the
aircraft flying in the oicinity of the drome, and here is the signaller
and reader "talking" to one of the Trainer aircraft.

New Swedish Transmitters
IT is reported that two new short-wave transmitters
are to be erected in Sweden to increase the radio
efficiency of that country. Each transmitter is to have
a power of 100 kW, one being designed for home use
and the other for directional transmissions to Swedish
nationals abroad. The old short-wave transmitters at
ilotala'each have a power of only 12 kW.
War Correspondent in S.E. Asia
BB C War Correspondent John Nixon flew to India
in February to cover Chlndit operations. He flew
with General Wingate to watch the first Chmdits crossing
into enemy-occupied Burma.- and subsequently new
info our airstrips 200 miles behind the Japanese
lines. He grew a beard, wore the official Chmdit outfit
of green jungle shirt, green battle-dress trousers and
bush hat (with razor blade in pugaree 111 case of snake
bite and fishing hook and lines in case he had to make
his way back on foot without rations);
,
Nixon has had wide experience as a war correspondent
and has covered operations fiom Ngway- to Buma,
serving with the Navy, Army and R.A'.F. On three
occasions ho has been watching the battle from the
ship's bridge when it has been hit; m the Prtitce of
Wales, in the Bismarck action ; during an action m the
Mediterranean against the Italian fleet; and m the
/.nlu, when she was landing Royal Marines off Tobruk_
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,B.B C., but one or two " lucky strikes " bv dial-roving
Wireless operators off duty have made' them more
ambitious, and they now garner news from Stockholm,
Algiers, Mexico City, and any other available source,
utten producing twelve or more news-flashes a day
e lien
morse
+ue^r>Reuters
? y/
emanating
from
the
News Agencj', broadcasts
and have even
intercepted
the despatches from B.B.C. reporters in France to their
. headquarters in London, with the result that commentaries broadcast on the six o'clock news have
appeared on the camp bulletin board two hours-earlier,
ine editor-in-chief " is a former theatrical producer,
SPo n grp se^eant- His wife is a member of the
' 1 of the " gen."
Staff. An American-built set provides
most
Broadcasts to Schools, 1944/45
. ,,
, 0n , Trainin f
"HE
t f,p ^uiiiriuution
f
g o Teachers,
1
8 ^
.
"o
wnicn
fh? cinema
cYn'o" -. can make
contribution
which
and the
to education,
says broadcasting
: " Teachers
the
cannot afford to. be ignorant of the Influences which
shape the opinions and habits of men and women at
large, amdng which broadcasting and the cinema are
mo st
S0 .1 ^
, and
Powerful.
are itcontinuously
affected
by 1both,
for this Children
reason alone
is essential
thafthP
f •• c^k-vmI/T
reason/onnic
alone
it is essential
that the fcooW'e
teacher'*?
.Q i-,i41,.■
teac ier s frainino'
rrd-L^iit
j
training
should
cause
him
to think
a
, "a/if
j—ui
cue rein
cionsnip
ot
c ema to
Si
constructively
of education.
the
relationship
of
broadcasting
and
of the
the cinema
We
should
^
^p^tmg
and
of
m
to
education.
We
expect such studies to be part of an enlightened should
course
in education or social studies, and to result in the
schools doing something to influence children's taste.
But there is another and perhaps even more important
reason why a teacher's training should take account of
these things. Both radio and films are becoming more
widely valued as instruments of education in all types
ot schools. In 1942 some 12,000 schools listened "to
programmes of broadcast lessons. . .
Two Aspects of School Broadcasting
OCHOOL Broadcasting, then, has two aspects. It
s
elements
to broadcasting
general ;
andj ha
elements
of a common
more directly
educationalincharacter,
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Europe itself and overseas. " The Changing World "
another history series, takes for its subject for the
Autumn ierm Growing Food "—as the note for the
teacher says, the oldest industry in the world and
still the most important." The broadcasts will show
some of the mam stages in the story of man's food from
the mediasval village to the mechanised farm and the
age of scientifitf agriculture.

News of the G.F.P.
■pHE Army overseas now has its own radio network
lo
tTd
w-powered programmes
mobile stations
pick upthem
the
H.H.C.s shortwave
and which
fe-transmit
on medium wave for the local forces audience. On
New Year s Day, 1944, the first of the British Forces
stations was opened in Algiers. Then in mid-Anril a
station was opened at Campobasso, chiefly to ^erve
Eighth
Army listeners,
May 1st
third Welfare
station
was operating
in Bari. and
Thebv'branch
of aArmy
which is responsible for broadcasting, follows close on
tlie heels of the fighting men : within a fortnight of the
occupation of Rome a British Forces Station was installed
there AH these British Forces Stations carry a mixed
bill of
original shows,
transcriptions (special
(special recordings)
recordings)
0111
otrfbrnndpncTc
original
shows, transcriptions
and
"R "R
: '
^/
and
rebroadcasts from
AA renorf
0 B.B.C. programmes
^of^ the
4T.l£>l.CJ.3 toq
OLcl
ot, the first
Algiers
Station
thit
103
during
Maysixthemonths
station
broadcast
" live
HVpshows
" studio
performances, as well as 158 hours of entertainment taken
direct from the General Forces Programme,
The Algiers Station—" British Forces Station No. 1 "
—is run by Lieut.-Col. G. Pedrick-Harvey, better known
to
listeners over here as Gale Pedrick, author of " The
lunger
5u?-??,s
Private Spiegel " and many other radio
shows,
n n y.
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra Tour
August 28th the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra
v
went on tour again to play to Service men and
women in their camps in England and Wales. This
tour has been arranged in co-operation with ENSA and

Details of Broadcasts to Schools
for the Autumn Term, 1944, to the
Summer Term, 1945, have recently
been issued by the Central Council for
School Broadcasting in their annual
, programme, which in its length and
in the information that it gives is
nearer to pre-war editions than others
flji
issued during the war years. The
% j
purpose of School Broadcasting 1$
unaffected by the war—its aim is
still to supplement the work of the.
teacher. Since, however, in wartime many schools^ find it difficult
to follow a series regularly week by
week, in most subjects each'broadcast,
though one of a series, is self-contained
and does not assume knowledge of
what has gone before.
There are to be 28 series of broadcasts for schciols in Great Britain
with two series designed specially
HI
for Scottish schools and three for
4. Welsh-speaking schools.
Many of the series follow old and
well-tried paths, but there are several
new approaches and new subjects
which deserve mention. " Britain and
Her Neighbours," the subject of the
Senior History talks, will include
stones of great events and great personalities from the igth century to
•:';v ——
toe present day and will show
.
...
,
Ti
of the
w ch
S Western
w ,as civilisation,
stream
^,w'rTh>
r"S station sends
H and receives
communicalim
with the messages
United
of
both
in - KilJ'Jl day and mghl.
several thousand
every twenty-four hours.
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Disc

An Historical, Theoretical and Practical Exposition of Recording Methods
By R. W. LOWDEN
WE are all familiar with the gramophone record hints based on the author's 15 years of practical
and the talking film, but few of us realise the experience.
very great extent to which sound recording is
being used in industry, educational,, general training What is Sound?
As we are dealing with sound and shall constantly
and medical purposes and, of course, in all branches of
be referring to the va'rious terms and symbols used in
the Services.
It is not the purpose of this series of articles to detail its measurement and definition, it would be as well to
all these applications of recording, but it is interesting spend a few minutes clarifying our ideas as to what
to note the great increase and enormous possibilities of sound is. Sound is a disturbance set up in a medium in
the art as applied by the B.B.C. in its entertainment and which the particles of the medium oscillate about their
news services which use well over 4,000 discs every week. average position. We all know that we hear sound,
The first mention of recording was in 1857 when although all sounds are not audible to the human ear,
Leon Scott, a Frenchman, made the first known record- and most of us know that sound is vibrational energy
ings in the form of wavy lines on a piece of smoked and is conveyed from one place to another by means of
paper. - Not until 1877, however, were practical recordings a wave motion and that when sound waves fall on the
-made and reproduced by Edison-on a cylinder covered .normal human ear they give rise to a sensation of hearing.
Any type of wave motion has four properties:
with tinfoil. Some years later the wax cylinder—
familiar to the old gramophone enthusiasts—took the ' (1) Velocity, which is the speed with which energy is
conveyed from one point to another by means
place of the tinfoil and the gramophone was born as a
of the wave motion.
means of education and entertainment.
(2) Frequency, which is the number of waves passing
From that time onwards improvements came from
a fixed point in a given interval of time, usually
all quarters and the flat disc we know to-day came into
taken as one second.
being. In 1926-27 electrical methods, as distinct from
(3) Wavelength, which is the distance between one
the acoustic methods used up to that time, for recording
wave crest and the next.
and reproducing, were introduced, and with the many
(4) Amplitude, the maximum displacement of a
improvements in equipment and technique it is possible
moving particle of the medium from its mean
to-day to reproduce speech and music with a faithfulposition, or very roughly the amount of medium
ness which leaves little to be desired.
in
vibration. The reader is referred to Fig. 1 for a
Of the various methods of recording available to the
graphical representation.
^
home and semi-professional enthusiast such as disc,
Let us imagine ourselves to be standing on a bridge
film, wire, and the several methods of each, it is probable
that disc has become the most popular and widely used, over a large pool of water. If we drop a stone into the
partly due to the fact that it is within the means and centre we see waves spreading outwards due to the
capabilities of most amateurs and requires less com- disturbance. If we take a larger stone and lower it into
plicated apparatus to get reasonable results and, the water slowly the waves produced will be barely
furthermore, those results are immediately apparent visible, but on the other hand if we drop it in the waves|
will- be considerably larger. The difference in the two
without resort to any outside assistance.
The author therefore proposes to deal with the disc types of waves we have produced is that of amplitude,^
method first and to split the subject into reasonably a greater amount, of water having been set in motion.
Now let us raise and lower our stone slowly, noting,
self-contained sections dealing with the disc, how it is
cut and the various types ; cutting heads and stylii; the, distance between the tops of the waves, which will
traverse mechanisms; motors; amplifiers and tone be large. Then let us raise and lower much more rapidly
controls ; use of the complete equipment, with practical and we see that the distance between tops is much

:

L

Modern type of
dual recording
machine. The
traverse mccAanism is driven
from the centre
spindle ond\
swings clear for
loading.
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quencies produce a sensation
described as " pitch." To
raise the pitch of any given
note one octave we must
double the frequency. As
an example, let us take the
pitch of middle C on the
Isi
piano, which for scientific
purposes is taken to be 256
cycles per second (although
:
British standard concert
pitch
is 26r c.p.s.). Raising
mm
W:-.
this
one octave
to the next
J
higher C wrould give us a
frequency of 512 c.p.s., and
in the same way lowering
it one octave would give
us 128 c.p.s.
Let us now apply the
formula given a little earlier
:::
in
this article to work out
1
the wavelength of middle C.
Sound travels in air with
a velocity ,of i.igpft. per
second (aboufyyo miles an
hour) so that substituting
1.130 for V and 256 for f
.
we have
y = 1.130. or 4.4ft .k,
per second. We shall find
the use of this formula in a
later article dealing with
A B.B.C. recording truck, as mcd by B.B.C. war correspondents Interior view, showing single
the frequency response obs,n.„e
channel recording apparatus. Short-wave receiver can be seen on the right and three channel mixer
tainable at various distances
and loudspeaker above.
from the outer edge of the
disc.
smaller. The difference we have seen is that of frequency
The'human
ear
c.ai
is
.=
a
very
instrument and
or the number.of times in a given period that the water is capable of detecting soundssensitive
as low as. 16 c.p.s and
has been disturbed.
'
up
to
20,000
c.p.s.
and
even
higher,
depending
upon
The author makes no apologies for introducing at this the age and .state of health of the person concerned.
stage some simple mathematics, as the -real recording The
frequency range of a full orchestra extends
enthusiast will want, at a later date in this series, to from useful
30 c.p.s. to 15,000 c.p.s., but if restricted' to a
work out the wavelengths and velocities of waves in band
of
80
to
8,500 c.p.s. more than satisfies%U but the
order to determine how much can be recorded at various keenest musician
so accommodating is the human ear.
speeds and positions of the disc.
Indeed, the average gramophone record is restricted
Frequency is given in terms of cycles per second and even
more
than
that,
especially in the lower region,
one cycle "of a wave is one
complete set of varying conditions ; the part above the
mean line XY in Fig. x
being termed positive half
cycles and those below the
negative half cycles.
The time between successive waves is known as the
Period and the number of
waves per second the Frequency (f). The relationi
ship between the two may
be shown as
Period= -j- seconds.
If we take Frequency (f)
and wavelength (a) the product ^will give us the speed
at which the wave is traveling, or its velocity;
fc j- fx a = V (velocity) or
f-V
, : 'V.
f = —o*" ~ T .
Before going on to discuss
the various types of disc
recording a few facts and
figures appertaining to the
audible scale which the
human ear can deal with
would not be out of place..
Sound waves of given freArt,St recording in the H.M.V. personal recording studio. Note the moving-coil microphone.
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Fig. I,—Amplitude H.3. is positive
or JD negative. Wavelength BF or
PQ. One complete cycle ABCDE.

whilst in the upper range is rarely above 6,500 c.p.s.,
with a sharp falling off above that.
Types of Disc Recordicg
The three main types of disc recording are shellac
pressings, i.e., the usual gramophone record; the
electrical transcription used in the broadcasting studios ;
and the instantaneous or direct recording used in private
studios, the home, and to a great extent in broadcasting,
film studios, e'tc., where-immediate playback is required
without any processing.
All these are produced by causing a " wax " or other
type of blank disc to rotate at a fixed speed of usually
78 r.p.m. or 33J on a turntable. A spiral groove is cut
in the blank by means of a cutter or stylus, which is
made to traverse the blank from outside to inside, or
vice versa. At the same time the cutting stylus is made
to vibrate according to the frequency and amplitude
variations of the sound being recorded.
The commercial gramophone record sold to the public
begins life as a solid block*01" wax " (really a metallic
soap) one to two inches thick and several inches larger
in diameter than the finished record is to be. This
wax is made to rotate on a heavy turntable which is
driven by a gravity motor and is engraved with a
sapphire stylus. The master record thus produced is
then subjected to a process of sputtering with gold or
silver, which causes it to become metallised. This
metallised disc is then put into an electrolytic bath,
where it forms one. electrode, and a layer of copper is
deposited on it to a thickness of approximately o.osin.,
some 10-14 hours being required to complete this
process. It is of interest to note that marks' on the
original^ wax, as fine as o.ooooain. can be faithfully
reproduced by this process.
This "master" is a negative and if backed with a
solid metal plate and treated with a thin layer of nickel
may be used to stamp up to some 50 records before
being ruined. If, however, large quantities are required,
as in the gramophone industry, this "master" is* put
into an electrolytic bath and a coat ot nickel deposited
on it to a thickness of about o.03in. The nickel plate
is then stripped from the copper and is a positive, or
"mother," and must be treated very carefully indeed
as it is used for the production of the stampers from
which the shellac pressings are produced.
The •'mother" is now put through the same process
as the "master" and what is known as the stamper is

produced. A " mother " may be used for the production
of any number of stampers by the same process and is
stored carefully as it is the only exact copy of the
original wax recording.
The stampers are used in the hydraulic presses used
for pressing out the records which we buy in the shop.
These are usually referred to as shellac pressings, and
the various firms producing them have their own,
usually secret, formulas for producing the "biscuit " or
type of dough used in the pressing. A typical example
may consist of slate dust 55 per cent., orange lac 22 per
cent., shellac 15 per cent., rosin 5 per cent., lamp black
2 per cent., cotton flock 1 per cent. It would be as well
to state here that, contrary to general belief, no abrasive
material is added to the biscuit for the purpose of
grinding down the reproducing needle point. The
finished record is slightly abrasive in itself because it
has to have a certain degree of hardness otherwise its
life would be too short for practical purposes.
The electrical-transcription, a term which the author
believes has been imported from the U.S.A., is made
in the same way as the shellac pressing, but instead of
the final pressings being produced in the shellac form
they are-stamped out in a substance known as vinylite,
which is a vinyl acetate plastic and is remarkable for
its very low surface noise, making it very suitable for
the recorded programmes used in broadcasting. The
.pressings so made have not quite the IfngtE of life of
the shellac type, but they are capable of very high
quality when used with the light type qf reproducer as
in the broadcasting studios, and are very much in favour
in this country and the U.S.A. for almost all classes of
recording work where a number of copies arc required
as against the single original of the direct record and the
large number of copies obtainable by the usual process
and which are rather noisy and limited in frequency
response.
The direct or instantaneous method consists of
recording directly on to a lacquer coated'metal or glass
disc which is played back without processing in any
way. This type of recording is capable of as high a
degree of quality as the transcription type and both are
capable of a higher degree of fidelity and volume range
than the normal shellac pressings.' Modern technique
allows of a flat response up to the region of 8,000 c.p.s
on good class equipment available to the home user, and
up to at least 12,ooo c.p.s. for the better class of
equipment used in the studios.
Disc

Fig. 2.— Types oj
disc recording and
relationship
between cut and
embossed records.
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side motion, it is possible to cut more grooves to the
inch without the fear of one-groove breaking into the
next, consequently greater playing time can be obtained.
It is also possible to record without restriction the
low frequency end of the spectrum and to obtain a
greater signal to noise ratio than with the lateral
system.
The different
shapes,
forcut(A)with
shellac
withL sapphire,
and groove
(B) direct
record
steelpressing
cutter. ca
On the other hand some form of tracking mechanism is
required to reproduce the yertical system, and it is a
fact
that quite serious harmonic distortion can be caused
It is quite safe to say that the home enthusiast, using
good equipment and the best quality blanks, can, in the reproduction of vertical recordings due to the
given the right experience, produce records better in difference in the contours of the tracks traversed by the
quality and amplitude range than the records he can sharp-faced cutter and the round-pointed playback
buy in the shop. It is only fair to say, at this stage, stylus. In general it is perhaps a significant fact that the
that such results are not being obtained by many most universally used method is the lateral cut. Fig. 4
amateurs to-day, simply because they have rushed into shows cross sections of the tracks made in each system.
buying equipment and putting it into use without
first getting a thorough knowledge of the subject. Embossed Recording
Anybody with a camera caq take photographs, but it
Any mention of direct recording methods would not
takes more than just enthusiasm to produce one that be complete without drawing attention to the embossed
can be put alongside the professional. In the same way type which has recently come very much in favour
anyone can make a record on his own equipment, but especially in America, where there are at least a dozen
to obtain results on a par with those of the experienced firms making embossed type recording equipment.
recording engineer needs patience, at least a good groundmethod uses a round-pointed sapphire stylus which
ing in the basic requirements of the art and lots of is This
heavily weighted and embosses or burnishes the track
experience. The would-be recording enthusiast must into
a
plastic material, such as ethyl-cellulose, or in
aim higher than to be just another " home recorder" nylon and
similar materials. The track is a lateral one,
with a five pound equipment and a radio set.
as in the cut method, but it is much more shallow and
The groove cut in the wax for commercial shellac requires a tracking mechanism for playback. On the
pressing differs in. some cases from that cut in the direct other hand, more grooves per inch can be cut, and as no
recordings. That of the shellac pressing is slightly swarf or shavings are removed, it lends itself very
rounded at the base, while that of the direct recording favourably for the long-playing type of equipments,
is a definite V-shape. Several years ago this wa% especially
when used with a constant groove speed drive
almost always the case, due to the fact that in the case
is usually the case.
of the wax recording it was possible to use a sapphire as Using
rfiin. disc it is possible to record for one hour,
stylus; with a definite tip radius, while with the direct and therea are
least four types of equipment using disc.
record, due to the much harder material, it was not There are justat as
many using various lengths of film
possible to cut a groove unless a sharp V-shaped tip strip of varying widths
on which are embossed up to
was used. The present-day tendency is to adopt the 113 tracks, giving a playing
of from one to five
rounded stylus for both the wax recording and the direct and even more hours without time
a break.
recordings, due chiefly to the greatly improved direct
The frequency response is restricted to a range of some
blanks now obtainable and the fact that most up-to-date
recording engineers now use sapphires for cutting direct 200 to 4 or 5 thousand c.p.s. due to the slow cutting speed,
weight of the recording head, etc., and at best
records, although, of course, excellent results are to be heavy
obtained with the V-shaped steel cutter, which has can only be termed high intelligibility. For monitoring
recording
conferences, speeches and'the like this is, of
certain advantages so far as the home experimenter is course, quite
satisfactory, but no embossing equipment has
concerned. It is a fact that better and more consistent yet
been
produced
capable of high quality recording
results can be obtained by the use of a sapphire cutter; aS
e krio
v it to-day. This may be due to the fact that
as
we
know
...v.. a rounded tip,
y-iy, txuvj.
I3CLLC1 example
UAcuxipic of
ui the
Lilt: results
I.UiU1 L5 ^ os^l
with
and no better
} to-day. This may be due to the fact that
to
be
obtained
can
be
given
than
the
recordings
of
P^
t
equipments
have
been
withif the
thespeed
sole1
+the JS.li.C,,
13 /-> both studio andt many outside
i recordings,
P.
idea Or
loner nlnvin.o-j
xrinw
l»iit
of long
playing inn view,
butproduced
itif icis doubtful
of
the
recording
material
under
the
embossing
tool
can
the majority of which are done with this type of cutter! be increased sufficiently to give the necessary response
Fig. 3 shows cross sections of both types of groove.
at the higher end of the scale before serious wear shows
up in the tool itself.
Vertical and Lateral Methods
our next article we shall go very thoroughly into
The groove cut in a disc may be either from side to theIntypes
of disc for direct cutting, their composition
side—lateral recording—where the depth of the groove
frequency
response, how they are best cut, and their
should always be the same ; or up and down—vertical
recording—where the groove should be of a constant general treatment for recording.
pitch all the time. The former is the type used by the
[To be continued)
gramophone companies and most direct
recording studios and home recordists,
whilst the latter is perhaps more commonly known as " hill and dale" recording, and is used on the office dictaphone, most American transcriptions for
broadcasting, and was, of course, the
original method used by Edison on the
early phonographs.
Swart
Swarf
No two experts agree as to which is
the best method and as we are concerned with the more usual and most
used method—the lateral tvpe—we shall
in passing only mention several of the
advantages to be gained by the vertical
method, without discussing in greater
detail the relative merits and demerits
Lateral Cut
Vert/ca / Cut
of either system. As the vertical system
Uses an up and down motion with no Fis. 4 Pitch lateral
f"'5,™contour,
'
eonslmt
: andgiving
(Right)variable
Vertical
cut constant
but cut movement
up and down,
depth.

■
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Modern
Broadcast
Transmitters
Details of the Circuits Used for Modern High-fidelity Transmission
By S. O.
THERE are comparatively few who have much
knowledge about the circuits used in modern
high-fidelity broadcast transmitters.
It is
chiefly for the benefit of " receiver-minded " folk that
the present article has been written. It does not claim
to be a full-length treatise on the subject of broadcast
transmitter design, about which whole books might
well be written; instead, it is a very brief outline of
the subject, showing, in a very general way, the type
of circuit used in up-to-date Equipment.
One section that a transmitter has in common with
a receiver is an audio-frequency amplifier, but a difference
between these amplifiers is that in a receiver the amplifier
is rately called upon to deliver an output of more than
10 watts of A.F. power, whereas, the amplifier of a
transmitter will need to supply, say, 50 kilowatts of
A.F. power in order to modulate fully a transmitter rated
at 100 kilowatts output power. ^ Such a great power as
this is not achieved, as one might expect, by using a
large number of small valves in a parallel-push-pull
arrangement, but is quite frequently delivered by only
two valves, working a push-pull and under class B
conditions. The valves arc very large, of course ; they
stand 4ft. high, have a high tension supply of 12,000
volts,-and have a filament consuming 200 amps, at 30
volts. The anode current fluctuates in a Class B system,
but it probably Averages 2 amps. The bombardment
of the anode of such valves by the electrons from the
filament normally would produce sufficient heat to
bring it to incandescence, and water-cooling of the
electrode is necessary to prevent this. And the provision
of water-cooling introduces a fresh problem, that of
getting rid of the 12,000-volt charge which the water
acquires because of its contact with the anode. This
is done by providing the water with an extremely long
(i.e., high resistance) path to earth from the anode
cooling jacket. By this means the drain on the H.T
supply via the water path can be reduced to a few
milUamps.
The Audio-frequency Amplifier
Readers who remember the days, some years ago now,
When class B outputs were popular in battery receivers,
may be somewhat surprised in view of the poor quality
frequently delivered by this arrangement, to find that
this type of output stage is used, in high-fidelity transmitters. It is used here, of course, primarily because
it is a very economical system. Glass A operation, which
gives the best fidelity, gives only about 20 per cent,
efficiency, but in a well-designed class B output stage
it is possible to double this figure. The distortion, with
which we were familiar in these old battery sets, is
completely eliminated by very accurate adjustment of
the operating conditions, by the use of very good
transformers, and frequently by the use of negative
feedback. Feedback is sometimes achieved by rectifying
some of the modulated R.F. from the transmitter
output and feeding it back to an early stage in the A.F.
amplifier. One' of the causes of class B distortion is lack
of uniformity in the characteristics of the valves used.
It is, in fact, extremely difficult to ensure precise equality
in the characteristics of any two nominally identical
valves, and so precautions are taken in the design of
transmitters to avoid the distortion which non-equality
in the characteristics would produce. The two halves
of the Class B output stage are given independent grid
bias supplies, so that the anode currents of the two
valves can always be made precisely equal. The
magnitude of the audio-frequency input to each valve is
also controllable by means of potential dividers, so that
differences in amplification factor can also be allowed

MAWS
for. Both of these points are illustrated in Fig. 1, which
shows the circuit diagram of a typical Class B transmitter
output stage. ^ In this diagram the circuit of the driver
stage is also included. This usually takes the form of
two triodes, again in push-pull, but operating generally,
under Class A conditions. It is interesting to notice
that the same two-precautions are taken with the driver
stage to ensure precise equality in the outputs of the
two valves. The A.F. amplifier of most transmitters
consists of pairs of valves operating in push-pull
throughout, the valves becoming larger as one moves
towards the output of the chain. AlT stages use Class A
working, except the last, usually.
Radio-frequency Amplification
Another surprise awaits the. reader when he examines
the circuit diagram of a broadcast transmitter. This
is the discovery that in most transmitters all the radiofrequency amplification is carried out by neutralised
(or neutrodyned) triodes. Such R.F. amplifiers becahie
obsolete in receiver design prior to 1930, yet they are
still used in transmitters. This does not indicate
stagnation in transmitter design—far from it. There
is a very good reason which can be advanced for this
apparent anomaly.
It is that there is little point in
using valves more complex in structure than triodes,
for the efficiency obtained from these neutralised triode
R.F. amplifiers is surprisingly high. A Triode amplifying
unmodulated R.F. (as the early R.F. stages in transmitters do) and operating under class C conditions can
fairly easily be made 90 per cent, efficient. Neither
tetrodes nor pentodes could improve on this figure.
Neutralisation, which was such a nuisance in those
pre-1930 receivers, is not troublesome in transmitters,
its snag with receivers was that every time the tuning
knob was moved then a corresponding adjustnient of
the neutralising condenser became necessary. Transmitters, however, operate for long periods at a fixed
carrier frequency : thus there is no need for constant
re-setting of the neutralising condenser and the employment of this system becomes a practical possibihty. It
is not surprising in view of the large powers involved to
find that the R.F. valves are used in push-pull, and a
typical circuit for the carrier (i.e., the unmodulated R.F.)
section of a transmitter is given in Fig. 2. In this Cr
and C2 are two neutralising condensers and ajl the
others indicated are for tuning purposes. Notice that
these tuning condensers are always used in pairs. This
method is useful in that it permits the moving vane
of all condensers used for tuning to be earthed. The
grid bias supply, usually derived from D.C. generators/
is such as to bias the triodes well beyond the point of
cut-off of anode current, so that anode flow's only for a
small fraction of each positive peak of the input signal.
This is class C operation, of course, and accounts for the
very high efficiency of these amplifiers.
The Mixer Stage
We have now discussed the principal sections of a
transmitter except for the apparatus producing the
carrier signal and the mixer stage, where the audiofrequency signal is superimposed on the radio-frequency
carrier. This part can be compared with the frequencychanger in a superhet receiver, for the same sort of
thing goes on in both, namely, that sum and difference
terms are produced from the two input signals applied
to the stage. In a transmitter the mixing usually takes
place in the anode circuit of the final R.F. amplifier,
this being known as " high level" modulation. Some
types of transmitter employ amplifiers of modulated
R.F, following the modulating stage, this alternative
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Fig. 2. Typical circuit for carrier section of transmitter. R.F. valves are used in push-pull.
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system, which now seems to be
losing favour compared with the
alternative already discussed,
is known as the " low level"
modulation. Mixing is achieved
by allowing the amplified A.F.
signal to control the H.T.
supply to the R.F. amplifier.
A simplified circuit diagram
of this, the Heising modulation
circuit, is given in Fig. 3. In
this the anode voltage of the
R.F. amplifier is supplied from
two sources; one is the H.T.
supply system of the transmitter
(about which a little information
will be given later) and the
other is the voltage drop
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developed across L, the modulation choke, as a consequence of the A.F. power delivered to it from the A.F.
amplifier. The isolating condenser C has the purpose
of preventing a short-circuit of the H.T. supply through
L and the secondary of the output transformer.
The Carrier Source
Most of the carrier frequencies used by transmitters
"are much too high to be generated by alternators and
are accordingly produced by valve oscillators, precautions
being taken to keep the output waveform pure (the
presence of harmonics is clearly undesirable) and to
keep the frequency constant within very narrow limits.'
The necessary frequency stability is achieved either by
using an oscillator controlled by a quartz crystal which
is mounted in an oven maintained automatically at
a constant temperature, or else by using a specially
designed tuned circuit contained within a thermostatically controlled oven. The carrier source need not
give an output at the wanted frequency : it can generate
a multiple or a factor of it and the needed carrier
frequency can be obtained from this by stages of
frequency multiplication or division.
The Power Supply
A transmitter has, of course, a power pack to supply
the H.T. for the anxades of the valves, but this is all
it docs supply. The L.T. (which, in a receiver, also
comes from the mains transformer) is, in a transmitter,
.derived from D.C. generators driven by electric motors,
each large valve having a generator to itself. The
H.T. supply may be taken from three-phase A.C. mains.
To minimise the amount of smoothing necessary following
rectification, the nature of the A.C. input is usually
converted into six-phase, and is then rectified by
mercury-arc rectifiers.
The way in which the various sections of a transmitter
so far discussed fit together is indicated in Fig. 4.
So efficient are most of the stages in a modern
transmitter that the overall efficiency, i.e., the fraction
of the total input power, including all L.T., G.B. and
H.T, supplies, which is turned into useful radiated
energy, may be as great as 40 per cent. This is considerably better than can usually be achieved in a receiver.
A typical receiver consumes about 60 watts from the
mains and delivers an output of, say, 4 watts which is
less than 7 per cent, efficiency.
NEWNES
TELEVISION MANUAL
By P. J. CAMM
6/-, or 6/6 by post.
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton . Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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COMPETITION

Your

MANY

Post-war

WANTED—YOUR

PRIZES

Receiver

SPECIFICATION

TN order that manufacturers may be accurately guided in the design of the post-war wireless
Wh,Ch W 11 !a iSf! P0PU,

let us

'

'

'

" teiuuements, we invite re.dete to

with "thT .?SS^8l:idP™^S^!h^ ~de" whose"" ■,,0!, •""" c,>i"cid"
foSe^iS TZZ&if "

PUbliSh

d

"<led ">■ f "-»«««

S < nt rung
rnu^elOP
r° fj not entries
havecorrespondence.
the word " Specification " marked in the top left-hand
corner,
andu should
containshould
any other
You may if you so desire add any items not covered in the list, or make suaeestions for imnrove
ments not at present incorporated in wireless receivers.
suggestions tor improveThe following prizes will be awarded :

First prize s £5 5s. Od.
Second prize : £2 2s. Od.
Six third prizes of a W.B. loudspeaker.
SO consolation prizes of books to be selected from our technical list.
Portable.
TYPE

POWER

Transportable.
Table Model—Upright.
—Horizontal.
Console.

DIAL MARKING.,

Wavelength.
Station Names.
Both.

Radiogram.

LOUDSPEAKER .,

Permanent Magnet.
Electro magnet.
Dual Speakers.
High Fidelity Speakers.

' Battery.
AC/DC.
AC.
' Medium.

WAVEBAND

- ^e<^'unl an<i Short.
Medium Short & Television
sound.
k
I Press Button.
Press Button and Manual.
Manual only.

REFINEMENTS

' Tone Control.
Tuning Indicator.
Switching to enable either
the internal speaker or
extension speaker or both
to be used.
Gramophone attachments.

{Speaker mounted separate
from set.
SPECIAL TYPES.
Set designed for quality
reproduction and having
only mediocre selectivity.
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Sound

Amplifying

Equipment-2

Completing the Metalwork of the Case for Housing the Two-vaive A.C. Operated Pre-amplifier
HAVING completed the chassis and front panel, bending is-perfectly straightforward, and- it is a matter
choice—according to equipment available—whether which were described in detail in the previous of
the sides are bent in before the top or vice versa. Whichi
issue, work can now be commenced' on the" main ever
is adopted, it is certainly best to bend,
case. This involves slightly more work and patience up theprocedure
strips on the sides of the top piece, otherthan the chassis, but with reasonable care it is not a wise, itnarrow
be difficult to give them a good sharp bend
difficult task, and the finished article will well repay once thewill
main piece is bent into position. These strips
the time and care taken. The case, which for convenience come outside
the sides, thus forming a strong joint
in making and servicing, consists of three sides and top, is between top and
soldered—and, at the
cut out in one piece according to the dimensions and shape same time, .adding sides—when
rigidity to the top plate. As with,
shown in Fig. 4. Before-marking out, it is advisable all the bending, every
endeavour should be made to
to check width and depth against the finished chassis, as
clean sharp bends, and these can only be^ obtained .
slight variations are likely to be experienced owing secure
by
holding
the
metal
firmly
two hard surfaces
to bending and to the thickness of the sheet metal and applying good pressurebetween
in Short, quick periods
used.
»i
, . , ,
rather
than
a
single
stroke
of
doubtful
force.
When the sheet has been cut to the desired shape,
Regarding the drilling. Assuming that the chassis
the folded front edges form the first bending operation makes
good fit in the case, i.e., the folded edges of the
and owing to their narrowness and the importance ot sides ofa the
clipping round the front edges of the
getting the finished folds perfectly flat and flush with former, the latter
five holes shown on Fig. 4 can be maiked
each other, this demands more care than the rest of the off and drilled.
this method is quite satisfactory
work. The three front cut edges have to be folded on paper, it mayWhile,
not be so perfect in practice, therefore,
back i on themselves to a depth of only sin., and some may care to
follow
the same procedure as the,,
then turned or bent at right-angles to the remainder •writer of this article used, namely,
fit the chassis into
of the piece. A vice is really essential for this work, the case, making sure that bottom toedges
flush, etc.,
as it is very necessary to avoid the formation of crinkles and scribe the holes on the inside of the are
pieces by.
or the risk of distorting the metal, otherwise the finished running the scriber round each hole. It is side
not
a difficult
edges will not present a uniformly flat surface to the matter to pick up their centres and locate them
lid Note that the folded edge which comes at the centre punch, the points being taken through sntha
to the
front of the top piece, does not extend along the whole
of the case by drilling a i/i6in. hole at each
length of the case. This is shown in Fig. 4, where it outside
punch
mark.
The
final
drilling
can
then
be
done
from
will be seen that- the gin. plus i-in. strip is cut away at, outside of the case, any slight variations m lining the
up
each end by Jin. This is to clear the folded edges of with the holes in the chassis being corrected by means
the sides, when the case is formed. The rest of the

Top

'/ sk
M

4"

f4_
^ £
a. /a
W
Side /.

deck

S/efe 2.,

-r /S

1-4 -pg
TrA
I
/ i
?<

1
2 /

T>
S'-A
Case
Ffe, 4.—Developed plan of the metal box.

3%
T7
Fig. 5.— Grille fixing pieces.
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of a round and half-round file. Should the chassis not be face of the hinge strips, and after putting a slight kink
drilled by the time this is read, it would be better to in each wire, fin. from one end, slide the wires into the
drill the case and chassis together, thus assuring perfect hinge tubes so that approximately 7/i6in. is projecting
alignment with the minimum of trouble.
and making contact along the lid. Both pieces of wire
must project in the same direction.- When satisfied
Bottom Plate
kink is sufficient to allow the projecting ends
To simplify servicing of the amplifier, should" the thatthethewires
to rest squarely on the lid and, at the.
need arise, it was decided to make the bottom of the case of
time be truly located in the tubes, anchor them to
removable, as this would allow easy Inspection and same
the
lid
with
solder.
Don't make a finished job of the
testing of all components without having to go to the soldering until the hinge
movement has been tested,
trouble of removing the case or any connections.
to make quite sure that the alignment of the wires arid
The pattern of the bottom plate is shown in Fig.' 6 tubes
is sufficiently accurate to allow the lid to open and
and owing to its simple formation there is little to say close smoothly,
and to be removed from the case by
about it other than a few words about the two projecting opening it fully and
sliding it to one side. The object
fm. by fin. strips, which are on its front edge. The lid of making the lid removable
will be apparent when .the
or door of the case is secured to the latter by two hinges unit is put into use, and constructors
of the slide-off type, and the two strips are needed to to use hinges of the ordinary type. are advised not
form the female part of the hinges. Using a piece of, sav
3/32in. diameter rod or a suitable nail, roll the projecting pieces round it to form a tube as shown by the
—
side view, Fig. 6, taking care to see that each one is
"
parallel with the front edge of the plate and dead in
rF""
line with each other. The bottom surfaces of the tubes
must be flush with underside of the bottom plate,
otherwise the case will be tilted backwards when in use.
When the above and the bending is finished, fit the
bottom to the case, with the chassis in position, and
through the centre of the turned up edges at the sides
and back, drill clearance holes for 4BA round-head
bolts right through the case and chassis. Strip down
>
the assembly, and solder over the holes—on the inside
of the chassis and back of case—full 4BA nuts, so that

%
if
r-Ti
^ru"

irr
' t^

9V
L id.,
■ 7.—Dimensions for the lid.

I"
Showing Strip
Bottom
roiled to form Hinge
Fig. 6.—Pattern for bottom plate.
Microphone Container
snort bolts can be screwed through the turned up
To the inside of the lid, in the centre of the area
edges of the bottom plate, the case, and the chassis above the top edge of the chassis, i.e., approximately
thus bolting together this part of the assembly. ' 5sin. above the bottom edge of the lid, solder a round
Smooth off corners and any doubtful edges, so that tm having a diameter in the region of 2fin. and a depth
the hands can pass over the metal work without coming of |m. If nothing better is available, a No. 2 size boot
in contact with any burrs or rough parts.
polish tin will be quite satisfactory when well cleaned.
Don't solder round the edge of the tin; a much neater
The Lid
job can bevmade by depositing a reasonable amount of
The shape and dimensions of the metal required for the solder on the bottom of the tin, and, after tinning the
formation ot the lid are shown in Fig. 7, and the con- required area on the lid, place the tin over it.and apply
structor is advised to select for this a piece of metal a well heated soldering iron to the inside of the tin until
free from any signs of warp or distortion. Bend up the.solder runs, and then leave to cool. This fixing
the three edges as indicated by the broken lines in Fig. 7, can be simplified if the lid is placed over a very low gas
but it is advisable to check fitting when one side and top fiame,
so that both parts assist in melting the solder.
( :cil ar
edges have been bent, as this will allow any variations
:^ of] the
hole,
diameter
can then
in
in this instance to be corrected, by adjusting the remain- the^ lid
tin,say,
and1 fin.
the inopening
covered
bybea cut
piece
ing bending line, and, should the lid be a shade on the ot perforated zinc soldered to the inside. An alternative
tall side, by cutting off the desired amount from its to this, and the method used by the writer, is to drill
bottom edge. Although this suggestion is made, it a series of 3/i6in. diameter holes in concentric circles
does not follow that errors will be experienced if 'the as shown in the illustrations, and then produce a slight
diagrams are followed, but it will help to ensure a domed effect by lightly beating the inside of the lid
perfect fitting, a very desirable feature for the lid. When with a round-headed hammer, while slightly tilting the
the hd is in position its bottom edge should be well lid m step with the path of the hammer.
down on the hinge strips, while the hinge tubes or rolls
should have their horizontal centre lines approximately Fasteners
3/32in. above the bottom edge. This will be obvious
Assemble the case, chassis, bottom plate and lid, and ■
when the next operation is carried out. Take two then
solder to the outside of the top plate, the-spring-clip
pieces of stiff wire or suitable rod i-3/i6in. in length portions
two small attache case fasteners, which can
and of a diameter which will ensure a nice smooth fit be securedoffrom
most ironmongers for a few pence. The
in the hinge tubes. Place the lid in position—remember- centres of the fasteners
are located rin. in from the sides
ing that its bottom edge must be well down on the inner but their distance back
from the front edge will be
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governed by their size. "If the complete fasteners are
held in position, i.e., the clip portion on the top plate,
and the other part on the overlapping edge of the. lid,
the correct position will readily be determined. If the
lid shows any signs of opening, fasten it truly in position
by string or wire round the case.
The Handle
As the writer Was unable to secure an attach^ case
carrying handle, of the tvpe which falls flat on the case
when not in use, one had to be made from a strip 6Jin.
by fin. byg/iflin. rut from an old leather strap. The piece
was cut with a slight taper, to within iin. of each end,
actually the width was reduced to Jin. at that point,
Soldered

Perforated Zinc

October, 1944

The Grille
To protect the valves and " mike" battery from
damage, a metal grille is fitted to the interior of the case.'
Small mesh perforated zinc is used for the actual covering,'
the edges being finished off and strengthened by encasing,
them in -|in. wide channels made by folding over,
suitable lengths of iin. wide tin strip. The constructioifi
and dimensions are shown by Fig. 8. When the JoMecr
strips have been cut to the right lengths, their ends
should be mitred to form the three corners as shown in,
the diagram. When the zinc is surrounded by the;
channelling, the latter can be finished off by pmchmgi
the fold over—along its whole length—in a vice. The
mitred corners are then soldered, but there is no need
to solder the zinc to the framework.
At a point gin. from the bottom edge of the
grille and 3/iijin.infrom the inner edgi of the left-;
hand member of the grille framework, cut a hole
through the zinc, having a diameter of approximately Jin.
In the same frame member, drill a 4BA
clearance hole, iin. down from the top edge and
a iin. from the side. Repeat this procedure on
the right-hand side member, through whichl
must also bo drilled another hole of the same
size, only ijin. from the bottom edge. With a'
pair of tinsnips, cut through the framework/
from the outside edges, to the holes, thus
producing " U " shaped openingg.

Fixing the Grille
End View .
showing formation
two -pieces of tin to the dimensions
of Tin Frame on Zinc andCutshape
shown in Fig. 5, and before
Fig. 8.
bending them at right-angles along^ the
broken
lines,
mark
off
points
to coincide with the U •
and the ends finished off to arrow head shape, Two
holes in the grille. At these points drill
small bridges were made from some spare tin, their shaped
aBA clearance holes, and dead behind them solder
dimensions being Iin. high, fin. wide by 9/i6in. in Jength, IbA
nuts. Note: The holes must be drilled on the
with .fin. feet turned outwards at right-angles, to the sides full
are sin, in length, as it is the 5fin. sides
vertical sides. To provide smooth edges, it is best to whichwhich
when
material is bent, make contact with the
cut the tin sufficiently wide to provide, say, an fin, inside' of the the
of the'case. The fin. cutaway is to
fold over along the longest edges, the fold over, of clear the top sides
of the panel, and therefore, represents the
course, being on the inside of the bridge when the latter bottom end of
the
angle strips. The one with the
is formed. Shor.t 6I3A bolts—round-head aie used to
tongues, cut to form a terminal tag to make
• fasten the bridges to the top plate, and to secure balance projecting
with the " mike " battery, is located on tlie
when carrying, the handle should be located ain. in from contact
of the case, when looking at the panel. VVhen
the back of the case, but centrally as regards the width. left
completed,
both angle strips can be soldered m position
Don't be tempted to solder the bridges in position.
that their front surfaces are flush with the front 01
While a neat fixing could be obtained in that manner, so
panel and parallel with the front edges of the case;
some little trouble i? likely to be experienced when the
fin. or |in. round-head 4BA bolts for fixing grille
painting the case, especially if hard gloss paint is used, Use
to
the
strips.
as it would be very awkward trying to paint underneath
{To be continued)
the handle, etc.

INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONICS
in one way or another by an intelligent application1
ACCORDING to the report of the British Institution benefit
. .
.
of Radio Engineers to industry generally, radio of Aelectronics.
large
number of applications of electronic
engineering has been synonymous with entertain- devices has been
made
during
wartime
in
the
field
of
ment, and, prior to 1939, the application of electronic
machines and industrial process control;
principles in the industrial field was, save for the most electrical
devices include, voltage regulators, speed and
elementary purposes, confined almost entirely to the Such
process
controllers,
motor controllers and welding;
radio and light electrical engineering industries. That timers, as well as equipment
for the detection and
this was so, was not because the equipments in use wore control of radiant energy, the control
of heat in resistance
unreliable or demanded the constant attention of skilled welding and the control of temperature
resistive and
engineers, but because industry generally had not inductive heating. These devices can beinset
operate
appreciated or had not even been made aware of the within precise limits, and give indicationto aurally,'
versatility of this new branch of engineering. .
or mechanically when certain limits are exceeded;
War has done much to alter this state of affairs. The visually
the limits can be established in terms of colour, shade
vital part that electronics has played, 111 all phases of or
density,
time or speed, rotation or vibration, teniwar production, has led to a far wider knowledge and, perature or humidity,
size or shape, continuity
appreciation of its industrial scope. The intensive or interruption of flow,physical
of noise, compression or
research and development that continues nnreioittingly expansion or even changessilence
in
the
chemical or metallurgical
is opening entirely new fields of application until now composition of a body.
there is hardly vi. single branch of industry that cannot
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By THERMION
From Three Swing Fans
to civilian life, and want to rejoin their clubs. I am
IHAyE received the following letter signed " Three sony that I am unable to help because I have heard
Swing Fans," and in brackets " Three of the few from very few club secretaries since the war, I do
^ hundreds still left " :
hope that any of them who read this page will write to
'' We should like to express our complete agreement me and let me know their plans.
with what Thermion and Basil Henriques have said
m the August issue, about the effect of swing and jazz Queries
on modern youth. We also agree with Thermion that ¥ OBSERVE that although our query service has been
be cut out of ra 0
11
temporarily
suspended readers arc still addressing
13 su osed to ^ entertainment. After all
eaterand
for crooning
the publicthe
taste,
and
if■rithey cut outPPswing, jazz,
B.B.C.
t1"5 office.
theytoplease
note them
that 'owinf
to
staff
shortage
we
areWill
unable
deal with
We
would receive many more ten shillings at the end of the are confining our energies
under
very
difficult
circumyear."
These readers did not send their address, nor sign stances to the production of this journal, and we have
their letter, so I was unable to reply by post.
ImrnrnnL a considerable
circuitsamount
or answer
involving
of technical
time. Wequeries
shall
Post-war Car Radio
1
co
ACCORDING to Sir Miles Thomas, one of the heads mla^r'toThH^aftet" ^ -«ence
tlie Nuffield
Station
mi have radio
. as he ridesOrganisation,
will
in the post-warevery
cars. motorist Jungle Fighters' Radio
in the jungles of New Guinea, near
After the cars of the first stage of peacetime—those COMEWHERE
in
which should have been produced for 1940—have had m-sW ihut.2 AAaycheery
'1,1S a Australian
!ma11 stlldl0voice
a native-built
emanates
from
.their day, he said, there would come models incor- grass
here,
travels
along
two
miles
of
precarious
land-line
porating many of the lessons learnt during the war. tnrough dense jungle growth, and is transmitted,
to be
He visualised much better springing, sleeker bodies, picked up by receivers in warships, tankers, Douglas
greater silence, wider use of plastics ; nor Would the an-transports, patrol aircraft, hospital wards and
post-war car have so angular a body that it creates
lmits
110
noises as it moves through the air.
the Japs,
threatened
the new -landing indoubt
Northern
Dutchnow
New
Guinea
It would be very many years indeed before we could with
it too. 5
'
hope to see an all-plastic automobile body. New near
Thousand
of
Australian
and
American
servicemen
techniques demanded a material with the 'strength are the listening public of R.A.A.E. Radio. The voice
of sheet - steel. Moreover, could a plastic panel be
repaired without a very special plant, as it would have ' Islands
is'R.A.A.F. Radio-The Voice of the
to be if the local garage was to re-condition a bent
mud-wing of a stove-in body panel ?
rliffirmtll
?bynda built
in
faceof ofR.A.A.F,
almost men,
insurmountable
difficulties
small
group
the station
The demand after the war should not for long be
short of supply if the industry were to fulfil the Labour provides music of all kinds, light entertainments, news
Minister s pledge to find jobs for the men it gave^ up on ThP
-pcy,.R-Aairmen
'.A-F- Radio's
fan mail
is run
enormous,
the Australian
who planned
it and
it are
the outbreak of war.
honorary,
and
their
work is done in spare time, but all
Believe me," he said, "we shall need no urging of them, m New Guinea,
had previously been in wireless
to take our men back. It will be a great day when we
can see them at their old places at the benches and work before they enlisted.
machines and earning the good money that they used to
draw."
SHAKESPEARE UP-TO-DATE
The Clubs Are Returning
name could sound no worse"
IT any further indication were needed that the war "A Croonettcry by any other
i is in its last months, it is provided by the letters I Sid "I do n fTlS'fV0. Ministr
y ofamount
Information
recentiv
a certain
femVi. ? r shall
^ iI call them, singers
of crooning
bv
receive from radio men in the Services." Some of the females—what
?-is likely
to affect
letters ask me if I happen to know the addresses of the one way or the other, the morale of the BritSh Army."]
secretaries of clubs to which these readers formerly
What? Does he know no sobriquet.belonged. The most complete list of wireless clubs
No nickname he can use ?
We here present-him several"
appears in the " ' Practical Wireless ' Encyclopaedia,"
Which frequently we use.
a copy of which is possessed by most readers. This
list, however, if only as up to date as the last edition of
" ??k'Sisters
" might
havebehind.
pride of place.
the book, and no doubt many clubs have gone out of
With Yowlers
" close
Cat-Concert Prima Donnas
existence since, due to the members being called to the
Jumps to the tortured mind.
Services.
Or Adenoidal Artistes,
But Service men are looking forward to an early return
With fog-horn voices rough,
And vocal chords most vilely strained
Each time they do their stuff.
And now, dear secretarj',
®ur IRoIl of fllbcdt
Will this cause you surprise?
We think, perhaps, they're just engaged
Readers on Active Service—Forty-sixth List
Because they are " Blue Eyes,"
W. R. Clucas (W/O., R.A.F.).
But their " Voices," or what pass for them.
A. Mulvaney (Cpl., R.A.F.).
Great numbers find depressing;
N. A. Carter {Pte., R.E.M.E.).
And if depression helps morale,
J- C. Thomas (Sgt., R.A.F.).
Well, sir, you've got us guessing!
J. H. Nib (Marine).
" Torch."
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Practical
Hints
Line-cord Substitute
ponents abound each valve-holder,;
WHEN asked to fix a line-cord I THAT DODGE OF YOURS ! | and the tags to the holder are often
on to an American midget ( Every Reader oi "PRACTICAL WIRE- ! difficult to get at with a soldering
recently I devised the following idea
. ;
^
" must have originated some little I iron.
j
for overcoming line-cord cost. The =I LESS
dodge
The accompanying illustration1
Why notwhich
pass itwould
on tointerest
us ? Weother
pay readers.
£1-10-0 |I shows
set was a 4-valve -j- rect. T.R.F. x| for
a
method
of
extending
the.
bestpublished
hint submitted,
receiver, and the valves took .15 | othertheitem
on this and
pageforweevery
will ff valve-holder connections, making iE
half-a-guinea.
Turn
that
idea
of
yours
amp. heater current. 11 was designed Ii topayaccount
very easy to solder and re-solder:
by sending it in to us addressed I~ experimental
for no v. A.C./D.C., and the owner c to the Editor,
connections 'without;
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS," |
wished to have it converted for 250 i George
Newnes,
Ltd..
Tower
House,
SouthI
the actual joints to the
ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your { touching
A.C./P.C. working. The required (name
valve-holder
itself.
An ebonite orand every
addressnotion
on every
Please
resistance- worked out to approxinote that
sent item.
in must
be rI paxolin ring is mounted on the
mately^ 900 ohms which meant that = ori'jinal. Mark envelopes " Practical Hints." | underside of the chassis and lengths:
about 15 ft.- of line, cord had to be
of 18 gauge wire taken from the;
SPECIAL NOTICE
used, the cost of which was more
valve-holder tags to holes in the
All hints must be accompanied by the
than the owner was prepared t'j pay.
ring. The wire should be well
coupon cat from page iii of cover.
I therefore took the following odds
cleaned prior to fixing, and com-;
ponents can then be attached anywhere along its length.—K. Chandler (Templecombe)."
Bracket
Mains Drop par
An Easily-made Ammeter
1MADE this meter several months ago for a small
charging board, and it has worked satisfactorily."
The case of the meter is a circular tin about lin. deep.
The sketch shows the tin with lid removed to make
clear the location of the parts. The pointer is a length
Sohnotd
Soldered to
Case
P
To Mams

I
Asbesros
Wood Base
To Set
Method of using a mains dropper as a line-cord resistance,
and ends : i switch mounting block sin. x 6in., i piece
asbestos sii). x 6m., 1-900 ohms wire-wound mains
dropper, Ilex, plugs, 2 brackets and screws, and a
square foot of perforated zinc.
The asbestos was mounted on top. of the block and
the resistance mounted on it. Then the flex and plugs
were connected and a cover was made from the zinc,
as indicated.—R. V. Jen kin (Launceston).
Connector for Small Components
EXPERIMENTERS often wish to try the effect of
« different resistances, condensers, etc., in a new
receiver.
There is usually a collection of such comc
/& Gauge
•
Bare Copper Wire

o

Fixing Bolts.
\

Ebonite or
Paxo/in Ring
/

3
Chassis^
Spacing Co/tars
A connector rim; for small components.

/
©

insulated
Terminal

Pointer

Scale
Pointer

A useful ammeter made
from odds and ends.
of 26 S.W.G; iron wire, it is
soldered to a small pivot
Pivot which is filed to a point at each
' end, and,swivels in smalli
indentations made in the two
strips which act as bearings,'
as shown in the detail view.;
The end of the iron wire is'
curved so that it can pass into the core of the soienoid.
The solenoid was hiade'by winding 20 turns of 18 .S.W.G'.
msulatea "connettihg. wire round a pencil. The pencil
was then removed as the wire is stout enough to support
itself. Fix the solenoid by soldering one .end of. the
winding to 'the case, and the other to an insulated
terminal,
...
■The lid of the tin has a hole cut in it, over which a
piece of glass is fixed. A terminal through the centre
of the back of the tin secures the meter to the charging .
board, and, with the lid in position, .the whola is enclosed.
The pointer end of the iron wire is slightlyheavier
than the other, and consequently points .downwards.
It was found that snipping; small pieces off the pointer
end of the iron wire increased the deflection for a given
current ;• a fiillTScale reading-of approximately, 1 amp,
was thus arrived at. For calibration, the meter was
connected in' series'with a ready calibrated ammeter, a.
S-volt aceumulator and rheostat,' By; adjustment ofj
the rheostat various currents were .passed through tlie
meter, and the deflection for various currents marked in
as indicated by the calibrated . meter.—F. G. Rayer
-(Longdon).
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TO MEET THE
ELECTRONIC AGE

i
/*

>Vy HAR'S gold in them thar hills
yes,
old timer, but where? Yesterday it was
hit-and-miss. All too often the sun-bleached
bones of a prospector were the solitary reminder of ill-fated expeditions relying for
success upon intuition or conjecture.
Today, Science — in the form of Electronics — largely eliminates such hazards.
Gold-bearing reefs in Australia — nickel
deposits in Canada — oil pockets in Iran —
even sunken vessels in the Atlantic — all are
located and made visible
through the electronic eye.
In every field of endeavour Electronics is
destined to play a great

part. Already it is used in the steel industry for heat treatment — doing work
in seconds that previously required hours,
doing a better job with greater uniformity.
Electronics is the science of setting
electrons to work. The thermionic valve
m its thousand and one different forms
— is merely the means to that end. Every
valve circuit requires capacitors — often
of special characteristics. Our Research
Engineers are at work on these problems
— their wide experience
is making a substantial
contribution to the
advancement
of
Electronics.
hunts
»
TRADE MARK

X^capacilors J
H.

HUNT

LTD

•

LONDON

•

S-W-i8

•
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FOR THE
RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
AND OWNER
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we' want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every-day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 94, lnterna.tiona.1 Buildings,
Kingrsway, London, W.C.2.
Please
fully about your instruction
markedexplain
X. Complete
. • . in the Subject
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television
If you wish
to pass
a Radioofexamination,
indicate it below.
British
Institute
Radio Engineers
P.IM.G.
Certlfieate
for
Wireless
Operators
Provisional Telegraphy
Certificate in
Telephony and
forRadio
Aircraft
City and
GuildsOperator,
Telecommunications_
Wireless
R.A.E.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Special terms for members of H.M. F^rce^anddlscharged
and discibled members of H.M. Armed Forces.
Age,
^.ddress

October, 1944

"MANUAL OF METALS & ALLOYS"
AND
"RADIO MANUAL"
T3ERNARDS (PUBLISHERS) LIM13
ITED, of 77, The Grampians,
Western Gate, London, W.6, beg to inform
the Trade and the Public that their
" Manual of Metals and Alloys " and their
" Radio Manual " have been withdrawn
from circulation and express their regret to
Mr. F, J. Camm, the Author, and Messrs.
George Newnes Ltd., the publishers,
that these two publications, which are
infringements of Mr. Camm's works,
" Dictionary of Metals and Alloys,"
" Newnes' Engineer's Pocket Book,"
" Practical Wireless Service Manual,"
and " Radio Engineer's Vest Pocket Book "
should have been issued. The entire
matter has been .settled by payment by
Messrs. Bernards of an agreed sum for
damages and costs.

(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope.)

Titereit

tt time .

come

.

.

Stentorian

SPEAKERS

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD., MANSFIELD, NOTTS.
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Telechrome

CATHODE RAY COLOUR AND STEREOSCOPIC TELEVISION
Stereoscopic and Colour Television Pictures Shown Directly
on the Cathode Ray Tube for
the First Time

m
*•3*.

cSWaW
11

Ftg. I. Pholosrabh showing Mr J L. Bard looking in on the " Tehchrome," his latest imention. The " Teleehrome" is a cathode
ray tube which shows television in colour and also in stereoscopic depth.
THE Telcchrome, Mr. Baird's latest invention,
eliminates the revolving discs and lenses previously
necessary for colour and stereoscopic television.
The colour and stereoscopic pictures now appear directly
upon the screen of the cathode ray tube, so that colour
and stereo television can now- be received oh apparatus as
silent and efficient as the pre-war black and white receivers.
The Telechrome differs from the black and white
cathode ray tube in having two cathode ray beams and
a transparent double-sided screen. The front of the
screen being coloured blue-green and the back red, one
cathode' ray beam produces a blue-green picture on the
front surface, the other a red picture on the back surface,
the two blending to give a picture in natural colour.
For stereoscopic viewing coloured glasses arc used,
the left and right eye pictures corresponding to the left
and right eye images (a principle well known in the
cinema). Stereo television without the use of glasses
has been demonstrated by Mr. Baird, but this is still
at too early a stage to be practically applied.
Electron Beam.
Thinsheet.
mica
Blue
Screen

Red
Screen

reen
Screen.
Blue
Screen.

-Red
Screen

Electron
Electron
Beams ,
beams n
Pigs. 2 and S.-iDiagrams of the new tubes for colour and
stereoscopic television.

Britain is well ahead in the field of colour and
stereoscopic television. Both are British inventions and
were shown for the first time by Baird in 1928.
Stereoscopic television is unique to this country and
has never been demonstrated abroad, while the only
colour demonstrations staged in U.S.A. employ Baird's
original revolving disc system.
Television in colour has previously been accomplished
by three methods. In the first demonstration of colour
television revolving discs were used by Mr. Baird to
accomplish the scanning and also supply the colour
component. In his second method the scanning was
done by the cathode ray tube and the colour supplied
by a revolving colour disc. In his third method images
produced side by side on the face of a cathode rav
tube were coloured by stationary colour filters and
superimposed by projection upon a viewing screen.
Of these methods the first two come within the
category of mechanical systems.
The third, which requires no moving parts, might be
best described as an electro-optical system, as the colour
is added to the image by optical means. This system
has the very considerable disadvantage that the 'fluorescent screen cannot be viewed directly, the coloured
image being obtained by projection, which involves a
substantial loss of light.
The present system is entirely electronic,, the coloured
image appearing directly upon the fluorescent screen—
two cathode ray beams being required for a two-colour
system and three for a three-colour system. These
cathode ray beams are modulated by the incoming
signals corresponding to the primary colour picture
and impinge upon superimposed screens coated with
fluorescent powders of the appropriate colours. For
example, in a two-colour system the two cathode ray
beams scan the bpposite sides of a thin plate of transparent mica, one side of which has been coated with
orange-red fluorescent powder and the other with
blue-green fluorescent powder. Thus the screen has
formed upon its front face an image containing the
orange-red colour components, and on its back face an
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image containing the blue-green components; these
images are superimposed and thus give a picture in
natural colour. (See Fig. 2.)
Where three colours are to be used the back screen
is ridged and a .third cathode ray beam added, the
front face of the screen giving the red component, one
side of the back ridges giving the green components
and the other sides of the ridges the blue component.
(See Fig. 3.)
A two-sided tube has been developed and will be
shown receiving a picture from a 600-line triple interlaced
moving spot transmitter using a cathode ray tube in
combination with a revolving disc with orange-red and
blue-green filters. The receiving cathode ray tube is
shown in the diagram (Fig. 2) and in* the photograph
(Fig. 4). The screen is a xoin. diameter disc of thin mica
coated on one side with blue-green fluorescent powder
and on the other with orange-red fluorescent powder.
(The colour may alternatively be provided for the back
screen by using a white powder and colouring the mica
itself.)
The tube shown in Fig. 2 may be viewed from both
back and front, but if Used in this way one set of viewers
see a mirror image, also coloured mica must not be used,
and a filter has to be inserted between the back viewers
and the tube to keep the colour values correct and
compensate for the light lost in the mica and fluorescent
powder when the direction of viewing is reversed.
The tube shown in the photograph (Fig. 1) can only
be viewed from the front, but having one cathode ray
beam perpendicular to the Screen simplifies the set-up
of the apparatus. The tubes give a very bright picture,
due to the absence of colour filters and the fact that
special powders are used giving only the desired colours
which are seen additively.
*The tubes give excellent stereoscopic television
images when used with a stereoscopic fransmitter. (The
blue-green and orange-red images forming a stereoscopic
pair and being viewed through colour glasses.)
New Form of Scanning
In the present form of scanning all the lines in
successive frames are of the same colour, the colour
changing with each successive frame.
In the new form of scanning now being developed
successive lines are of different colour and the number of
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Fig. 4.—Photograph showing Mr. Baird holding the *' Telechrome" his latest invention. The ' Telechrome " is a cathode
ray tvbe which shows television in colour and also in stereoscopic
depth.
lines is made a non-multiple of the number of colours,
so that every line of the complete colour picture has
successfully shown each of the primary colours.
The object of this is to reduce colour flicker. Where
frame by frame colour alteration is used flicker becomes
prominent in any large area of a single colour; for
example, if the picture is showing a large blue area,
this blue appears in the blue frame only. While the red
and green frames are appearing it is not shown, so that
the frequency of the repetition is reduced and flicker
accentuated. With line by line colour alteration each
colour appears in every frame.
This form of scanning does not lend itself to the
revolving disc system.

NOTES
AND
NOTICES
" A General Purpose Test Bridge "
" One-valve Midget Eeceivet"
THE valve base connections of the Midget one-valve" THE value of Ri in the circuit given on p. 358 of
our issue dated August, 1944, is 500. This was
receiver described and illustrated on page 7 of
omitted from the list of components, but given in the
our September issue are as follow ;
text.
1. Not connected (used as H.T. negative).
2. F+.
Radio Examination Papers—34
3. Pentode Anode.
THE potentiometer in Fig. 2, page 423 of our
4. Pentode Screen (used as H.T. positive).
September issue should, of course, be connected
3. Pentode Grid.
across the filament.
6. Triode Anode.
B.S.B.A. Activities
7- F-.
SINCE the 'last report of the work of the British
8. Diotje (not used ; shorted to earth).
Sound Recording Association (March, 1943 issue),
The numbers given above correspond to the numbers the inquiry
bureau and collection of information services
on the diagram inset in the circuit diagram. Condenser on sound recordipg/reproduction
by all known systems
C4 was omitted from the list of components is .0002 mfd. have been maintained. Interest in
this subject by The
" man-in-the-street " as well as by technicians in o&er
Wireless Section of I.E.E.
fields concerned with new applications continues, to
ON the recommendation of the Wireless Section grow, as is shown by the latest list of over 150 names
Committee, the Council have decided to change of potential members, whose applications will be dealt
the name of the section to " Radio Section " and to with as soon as the association is able to resume its full
modify Rule No. 1, which deals with the scope of the normal programme. A leaflet, covering B.S.R.A.
section, to read as follows : " The section shall include objects and future plans, is in preparation, and anyone
within its scope.all matters relating to the study, design, desiring a copy in due course, as well as his name and
manufacture or operation of apparatus for communica- address added to the mailing list, should forward this
tion by wave radiation, for high-frequency and electronic request to the Hon. Technical Secretary, Mr. D. W.
engineering, or for the electrical recording or electrical Aldous, " Strathdee," Studley Road, Torquay, enclosing
a stamped, addressed envelope.
reproduction of sound."
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Cathode

Ray

Details of a Satisfactory Circuit
THE object of this article is not how to make use
of the Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, as there are
many good books* which can be obtained on this
subject. It is written purely from the practical side
and is meant for the person who would like to build an
oscilloscope but has either been unable to find a rfcally
satisfactory circuit or who has always considered
the oscilloscope to be rather too complex an instrument
for him to build.
This oscilloscope contains all the necessary sections
for any use which normally could be wanted for everyday
life. It can be made considerably cheaper than any
complete oscilloscope on the market at present even with
the very high Purchase Tax that is now on all wireless
parts.
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Oscilloscope

By J. K. MONEY
Fig. 1 shows the circuit for the power section, it is
important to notice that it is the positive side of the
high tension that is connected to the chassis. This is
; done because the deflector plates of the tube must be
connected to the second anode of the tube, and they
are at earth potential since they must be available •
for connection to external circuits.
'
Fig. 2 shows the connections to the tube and the
resistance network that goes with it. R.i varies the
grid bias and. so this behaves as the intensity control.
The first anode is connected to the second variable
resistance R2, which controls the focusing of the
beam. R7 and R8 are used as the spot positioning
controls, one for the vertical and one for the horizontal
positioning. When the tube is switched on the intensity
control should be turned well back for at least half a
minute to allow the tube to warm up. This is essential
or else the tube may be badly damaged. After the
half-minute increase the intensity control slowly, and a
fuzzy spot will probably appear.' Keeping the intensity
low, move the focusing control until a sharp spot is
obtained. Great care should be taken to see that the
intensity is low during this time or else the screen may
be burnt.
:
Fig. 3 shows the amplifier and time base circuit. As
it is necessary to connect the negative side of the H.T.
to earth a separate power supply is provided. This
consists of a transformer with a 250-0-250 secondary.
A 6X5 is used as a rectifier for the output with low
current rating choke and two 8 mfd. electrolytics for
smoothing the supply.
The 6J7 is a satisfactory valve for amplifying tip
large range of frequencies which are necessary. Rg . :

Tfie Cathode Ray Tube
This need only be a small tube requiring a comparatively low anode voltage. A very satisfactory tube is ~
made by Mullard—the ECR30. This has a screen 2%in.
in diameter, which gives a green pattern when struck
by the electron beam. It is of the medium persistence
type, which is most satisfactory for oscilloscope work.
There are quite a number of these on the market but
if this make cannot be obtained, Osram make a very
similar tube, the 4081. The approximate length of
these tubes is 8in., i.e., from the front of the screen to
the end of the pins.
The Power Unit
A transformer suitable for the whole unit (except thfl
amplifier—see later) would need consist of the usual
primary windings suitable for the A.C. mains supply
with the secondary windings as follows :
High Tension.—A 350-0-350 or just a 700 volts (the
total current taken is about 20 mA., so that a low
current winding is all that is needed).
Low Tension.—One 4-volt winding at 3 amps, foj
the rectifier ; one 4-volt winding at about 2-3 amps,
one 6.3 volt winding at about 4-5 amps.
N.B.—These need not be centre-tapped.
'9 Good electrolytics are essential. As very high voltage
ones are very nearly unobtainable nowadays, the most
satisfactory are -the usual 500-volt ones—8 mfd., two
of which are connected in series, making a 4 mfd.
condenser at 1,000 volts. As the current used is so
small a 10,000 ohm resistance will do all the sufficient
smoothing together with the electrolytics.
*Newnes Television Manual, By F. J. Canim, 6/-, or 6/6 by
post.
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Fig. 2. Connections to the tube, and resistance network.
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Remember that your tube will show what is fed into
as the variable input control for the amplifier. The
output is fed directly to the vertical plates of the tube. it and it is not the fault of the tube if a bad pattern is
To obtain a linear waveform a charging valve is used observed on the screen.
Finally, the building of an oscilloscope not only
to charge the gas triode. The 6J7 will do this job well;
it is operated with zero grid bias, and it; has its anode provides a very useful instrument for radio engineering
but
also will teach the constructor a very great deal
connected to the cathode of the triode. The GTiC is
the most suitable gas discharge triode and can still be more about radio construction and its applications.
obtained. The screen of the charging valve has its voltage controlled by R4. This is the main frequency control, whilst the rough setting is obtained by the setting of
LIST OF PARTS
i
switch S3. The setting of R5 controls the grid bias of
TUBE SECTION
the triode, and hence the amplitude of "the sweep.
One mains transformer, 350-0-350 volts 60 mA., 4 volts •
Synchronisation is obtained by applying a small portion
2-3 amps., 4 volts 3 amps., 6.3 volts 4-5 amps.
i
of the input into the grid of the triode, and this can be
Condensers: Four 8 mfd. electrolytics at 500 volts ; ■
varied by means of R18. Slight distortion may be
or two 4 mfd. electrolytics at 1,000 volts (Cl) ; two ,
.1 mfd. 600 volt paper (C3).
j
introduced if this control is turned up too far.
fesistances
: Two 5 meg. j watt (R3) ; one 10,000 ohms ;
Construction
2 watts (R6); one 75,000 ohms 1 watt (R4) ; two i
Here are a few points which will be of use m the
30,000 ohms 1 watt (R5); one 300,000 ohms I watt (RIO). •
lotentiometers: Two 50,000 ohms (Rl, R2); two t
construction of the oscilloscope.
1 meg. (R7, R8).
;
1. Mount the transformers as far behind the tube as
Valves : One ECR30 or 4081 ; one U17 Osram.
possible but in the same line as the tube. The beam
AMPLIFIER AND TIME BASE SECTION |
tends to be deflected if the transformers are below the
tube.
....
. ,
One mains transformer 250-0-250 volt.
,„ . *
Condensers:
Two Electrolytics 500 volt 8 mfd. (C2) ; ,
2. If it is possible to build the chassis inside a metal
three .1 mfd. 600 volt paper (C3) ; two .25 mfd. 600 volt j
cabinet this should be done as it will stop stray magnetic
paper (C4) ; one .5 mfd. 600 volt paper (C5) ; one ;
fields which may be near the oscilloscope when it is in
.0001 mfd. 400 volt paper (C6); one .001 mfd. 400 volt •
operation.
paper (C7); one .005 mfd. 400 volt paper (C8) ; ?
3. Make sure that the contacts on the condenser
one .025 mfd. 400 volt paper (C9) ; one .01 mid. ;
selector switch are very clean.
_
.
400 volt paper (CIO) ; one 5 mfd. 25 volt electrolytic :
4. It is good practice to provide an interlock switch
Resistances:
One 100,000 ohms 1 watt (RU); one •
which automatically disconnects the high voltage supply
300 ohms 1 watt (R12) ; one 8,000 ohms 1 watt (R13) ; i
when the cabinet is opened for servicing.
two
25,000
ohms 1 watt (R14) ; one 50,000 ohms ;
% 5. Be sure that all insulation is sound as the high
1 watt (R19) ; one 800 ohms 1 watt (R15) ; one 1,000 |
voltages used may result in arcing.
ohms 1 watt (R16) ; one 150,000 ohms 1 watt (Rl7). j
6. Mount as many components below the chassis as
Potentiometers : Two 5 meg. (R9) ; two I
(R18) ; j
is possible. This leads to neatness and hence the
one 50,000 ohms (R20) ; one 300 ohms (R21).
s
Chokes : One H.F. choke—25 mH. (Ll) ; one 30 Henry ^
construction of a sound oscilloscope.
15
mA.
choke
(L2).
scrt\
,
'»
7. Connect all metal parts—i.e., transformers, panels,
Switches : Two spdt QMB (Si) ; one spst QMB (S2) ; j
etc.—to earth. (Remember to connect the amplifier
one
single-pole
6-way
(S3).
•
chassis, if a separate one is used, to the earth of the
Valves: One 6X5 ; two 6J7; one GTIC.
_ . "
tube chassis.)
Miscellaneous ; Valve bases, screws, wire sleeving, chassis, |
8. Be sure that all electrolytics are the correct way
knobs, etc.
:
round and that they are internally broken down. Severe
damage to the rectifier will result if this point is not
. Horizonial.
realised.
Yetr/ta/
Little has been said about the placing of the various
R.9
R.S
components as it will be much better for the constructor
to choose the positions for himself. As heat a job should
be made as possible of the wiring and when possible
wires should be bound together (i.e., those
R.I2.
leading to the condenser switch).
t
Q 14
wwv—
(J-VVVAW—^
RI3
L.I.
/N
T/C
R.20
R.I I.
R.I 9
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C.4
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R.fS.

RJ7.
o

L.2.

6X5

R.2I
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R./6

R.S

0 0
6J7

Fig. 3.—A satisfactory oscilloscope circuit: a—c5, b—c4) c—c3, d—c8, c c7, /—c5.
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More
About
Micro-waves
'Some Further Notes on the Generation of Micro-oscillations
By S. A. KNIGHT
being inversely proportional to the square of the
IN the previous article the general theory of micro- effect
While input capacitance bears part ot the
wave technique from the magnetron point of view frequency.
for this, the transit-time effect carries
was discussed, together with the main difficulties to be responsibility
the
rest,
since
it causes power to be taken by the grid
overcome in all aspects of the subject. In the present even when thiss.
electrode is maintained at a negative
discussion it is proposed to enlarge upon certain points potential and attracts
no electrons.
..
of theoretical and practical natures which, for reasons 01
Exactly how does this effect come about ? 1 here is
clarity, were only lightly mentioned before.
an
interchange,
says
the
answer,
of
energy
between the
These points are chiefly : (i) the true nature of the
signal applied to the grid and the electron stream
effect of the finite transit-time upon the generation ot normal
its wav to the anode, this interchange being of such
oscillations ; (ii) the function of the.Backhausen-Kurz on
nature'that part of the signal power is wastefully
positive-grid oscillator; and (iii) the detection of micro- aabsorbed.
This behaviour gives rise to the same effect
waves by magnetron and Backhausen oscillators. as that encountered
when a fairly low resistance is
External circuit connections and typical tests will also connected across the grid-cathode
pins of the valve, i.e.,
its input resistance is effectively reduced.
+■

mwm
Chokes /
mo*

1-

L
Fig l — Transit-time causes the electrons to be unequally distributed
on either side of the sl>ite
grid ;of hence,
a current
its negative
bias.flows into the grid in
be discussed at the end of the article. It is hoped that
these latter will prove of use and interest to readers
interested in the subject.
Transit-time
, .
.
,,
A
In ordinary oscillator technique it is generally assumed
that the time taken for an electron to travel from the
cathode to the anode of a valve under the influence of
the anode voltage, i.e., the transit-time, is negligible
compared with the length of time occupied by one cycle
of the oscillatory current concerned. Changes m electrode
voltages have, for all practical purposes, an instantaneous
effect upon the valve current and no complications are
apparent. At extremely high frequencies, however, the
transit-time becomes of the same order of magnitude
as the periodic time of the oscillations and because of
this normal valve characteristics are modified m a
number of important respects. The usual valve constants,
amplification factor, A.C. resistance and mutual conductance change considerably, becoming vector
quantities whose phase and magnitude are dependent
upon the frequency being handled. There is a lag between
anode current for, a given change of grid potential, hence
the mutual conductance lags in phase and its absolute
magnitude is also slightly modified. The amplification
factor falls in value as the frequency increases, as. does
also the A.C. resistance.
A very great cause of difficulty with ordinary valves
in ultra-High frequency work is the extremely low grid
input resistance which is encountered, this damping

X
Fig, 2.—Simple form of Backhausen oscillator. .
Consider Fig. r where a simple triode is shown
connected to -a supply of high tension, its grid being
negatively biased back. A small alternating voltage is
superimposed upon this steady grid potential, its
frequency being considered as extremely high.
Now, as this alternating voltage rises towards its
maximum value a greater number of electrons are
attracted across the interelectrode space, but due to the
finite transit-time delay the density .of them (as shown
by the dots) is much greater on the cathode side of the
grid than on the anode side. As a result of this unbalanced
density on either side of the grid, this electrode draws
current because of the electro-static charge induced
upon it by the excess of approaching over receding
electrons. Later on, when the superimposed grid voltage
is falling towards its minimum value the reverse occurs.
The number of electrons flowing to the plate is decreasing,
but the electron density is now much greater on the
anode side of the grid than upon the cathode side, again
due to their delay in transit. Thus the grid again draws
current as the result of the electrostatic charges induced
upon it by the excess of receding over approaching
electrons. The magnitude of this grid current is, as
would seem obvious, proportional to the alternating
grid voltage, its frequency, the transit-time and the
number of electrons involved.
The grid current is not, as at first might be supposed,
in quadrature with the grid voltage. At the crest of a
particular cycle of grid voltage the number of electrons
on the cathode side of the grid is still greater by far
than the number on the anode side, therefore current
is.still flowing into the grid at this instant. Thus the
grid current has a component representing loss, i.e.,
there is a phase displacement between the signal voltage
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This
oscillation
about
the
grid
may
go
on for quite a time
Anode
before any particular electron is captured by the grid
j!_
and removed from the scene of operation. The frequency
at which this electronic oscillation occurs is mainly
determined by the dimensions of the valve and the
Fig. 3.—Hou)electrons electrode
potentials. Fig. 3 shows the way the electrons
oscillate about the oscillate about
the positive grid before they are captured
grid in a Backhausen
by
it.
oscillator
before
being
in
trapped by it.
For this oscillator to be put to any practical account
it is necessary for it to develop power from the effects of
the electronic vibrations, that is, a form of oscillatory
co-ordination between the electrons is necessary. The
Crid
Cathode
circuit of Fig. 2 actually provides for such co-ordination,
the following explanation will show.
maximum and the grid current minimum. This angle of as Suppose
that an alternating voltage is superimposed
loss is normally small and is proportional to the product upon the grid
potential of such a frequency that its
of the frequency and transit-time.
time is approximately equal to the electron
v Grid loss becomes serious at frequencies in excess of periodic
transit-time of the valve. This means that the alterabout ioo megacycles, and ordinary amplification nation
passes through one complete cycle while an
becomes impossible, the damping on the previous stage electron
is normally passing from the cathode to the
often reducing it to less than unity. Specially designed anode. An
which leaves the cathode as this
valves of the " acorn " variety can be made to operate superimposedelectrode
is carrying the grid to a positive
at frequencies in excess of the above figure, but other potential equalvoltage
to
the
sum of the steady voltage upon
factors such as power dissipation limits their usefulness. it and the peak value of
the alternation, will reach the
The table below shows approximate values of grid grid plane at a much greater
than it would have
input resistance for a typical modern R.F. pentode done under the influence of thevelocity
steady grid voltage alone.
type valve at various total valve currents.
This extra velocity is derived from the energy which the
electron has absorbed from the superimposed oscillation,
and which consequently has a damping effect upon this
Aenaf
oscillation. As the electron moves into the grid-anode
r

Aeriaf

mm^

*0
o
o
o
)0
o

L F.
LF
X

-t

Fig. 4. Magnetron and Backhausen detectors respectively.
Backhausen-Kurz Oscillators
space it is braked both by the grid and the anode
An attempt to produce ultra-high frequencies with potentials, but due to the reversal of the grid supermore or less conventional valves led to the development imposed voltage at this stage this braking effect is less
of the Backhausen-Kurz positive-grid oscillator. A than it would have been had the grid been merely
simplified arrangement of such an oscillator is shown - carrying a steady positive potential. The electron
in Fig. 2, where it will be seen that a triode is being therefore abstracts further energy from the superoperated with its anode slightly negative and its grid imposed oscillation, finally reaching the anode because
highly positive. Choke coils are included in the leads of this gain of energy in spite of the anode's negative
from the batteries to the valve electrodes, and the potential. This particular electron is not of much use
system functions in the following manner :
in maintaining the grid oscillation ; rather does it tend
Electrons are emitted in the usual way from the to damp it out, and so represents a loss of power.
cathode, and at once begin to move towards the positive
grid. Their velocity on reaching the grid plane is very
Input Resistance
great, 'and the majority of them pass between the grid
•wires and move into the grid-anode space. Once in this
Anode
Current
Anode Current
region their velocity rapidly falls to zero, since they
Frequency
smA
10mA
now come under the repelling influence of the negative
anode before them and the attracting influence of the
positive grid behind them. They are thus brought to
50 mc/s
23,000 ohms
10,000 ohms
rest, and are then pulled back towards the grid with
100 mc/s
6,000 ohms
2,500 ohms
increasing velocity, the majority of them again passing
250
mc/s
1,200 ohms
700 ohms
between the grid mesh and entering the grid-cathode
500
mc/s
200
ohms
100 ohms
space. Here they slow down on approaching the cathode,
and eventually move again towards the positive grid.
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energy so does the distance that it swings on either side
Cathode^
Mica Support
Fita/nent Leads
of the grid become progressively less, may be overcome
by arranging the grid electrode so that it wfll on the
p *] —
average trap the oscillating electron at that stage
where its period of usefulness is over and its phase
n
shift is just causing it to abstract power instead of
lion
1
3)
deliver it.
fJ
This, as will be remembered from the previous
-4^
article, is similar to the magnetic field tilt given to.
a magnetron oscillator so that the spiralling electrons
C/ass /
^ Wave
will strike the anode just as their period of usefulness
Pinch
Envelope
H. T. Leads ■
is ending.
The frequency of the oscillations generated by the
Fig. 5.—Sectional view of typical magnetron.
Backhausen oscillator depends upon the electrode
However, it quickly reaches the anode, and so does spacing and the grid potential and to a certain extent
upon the external circuit and the anode supply. It
not interfere with proceedings to any great extent.
Now an electron which leaves the cathode as the grid can be shown that the highest, frequencies will be
when the grid voltage is high and the electrode
superimposed voltage is running towards its minimum generated
is small. These factors, Of course, reduce
value has a different story to ten. This electron is acted spacing
the
efficiency
power output of the system and very
upon by a force consisting of the difference between the careful designand
set-up is required in order that
steady , grid potential and the peak of the grid oscillation ; anything useful and
is generated at all.
. therefore, by the time it reaches the grid plane it is
travelling slower than if it had moved through the same
distance under the influence of the steady grid potential Micro-wave Detection
Electronic oscillators, either ot the Backhausen
alone. Also, as this electron passes the grid the reversal
of the grid superimposed voltage causes it to be acted variety just discussed or of the magnetron variety
upon by a much greater retarding force than it would covered fully in the previous article, may be used as
have experienced from the steady grid potential alone. detectors when dealing with ultra-high frequencies
Thus, this electron does not reach the anode, but comes and as such are usually, very sensitive. Fig. 4 (a)
to rest and reverses its direction ivhile still a little shows a typical magnetron set-up for such a purpose,
while Fig. 4 (b) shows ah equivalent Backhausen
distance from it.
As the electron begins its return journey the grid arrangement. Energy from, the incoming signal is, in
oscillation again reverses its polarity, this time again both cases, superimposed upon the oscillations produced
moving negative. The electron thus has its acceleration by the systems, and this energy modifies the amplitude
once more retarded, this retardation being experienced of the oscillations such that the direct current flowing
until the grid plane is reached. Here the superimposed to the anodes provides an equivalent effect to rectification.
voltage again reverses and the electron's acceleration is The incoming frequency and the oscillation frequency
still further decreased as it moves towards the cathode. should, for best results, be approximately the same.
This state of affairs continues until the electron is finally This is not, however, a critical condition and
detection will occur for widely varying frequencies.
captured by the grid.
The important thing about this second electron
It is assumed in the above that- the external circuit
as compared with the first is that at all times on its is connected to the valve electrodes, but this is not
journey from cathode to anode and back to cathode always the case, particularly in magnetron techniqueagain it is working against the influence, of the grid It is possible to choose the electrode dimensions in
superimposed voltage and consequently delivers energy such a way that the system in itself provides the
to this voltage. In fact, this useful electron gives resonant circuit and no external connections (apart
■ up twice as much energy in one complete trip , as the from the power supplies and couplings) are necessary.
wasteful electron abstracted in its single journey to Electrode supports may be considered as lecher - or
the anode.
transmission bars and will behave as quarter-wave
The anode potential supply actually supplies this resonators. Fig. 5 shows a typical modern magnetron
energy which the electron delivers to the grid oscilla- where a system of this nature is partially employed.
tion, It is equal to the difference between the kinetic
energy (energy of motion) that the electron possesses Experiments
on otriking the grid after making several of its seeThe writer has experimented with the conditions
saw oscillation and the kinetic energy that it would required for the generation of oscillations in magnetron
have had if it had moved directly across from the valves and records the following results which were
cathode to the grid without oscillatory motion at all.
obtained from simple, typical experiments.
The two cases just described are, of course, the
extreme instances of electrons which leave the cathode
when the grid superimposed voltage is either a maximum
HI I
or a minimum. Electrons leaving the cathode between
these limits are acted upon in an intermediate manner,
but, broadly speaking, it will be appreciated that those
electrons which are wasteful and extract energy from
the grid circuit are quickly removed from operations
whilst those which are useful and supply the grid
oscillations with energy are permitted to remain and
perfonn a series of energy-delivering journeys.
Properly set up, this transftr of energy from the anode
supply to the grid circuit can be made to maintain
u
the grid oscillations.
Certain complications modify the picture of the
nr.
Backhausen oscillator as it is set out above, but the
■MfyvCvvjljl
general theory is not far removed from this explanation.
In practipe, cathode space-charge, grid attraction and
the tendency of the electrons to shift their phase with
respect to the grid oscillatory voltage introduces certain
difficulties.
The latter effect which is brought about by the
Fig. 6a—A magnetron set up in the electronic mode for experiment
fact that as the electron gives up more and more" of its
to be carried out on oscillating conditions.
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changes during the warming up and the consequent
variations seemed mainly responsible: Wide variations
in the filament voltage had very little effect upon the
frequency generated, however; in fact over a range of
3 volts no appreciable change in wavelength could be x
detected.
The magnetron was next used to verify the conditions
of oscillation when used in the dynetron mode. It was
connected up as shown in Fig.* 7, the filament and
magnetic supplies remaining the same as for the previous
experiment. This time the anodes were joined together
through a three-turn coil of heavy wire, the electrical
rry A
Fig. 7.—Magnetron set
centre of this coil being taken ' to the high-tension
up to work as a dynalron
supply. The valve voltmeter and the lecher bars were
mode oscillator for
coupled to the anode coil by small single loops, and
experimental Purposes.
the magnetic field was zeroed with respect to the
electrode axis. The adjustable bar was replaced by
one having a small torch bulb connected to its centre
point.
As before an anode yoltage of 300 was applied and
First, an investigation with a split-anode magnetron,
connected in electronic mode, the set-up being shown the magnetic field intensity was increased until oscillations
commenced. The adjustable shorting bar was
in Fig. 6. Lecher wires, made up from £in. copper rod,
were made off directly to the anode segments and now carefully moved along the lecher bars until the
were supported apart at a distance of 4 centimetres bulb was observed to light to a maximum intensity.
Noting this position the bar was again moved until
on frequentite insulation.
A valve voltmeter was coupled to these lechers by a second position of maximum brilliance was obtained.
short stout wires a few centimetres long placed parallel By measuring the distance between these two positions
to the main bars, and an adjustable shorting bar con- half the wavelength (A/2) of the oscillations was desisting of a piece of copper strip was placed across termined.
The experiment was repeated with two and singlethe bhrs themselves, its centre point being taken to
turn toils between the anode segments, and the following
the high-tension supply.
An anode voltage of. 300 was first applied to the are the results obtained.
With nominal filament voltage and a field strength
magnetron and the magnetic field intensity was increased
by the control M until oscillations, as indicated by the of 145 gauss, the three-turn loop produced a wavelength
valve voltmeter, commenced. The adjustable shorting of 5.3 metres. With double- and single-turn coils the
strip was then carefully moved along the lecher bars, wavelengths produced under similar supply conditions
away from the anodes, until a maximum reading was were respectively 3.1 and 1.7 metres. From this it
obtained. By measuring the distance. at which this was seen that the values of the anode voltage and field
occurred from the centre point of the anodes, the length intensity did not depend upon the frequency to be^
of a quarter-wave (A/4) was determined. Multiplying generated ; provided that the magnetic field was greater
this result by four gave the wavelength being generated. than the point at which oscillations commenced, any
The wavelength obtained from the electronic mode frequency could be maintained, subject to a higher
is generally very small, as was pointed out in the last limit, without'alterations in the field strength.
The smallest wavelength obtained was 1.3 metres ;
article, and much experiment has shown that it is
this limit is imposed in the dynatron mode by the
approximately- given by the formula—
transit-time effect.
11,000
The wavelength generated by this mode is thus
A=
dependent upon external circuit conditions. Variations
H
in
anode and filament voltage, and changes in field
where H is the critical field strength in gauss tor the
strength were also found to cause some alteration.
anode voltage concerned..
Oscillation amplitude depends upon'the angle that
Repeating the experiment for two other'values of
anode voltage and comparing the practical measurements the magnetic field makes with the electrode axis. A
with those calculated according to the above relation, graph which was plotted during the experiment is given
in Fig. 8, where it will be seen that the maximum output
points out the accuracy of this.
With the specified filament voltage throughout the occurs for zero deflection.
It is hoped that these articles and experimental
following are the results obtained. Compare columns
4 and 5, which show practical and calculated wave- results have proved of value to interested readers
who are requiring a fundamental knowledge of microlengths respectively.
wave technique.
Anode
Field
Wavelength 11,000
A/4
Volts Strength cms.
H cms.
H. Gauss,
V
H
—6
30
use l/o/ts
28.4
112.6
1001 1
no
300
-460.8
20
400
15-2
215
5 ■
46
38.6
500
285
11.5
By plotting a graph to show the variations in the
reading of the valve voltmeter against the angle of the
magnetic field it was found that, in general, the angle
between the magnetic field and the electrode axis was
. critical and was not zero. A maximum output was
obtained with the field at a small angle, about 3 deg.,
to the electrode axis.
The experiment was repeated in order to study the
factors affecting the frequency drift, and it was found
that drift (at the most very small) occurred during the
initial fifteen minutes from switching on. Temperature

-2

o~
AnoOe Current)

-6 -4 ~2
Magnetic Ft ef<J Tift
Fig. 8.—A graph depicting the change in oscillator voltage (and
d.c. anode current) for variation of the magnetic field.
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Factors Governing Selection of Components. Negative Resistance. Reaction Circuits
General Considerations.
By 2CHW
{Continued from page 408 of September issue)
HAVING seen, in the first article of this series minimum as regards bulk, consistent with the required
. •
(September, 1944), that it is desirable for a parallel- strength. .
All the items mentioned above can affect the value
tuned circuit to possess the following features:
(a) a high parallel impedance, (b) a high L/C ratio, (c) a of R, and as we have already seen that R is a very
low value for R, and likewise a good " Q," we can important factor, it becomes increasingly, obvious that
consider what can be done-to satisfy these requirements. careful thought must be . given to details which, in the
The S.W. enthusiast will do well to put quality before absence of any knowledge about (a),--(b),'(c) and " Q,"
cost; components of inferior design, workmanship and might otherwise be treated as of minor importance.'
materials cannot be expected to possess the same
overall efficiency as those produced to satisfy the exacting Negative Resistance
Let Fig. 1 represent a simple type of single-valver, the
requirements imposed by alternating currents of the
higher frequency. For example, in addition to losses aerial input of which is aperiodically coupled to the
which can be introduced through " skin effect," the tuned circuit across the grid and filament. If the tuned
latter can also cause variation in the inductance of a circuit is adjusted to resonate with the applied signal,
coil with frequency. The quality of the coil former can current will flow around it, and the value or strength
have a direct bearing on H.F. losses, due to leakage and of the current will depend on the signal voltage and the
H.F. resistance of the coil and condenser. The lower this
resistance, the greater will be the current at resonance,
v
and, if the conditions relating to selectivity mentioned
in the first article apply, the smaller will be the current
Phones
at frequencies off the resonant point or setting. If,
therefore, the resistance can be kept low, the greater
will be the selectivity which, in turn, means that the
I.—
The
grid of the valve will receive the greatest voltage from
HT+
across the tuned circuit when tuned to resonate with the
incoming signal. Conversely, signals of a frequency off
HTthe resonate -frequency of the circuit, faill set up very
Uon.
small voltages compared with those produced by the
desired signal, thereby reducing interference.
LT~
If we can now pass some of the amplified voltages
from the anode back to the grid circuit in such a manner
LT+
(proper phase) that the original voltage across the grid
circuit is increased, then the result will be similar in
effect
reducing the resistance of the circuit.' This
absorption. The self-capacity of the winding and that process,to which
is widely used in "straight" receivers
of the complete coil is another factor of importance, and .(and in some form
of superhets) is known as reaction,
it is desirable to keep such capacities as low as possible, and the effect of reaction
is to produce regeneration or
as these form a capacity across the coil and can be introduce into, the circuit to
which it is applied, negative
responsible for loss of H.F. energy and a consequent resistance.
increase in the resistance of the coil. Condensers; both
It
is
possible
to
increase
the amount of reaction or.
fixed and variable, should be of the highest quality, feed-back until a point is reached
When the losses in
and consideration must be given, during their selection, the tuned circuits are, from a practical
of view,
to the part of the circuit in which they are to be used. eliminated, and when that condition ispoint
reached the
The capacity of a condenser of doubtful quality can selectivity of the tuned circuit and the voltage
across it
vary faith frequency, but generally speaking, this does would be approaching the ideal, but, unfortunately,
not apply to those of the air- or oil-dielectric types. just before one can secure that condition the valve,
The tubular condensers of the rolled paper type can be starts to oscillate. However, in practice, a considerable
influenced by an inductive'effect, but this can almost be gain is obtained by the use of reaction, while the
Eliminated by design and manufacture, likewise the selectivity of the circuit is improved considerably. ■'
'' non-inductive " fixed condensers, which have been
available for some time. Leakage between plates and
absorption by the dielectric can also contribute to
V
HFC.
appreciable losses.
High-frequency chokes must be good if they are to
Phones
be effective, and as this component is so directly concerned with frequency of a high order, its value of selfcapacity becomes almost as important as its value of
inductance. For high-efficiency, the self-capacity of the
4H
component must be as low as" possible consistent with
an
the inductance required, but as a very low value of
=/
-L
inductance is required for, say, the frequencies covered
by the normal amateur band, and still less for the
o
HTultra high-frequencies, it is obvious that the selfcapacity must in turn be very low, otherwise, the choke
effect will be annuled through the H.F. currents being
by-passed via the capacity.
To reduce losses clue to absorption and leakage, the
materials used in the construction of components for i
U.S.W. and S.W. work must possess the highest possible
Fig. 2. In this " throttles-controlled reaction circuit, C.l
H.F. insulation, and, where possible, be reduced to the
varies the degree of feed-back.
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Reaction Circuits
but, as in all capacity-controlled arrangemen
-Keaelion circuits, as most amateurs know, can be operation,
the condenser Ci should (for S.W.s) be of the t
classified under three headings ; very good, passable dielectric
and rotten. Under which heading anv particular circuit noise. type—perfectly smooth in action and free frc
comes depends on its ability to satisfy the following
It is immaterial whether Ci is connected betwe<
requirements ; (i) Perfectly smooth control up to and anode
reaction coil, or coil and earth, but tl
jusUpast the point of oscillation. '(2) Dead silent control. latter isand
favoured because it allows the movii
(3 Minimum effect on the tuning of the tuned circuit. vanes of more
condenser to be at earth potential, whi<
(4) i-nectiveness over the complete frequency band helps, tothesome
extent, to overcome hand-capacr
covered by the receiver. (5) Freedom from " back-lash." effects. In either case,
it must be remembered that 01
(0) Consistent degree of feed-back, i.e., not erratic. set of vanes, (usually the
will be at the san
Few of us secure the perfect arrangement in practice voltage as the H.T. on thefixed)
anode.
tuU many do get somewhere nfcir the ideal system bv
paying careful attention to detail.
H.T. Control
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 makes use of what might
Both of the capacity control methods can be slight]
be called the fundamental arrangement, in which the modmcd
to allow a fixed degree of capacity plus a yariab
teedrback is provided by the coil in the anode circuit rl. 1. voltage
to provide the adjustment of the reactic
being inductively coupled to the tuning coil in the grid circuit., ihe condenser
Ci should be replaced by a fixe
circuit. The position of the anode coil, with respect to condenser having a capacity
of .0001 mfd., and instea
the grid coil is variable, thus allowing the degree of of taking the H.T. side of the
'phones direct to H.l
reaction to be controlled, but, in addition to its somewhat positive, it should be connected to
the moving-arm of
clumsy construction, the system introduced a serious variable resistance, or a potentiometer,
having a vain
drawback in the form of detuning the grid circuit ot, say, 30,000 ohms., One side only of the
resistance i
every time the reaction was adjusted.
connected to the H.T. supply, which should be in tli
region of 73 volts, according to the valve in use. Th
Capacity Control
To overcome the detuning effect it was found better moving arm is then by-passed to earth, by means of
to use a fixed reaction coil, and control the feed-back .1 mfd. condenser.
If a S.G. or pentode valve is used in the detecto
by varying other factors, such as-the flow of the anode
position, the same reaction circuits can be used, bu
;
voltages
through
the
coil,
the
H.T.
applied
to
the
anode of a tnode, or the screen of a S.G. and pentode
vafye, or by making use of the electron flow. As the
capacity methods seem to be the most common, we will
SOpOOn
deal with them first.
HFC
The circuit shown in Fig. a is but a slight modification
kf]
ot Fig. 1, inasmuch that the reaction coil is now fixed
000/
Phones
and a good H.F. choke is connected In series with the
!
F
phones (H.T. pos. line). The condenser Ci is variable
and bearing 111 mind the H.F, choke, it completes the
reaction circuit from anode through the coil to earth •
'soool
therefore, the setting of the condenser will govern the
nl
amount of feed-back. The arrangement, which is known
A/r4
as throttle control," can prove very satisfactory
0/
provided good components are used, especiallv in
mfd
the case of the H.F. choke, and many amateurs seem to
H.T
favour it in preference to the Relnartz system.
•PC
The Esinartz System
This is another capacity controlled circuit, and it is
one which is widely used in broadcast and S.W. receivers
LT~
A standard type of circuit is shown in Fig. 3 where it
will be seen that the reaction coil is fixed, and that its
L.T+
circuit to earth is completed via the variable condenser
Fig. -A battery version of the "electron-coupled" system
Ci, which forms the actual control. The condenser C2
of regeneration.
is purely a by-pass, sometimes necessary to secure
smooth operation, but, as that also depends on the instead of varying the anode H.T., it is better to adim
characteristics of the valve, its operating potentials the the screen voltage, and this can be done in the sani
reaction winding and the value of Ci, the capacity of manner
that used to vary the screen voltage in Fig. 1
Ca is best determined by experiment. As before, the providedas the
by-pass condenser is increased froi
, „ • plays a very impprtant part ; therefore, it must .ox mid. to .1 mfd.
The results obtained by varying th
be ettective and free from resonance peaks. Given normal
can
.■
oe very satisfactory, provided the variabl
conditions, the Relnartz system can be very smooth in resistance
or potentiometer is good, and capable c
carrying the current flowing. There is, however, alwav
\l/
the possibility of the control becoming noisv after
certain period of service.
Phones
Electron Coupled Circuit
This system can be highly satisfactory, in fact i
II
readers of my previous articles may remember, I thin
it is one of the best arrangements, especially whe
|
-L I/ttt
indirectly heated valves are used. The circuit for
fff
battery operated valve is shown in Fig. 4, where it wi
i-L T2 qHTbe seen that the negative side of the filament is tappe,
into the lower part of the . grid, coil, while the posith
side recei\-es its L.T. via a special low resistance H I
choke which can take the form of a separate corr
hrponent, or an. additional winding over the earthy en
the ta in
4
& Point.
a maini
type of indirectly
heated valvePPis used,
the Ifcircuit
fig. 3. The " Reinartz" circuit also has a fixed reaction coil
simplified,
as
the
cathode
only is tapped into the coi
and capacity control.
the heater bemg connected in the normal manner.
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, ■ The control-grid, cathode (filament) and screen-grid
actually form the'oscillator or regenerative section, by
acting as a modified Hartley circuit, the screen-grid
forming the plate and being kept at earth potential, as
regards H.F., by means of the .or mfd. by-pass condenser,
which must offer low reactance to the frecprencies
concerned.
The actual tapping point is somewhat critical and is
best determined by experiment, but a rough approximation is 10 per cent, of the grid turns. The variable control
is provided by changes in the value of the voltage
applied to the screen-grid, and with a little care, very
smooth reaction can be obtained. The system has a
great deal to recommend it for those who use a receiver
of the o-v-i type, owing to the fact that a S.G. valve
can act as a highly efficient detector, and, in many
instances, be better than an ordinary triode plus a
transformer coupled stage.
In General
Whichever form of reaction circuit is used, a great
deal depends on sufficient attention being given to the
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layout of components, the selection of the latter, wiring,
and careful adjustment of the operating conditions,
therefore it is not fair to attempt to make comparisons
by using " hook-ups " and only testing on one band of
frequencies.
In the case of a simple o-v-i arrangement, or any
circuit without an H.F. stage, the loading imposed
across the tuned circuit by^the aerial will influence the
effect of the reaction system and its smoothness. It is
possible for the aerial to resonate at its fundamental
frequency and its harmonics, and the impedance offered
is not a constant value over a wide band of frequencies^
therefore "dead-spots" are likely to be experienced
(when no reaction effect will be obtained) if the coupling
between aerial and tuned circuit is too tight. It is usually;
possible to eliminate these snags by adjusting the;
aperiodic winding (or primary of the aerial coil), or by
inserting in series with the.aerial a low capacity variable
condenser which can be adjusted until smooth reaction
is obtained over all bands,
(To be continued)

taneously at accurate audio-frequencies of 440 c/s (i.e.,
the standard musical pitch corresponding to A above.
Middle .C) and 4,000 c/s, excepting 2.5 Mc/s, which:
carries only the 440 c/s modulation. In addition, there
is a 0.005-second pulse, heard as a faint tick, every second,;
except the 50th second of each minute. These pulses
may be used for accurate time sigals, and their onesecond spacing provides an accurate time interval for,
physical measurements."
The audio-frequencies are interrupted precisely on the
hour and each live minutes thereafter, resuming after
an interval of precisely one minute. This one-minute
interval is provided to give the station announcement
and to introduce an interval for the checking of R.F.
measurements free from the presence of the audio'frequencies. The announcement is the station call
(WWV) sent in code, except at the hour and half-hour,
when it is given by voice.
The accuracy of all the frequencies, R.F. and A.F., as
transmitted, is better than one part in 107. Transmission
effects in the medium may result in slight fluctua'tioils"
in the audio-frequencies as received at a particular;1
location, but the average frequency received, however,
is as accurate as that transmitted. The time interval
marked by the pulse every second is accurate to o.ooooi,
second. The one-minute, four-minute and five-minute,
intervals, synchronised with the second pulses andi
marked by "the beginning and ending of the periodsi
when the audio-frequencies
are off, are accurate to onel
part in 107. The beginning of the periods when the
audio-frequencies are off are so synchronised with the
basic time service of the U.S. Naval Observatory that
they indicate accurately the hour and the successive,
five-minute - periods.
Of the frequencies mentioned above, the lowest,
affords a service to short distances, and the highest to
greatest distances. It has been found that, except for
certain periods at night within a few hundred miles ofj
the transmitters, reliable reception is possible at all'
times throughout the U.S.A. and over the North Atlantic:
Ocean, and fair reception over most of the world.
Information on how to receive and use the service,
is given in the Bureau's leaflet " Methods of Using]
STANDARD-FREQUENCY
Standard Frequencies Broadcast by Radio," wljich is.
TRANSMISSIONS
obtainable on application to the Director, National
THE standard-frequency transmissions, made available Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.G., U.S.A.
D. W. A.
as a public service by tlie. National. Bureau of
Standards-over its station WW V, have recently been
extended and a 24-hours service inaugurated on certain
frequencies, with the opening., of. new trahsmitters at
1 THE SLIDE RULE MANUAL
Beltsville, Maryland, near Washington, D.C.
The 1'atest .schedules and frequencies are: 2.5 Mc/S:—
By F. J. CAMM
01.00 to 15.00'D.B.S.T. ; 5-o Mc/s—continuously, day 1 5/-, or 5/0 by post from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
and night; 10 Mc/s—continuously, day and night';
j;
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
15 Mc/s—13.00 to 61.00 B.D.S.T.
Each of these radio frequencies is modulated simul-

DISC SOUND RECORDING
A Few Practical Hints
THE following three suggestions may prove useful to
Practical Wireless readers concerned with
disc sound recording and reproduction, (r) Old
standard size (35 mm.) cine film spools make excellent
cable drums when suitably mounted on a bracket
with a winding handle and the end of the cable passed
through the core and out to a plug or socket fixed
, outside. These drums employed for, say, holding power,
microphone, or loudspeaker cables, apart from saving
time and temper, avoid tangles and kinks which can
easily cause wire breakage.
(2) An old trick to obtain amusing and novel sound
effects is to play a recording backwards. With a film
or tape recording, this can be accomplished merely by
running the " sound carrier" backwards., that, is,
playlng-back without rewinding the spool. (This idea
was used recentiv, but with disc records, as an item in
the B.B.C.'s "Monday Night ,at Eight" feature.)
The method often proposed for amateurs to produce
this effect, with gramophone records, is to drive a
turntable, attached to a spindle but able to rotate
freely, by friction from the rim of the usual turntable.
The pick-up or sound box is then placed for playing on
the opposite side of the counter-clockwise revolving disc
011 the second turntable. Another more effective way to
produce thisresult is simply to use a synchronous motor
of the type requiring a flick of the hand on the turntable
to start it. Thus, it is only necessary to rotate it in a
■ counter-clockwise direction, although, of course, the
pick-up or sbund-box must be remounted on the opposite
side of the motor baseboard to permit correct tracking.
' (3) If one can acquire some old. metal film cans (as
. used for transporting reels of 33 mm. film to and from
cinemas), haiidy and ready-made containers for storage
or transit (with suitable packing) of gramophone records
or direct recording discs of the smaller diameters are
available.
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YOUR SERVICE WORKSHOP
A

Small

Quality

LF.

A Useful Piece of Test Apparatus
NO radio workshop or " Lab." is complete without R.4 are passed on via the coupling condenser C.2 to the
some sort of general purpose L.F. amplifier. It inter-valve transformer. The secondary of this comis useful in many tests, and if the design is ponent is centre tapped and feeds the grids of the
reasonably flexible it may be used to boost up the output push-pull triodes V.2 and V.3. The grid and anodes of
of apparatus we are trying out or experimenting with, These valves are provided with " stoppers " in order to
and therefore it is often unnecessary to incorporate L.F. prevent the possibility of parasitic oscillation. Deat all. Thus time, trouble and expense are saved. An coupling to the first L.F. stage is provided by R.5 and
amplifier is also indispensable in connection with testing C.4, and tone control is effected by C.5 and the variable
of speakers and pickups, and in the latter case the resistor V.R.3. A switch is provided so that the tonesensitivity of different types may be measured with the control system may be switched out of circuit. A further
aid of constant frequency records.
refinement is that the output from V.i may,be switched
Since, for workshop use, colossal power in the through to phones by S.i. This is also useful where it is
amplifier is not required, the sensitivity and power required to modulate a service oscillator or in any case
output may be kept to reasonable proportions, but good where not too much amplification is required. The
quality should be aimed at, especially if the instrument mixing system will, of course, still "be available under
is to be regarded as some sort of a standard. For this these conditions.
reason push-pull output has been used in the amplifier
Power for the amplifier is fed via the 4-way cable
to be described. Readers will probably agree that there from a separate multi-purpose power unit, which will
s something about this method of connection which is be the subject of a further article in this series.
far superior to any single triode or pentode output stage
where good reproduction is concerned.
Construction
The valves used are of the indirectly heated type, so
The illustrations will show that the amplifier takes
ttypd it is unnecessary to supply separate heater voltages the form of chassis construction. The original measures
(as in the case of valves usually used for push-pull).
I3in. x sin. x 3in., but since the disposition of valves
and components is not critical, any chassis of suitable
size and shape may be used. The potentiometer
The Circuit
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. i and it will be V.R.i, 2, and 3 may be of the carbon track type and
seen that two inputs are provided in the form of a R.i and R.2 are % watt carbon resistors. S.i is a Yaxley
mixer circuit. Thus, two pickups or microphones, or pattern S.P.D.T. rotary switch and here one should make
alternatively a pickup and microphone may be used sure that the centre* or moving contact does not make
simultaneously and mixed with one another as desired. connection with the spindle, and therefore with the
This circuit feeds into the grid of V.i, an H.F. tetrode Chassis. This may also be said of the tone and volume
and amplified voltages developed across the load resistor controls. The coupling condenser C.2 should be of high
aaaa/VWV^
R4/OQOOO/1
C.2 SMfd

R3 '25 Mean.

C.4 2Mfd

AS
4-120

R/^5 Mega

s./

\
R.8 75 MegnS

S.2
Output 2

R.2
■5Meg
a
25Mfd.

K-Tr
I .|7 H

(Nin.
o
3Q-o
o
Oo

R.7 I50n
r-AAAAAA/V—
C6 SOMfd
25VW ) 4! M.P

<2
,r<
Jt-SMegrx t—
VRJ
- V.R.2

H.T

7 Pin
Velve
Plug

—IKA.h
Sc.

R9 '15Meg D.

V.3

tnput 2

HK-t--

20,000si
RJf lOOn

RO 100 a
Output /
C3
SOMfd 12 VW
Fig. I.— The circuit diagram of the push-pull amplifier.

C.5
IMfd

To
Heaters

H.T.-
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working voltage and not of the electrolytic type. Regarding the L.F. transformer ; if a special push-pull type is
not available- an ordinary L.F. model of good quality
may be used as shown in Fig. 2. The resistors joined
across the secondary may need some experimenting with
to get the right value for the particular transformer,
but one megohm each is a good
average value.
Layout
The construction of the . amplifier
should present no difficulty. As

—www-
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are used, it is, of course, necessary to provide for the
correct value of bias resistor. . , - , .
The Tungsram A.S. 4120 used m the first stage is a
screened R.F. tetrode and here again, many alternatives
may be used. If this is done it is probable that the
value of the bias resistor will require altering and it
may be necessary to adjust R.3 so that the screen
potential is correct. The load resistor is a good average
value and should be correct for most valves 01 this
type.
Cover
It was considered unnecessary to provide a cabinet;
a suitable cover—to protect vajves, etc. —can be
made quite easily from perforated zinc. It is advisable
to make up a narrow metal framework to fit the top or
the chassis and whiph gives support to the perforated
metal. Then, when solder is run along all joints ot
the cover a perfectly rigid job will result. The illustration gives a general idea of the method ot construction.
No provision has been made for switching the apparatus
on or off as this is provided for in the power unit to
be described. The amplifier will obviously work with
any power supply or unit that the constructor may
already have, so a few bints on operation may not come
amiss. The low tension supply should be 4 v. 4 amps,
and the H.T. 220 volts (at 60 m/a's) so that the H.l.
actually 011 the 41 M.P. anodes is 200 volts. Alternative
valves may take 250 volts, in which case the more one
can "ive up to the maximum the better, but it is never
wise to exceed the rated H.T. on a valve, particularly
in the case of the output types.

After the apparatus has been switched on for a while
check anode current of each push-pull valve. If it
differs by more than a couple of milhamps or so, it is
tig. 2.—An ordinary L.F. transformer may be
wired as shown here to feed the push-pall valves.
really advisable to provide for separate biasing, as
previously explained. Apart from this point there are
mentioned before, the layout is not critical and there- no adjustments . and the amplifier., should _ work well
fore the actual layout shown need not be adhered to right away. It is advisable to earth the instrument,
too rigidly. It is advisable, however, to adopt the and external leads to pick-up and/or microphone should
chassis principle and particular care should be taken be run in screened cable. This iimst also be earthed ;
with regard to insulaton of the various components. if it is not, hum is increased considerably and it is better
When 1 commencing "the wiring note that certain not to employ screened leads at all.
■leads are screened. The metal covering of these wires
Since one side of each input is at earth potential
should be securely bonded to chassis at one or two it is permissible to use single screened cable, in which
uouits. The tetrode valve used in the model shown has case the inner wire joins to the " hot " input socket,
a top-cap anode, and in order to subdue the last the metal braiding going to the other.
remnants of hum it was found necessary to screen the
When using a pick-up of average sensitivity, say 1
lead to it. If a top-cap grid valve is used, however, the volt output, the output from the amplifier will ^ be
anode lead should not require screening. The heatei" more than enough, so that it need never be run ' all
wiring is unscreened but twisted Ilex is employed for out " and this of course, is advantageous. Regarding
connections.
microphones, the sensitivity varies according to type,
but various moving coil instruments used in conjunction
A point to note is in connection with the biasing with the amplifier have provided ample power in the
of the output valves. The correct value of bias resistor output. In this connection it is necessary to remember
for the ax M.P.'s is 300 ohms, whereas in the diagram that if the microphone and loudspeaker are working
shown it is 150 ohms. This is because both cathodes together in the same room they should be kept well
are biased by the same resistor, so since the current away from each other so that sound-waves from the
passed is twice that of one valve the resistance value is speaker cannot strike the sensitive part of the mike:'
halved This system is quite in order providing the anode If this happens a vicious circle of oscillation is set
■ current of both valves is practically the same, which up which instantly develops into a low frequency,
is an essential requirement for push-pull operation. howl. Most readers are probably aware that if a proper
If therefore, the ones used are found to vary 111 their mike is not available a midget m/c speaker can be used
currents, it is safer and more satisfactory in every way as an excellent substitute. A transformer of the correct
to bias each valve separately. It is often useful, for ratio must of course be interposed between it and the
example, in a push-pull stage, to provide one fixed and input sockets.
one variable bias resistor. The latter should be more Loudspeaker
.
,,
in the form of a pre-set control (the spindle is cut off
The loudspeaker to be used in conjunction with the
short and a slot sawn in it for screw-driver operation amplifier
must be provided with the correct push-pull
so that once the apparatus has been finally adjusted output transformer,
but in the writer's case, use is;
one is not tempted to adjust the variable resistor hap- made of the " Universal
Unit" which was
hazardlv, which, of course, is not good for the valve. described in the NovemberOutput
1942 issue of Practicas,.
Whilst on the subject of the output valves it may be Wireless. This unit has been
found
almost indismentioned that there are quite a few alternatives to pensable in the radio workshop.
the Cossor 41 M.P., such as Osram M.L. 4, Mazda A.C./P.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the L.F. amphfier
or A C./P.I, Tungsram L.L. 4, Bnmar P.A. 1, etc. Ihey described
is also eminently suitable for domestic use
all vary somewhat in their characteristics but are as the quality
is good—considering the small outlay
suitable for the job. The P.A. r's are rather heavy on involved—and the
power more than sufficient for th?
anode, current at 50 m/a's apiece, but if this is available average room.
the valves are suitable in every respect. It alternatives
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Output Switch SJ
Sr~\
r~V r-i ^Output!
Screened
Lead
0

To Top Cap
(Anode)

0

TOR4

To S.I
To Chassis

®

IA
hr.-jf
G
C
L.FT
A.F 5c

C.4
C.3'
OMfd

Mfd

S'o

P
v® yfffh

VR!

HT
..-efi. ®

To Chassis

m,
Tone

Ct

Rii

/.3
R.9

HT

V3

V.R.2
-13'Fig. 4,—The simple layout of the front of chassis.
To LFT. Output!
input 2
VR.2
J

Note
Screened Leads
are Shown —

C2

To LFT

3
Earth Busbar-^
C.5

C6
R7

R8

R4

R3
C.4

H.T !H■ ^9!tO

A
V-V""
G

Fig. 3.—Top of chassis layout.
A F Gain 2

A F Gain t

fUO

To H.9

To R.Q

R2

V.R.3
input t
To V.Ri
4-Way
Cable)
To Top
s&p)
v\ Vi

C.3
E>
Can
Neg.

4-Way
"Anchor
Strip

To Input /
To Input 2
_ VR.2
V.R.I
Fig. 5:—Under-chassis wiring diagram and layout.
LIST OF COMPONENTS
, One chassis, size 13in. by 5in. by 3in.
Two 0.15 megohm fixed resistors.
Three 5-pin valve holders, chassis mounting.
Two 100 ohm fixed resistors.
Two potentiometers, 0.5 megohm.
One
0.1 mfd. fixed condenser.
One potentiometer, with switch, 0.25 megohm.
One 0.25 mfd. fixed condenser.
One L.F. transformer, push-pull type if possible ; see text.
One
0.5
mfd. fixed condenser.
One S.P.D.T. Yaxley type switch.
One 2 mfd. fixed condenser.
Nine insulated sockets.
One
50
mfd.
12 vw.
Two 0.5 megohm fixed resistors.
One 50 mfd. 25 vw.
One 0.25 megohm fixed resistor.
Screened
wire,
T.C. wire, sleeving, etc.
H
One 0.1 megohm fixed resistor.
Perforated zinc for cover.
One 20,000 ohm fixed resistor.
Length
of
4-way
cable and 7-pin valve plug.
One 700 ohm fixed resistor.
Valves:
Vl
Tungsram
A.S.41.20
(metalised)
;
V2 and
One 150 ohm fixed resistor.
V3 Cossor 41 M.P,
V.R.3

To LFT
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Sa/es Concessionaires :
HOLSUN BATTERIES LIM5TED
137, Victoria St., London, S.W.I

TRANSFORMERS
and CHOKES
FOR
RELIABILITY
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES
OLIVER PELL CONTROL..
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD, WOSlvVlCHlLONDON.S.E
CONCORDIA

L.V.

TRANSFORMERS
Designed by transformer specialists to
suit given conditions of service. Types
available Bell,
for
Radio,
MM
Lighting,
Miners
type,
Concordia alsophase
designchanging.
and make
transformers up to 50 kVA. to
customers'
requirements,
or
oil cooled, and arrange forairany
enclosures
(damp-proof,
totally
enclosed, etc.).
Sales AijeiiU-, ELCORDIA LTD.
2, C AXIOM STREET, S.W.I.
Thoue: Abbey 4266.
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. I am in the position to give that to you
free.
"We teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all
i
parts of the world.
The. most progressive and most
successful Correspondence College
in the world.
If you know what you want to
^tudy, write for prospectus. If
you are undecided, write for my
fatherly advice. It is free !
Distance makes no difference.
EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Accountancy
Examina- Metallurgy
tions
All subjects
Advertising and Sales Mining.
Mining. Electrical EnginManagement
eering
Agriculture
Engineering
A.M.I. Fire E. Examina- Motor
Motor Trade
tions Mechanics
Municipal and County
Applied
Engineers
Army Certificates
Architecture
Auctioneers' and Estate Naval
Novel Writing
Agents
Pattern
Making
Aviation Engineering
Play Writing
Aviation Wireless
Police,
Special
Course
Banking
Preceptors, College of
Blue Prints
Press
Tool
Work
Boilers
Productionand
Engineering
Book-keeping,
AccountPumping
ancy and Modern
Busi- Pumps
Machinery
ness
Methods
Radio
Communicafion
B.Sc.' (Eng.)
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and R.A.F. Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road Makiug and MainBuilders' Quantities
tenance
Cambridge Senior School Salesmanship,
I.S.M.A.
Certificate
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
School
Attendance
Officer
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial
Art E.J.E.B.
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim.
(Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural Shorthand
Short-story Writing
Engineering
Short-wave
Draughtsmanship.
All Speaking in Radio
Public
Branches
Engineering
Engineering. AH branches, Structural
Surveying
subjects
aud examina- Teachers of Handicrafts
tions
Telephony and Telegraphy
General Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport Inst. Exams.
Heating and Ventilating
Viewers. Gangers, InspecIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Institute of Housing
Weights and Measures
Inspector
Insurance
Welding
Journalism
Languages
Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony
Mathematics
Works Managers
Matriculation
If you do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
any subject. Full particulars free.
COUPON—CUT THIS OUT
To DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
Please send me (free of charge)
Particulars of
(Cross out line
Your private advice
.
V which does
about
J not apply.)
Name...
Address .

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS
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RADIO SPARES

%

The " Fluxite Quins " at IVorh
" How many times have I said.
When you're testing a set that's gone
dead,
And youg0 dash
for FLUXITE,
wi,d ou oun
AL.r. RUSH
rs.Rj?."1OUT
' y THE
y 'PHONES
S Sprite,
AND
WITH
ON YOUR HEAD / "
See that FLUXITE is always
hy you—in the house—garage
workshop — wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all
ironmongers—in tins,
8d,, 114 and 218.
Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING SET—compact but substantial—complete with full
instructions, 716.
To CYCLISTS ; Your wheels will NOT
keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings
and SOLDERED. This mokes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple—with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.
The FLUXITE GUN
puts FLUXITE
where you want it
by a simple pressure. Price 1/5, or
filled, 2/6.
, Alt MttHANICS W/U
FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES All SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. each.
FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST.. S.E.I.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primaries 200/250 v.
Secondaries
350-0-350
6 a.,
44 vv. 2J2i a.,
32/6.
Type v.I.C.,Type
10080,ma.,804ma.,
v. 64a.,v. C.T..
a., 33/9. Type 86,120 ma., 4 v. 5 a., 4 v. 2J a..
36/-. Type 91A., 120 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 2.1 a., 36/-.
200A, 2006ma.,v 45v.a5 a.,5 v4 v. 2Jaa., 42/6. Type
fSn'
c00 500-0-500
S£-A eiL v„
* 4 v.' or 6.3
- v. 200
-' 42/6Type
500, Sec.
ma„ 47/6,
TRANSFORMER ROBBINS. H.M.V. Model Nos.
^2' ?■ '
1300.
Marconi
Models
Nos. 262,
883. Nos.
Philco,
Model85,Nos.
444,
537, 581. Ekco878,Model
AC74,
AW108.
Murphy Model Nos. A24, 26, 30, 34, 36. Bush
Model
Nos.
SUG52,
61,
PB51,
53,
63,
73,
AC71.
Ultra
Model
4 v. and
4 v.,Nos.
4 v. 25,
and44,13 48,
v., 6.350,v.66and115,
5 v. G.E.C.
These
Bobbins
are very well made and are exact replacements, 24/-.
OUTPUT
Power, 25/30
Pentode,
class B andTRANSFORMERS.
Q.P.P., 11/-. Power, Pentode,
ma.
Midget,
9/6. Pentode,
Power, Pentode,
ma. Midget, 6/9.
Heavy Duty
100 ma., 1212/6.
DRIVER
only, 6/9.TRANSFORMERS. Class B, 9/-. Bobbins
LINE CORD. 3 way .3 amp., 185 ohms per yard, (
8 way .2 amp., 185 ohms per yard, 4/11.
CHOKES
11 henriesSMOOTHING.
70 ma., 9/6. 20 henries 100 ma., 12/6.
SPEAKERS.
8in.,8in.,with
lOin. with trans.,Celestion
43/6. Rola
withtrans.,
trans,, 29/6;
29/6 ;
without
trans.,
24/-.
Goodman
31
in,,
with
trans., 30/-.
61in. Rola in cabinet, 50/-.
Ordersshould
accepted
post only andby those
or
less
be byaccompanied
cash.of 10/Please
include
postage
with
order
PRICE
LIST
81
d.
stamp.
H. W. FIELD & SON
Colchester Road, Harold Park,
Essex.

TE5T0 SCOPES
Indispensable to Radio
^ Service Engineers.
Makes 20 tests. Interesting
Booklet on request. From all Wholesalers, or direct. Send for Leaflet A.24.
RUNBAKEN - - MANCHESTER - - I

MORSE CODE
TRAlXIiTO
There are Candler Morse
Code Courses for
Beginners and
Operators.
SEND NOW
FOR THIS
FREE
" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details concerning all Courses.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.6.)
121, Kings way, London, W.C.2.
Candler S>/slem Co., Denver, Colorado, V.8.A.

CONSTRUCTORS' KITS
Delivery approximately
Onesupplied
Month with
Sew Litz-wound
now
these
kits, which, coils
whenareassembled,
give good
quality reception of B.B.C. programmes.
Complete
with
chassis
8in.
x
6iin.
x2|in.
Valves, M.C. Speaker and wiring diagram,
(Regret, no cabinets.) 8 controls,
A.C.
V.M.H.F.
Pen., 3-V.
Triode,{ +RECTIFIER)
L.P. Pen. KIT,
Rectifier
M.C.
Speaker. (returnable).
Price 10 gns. Post 1/1, plus 3/6
packing
BATTERY 8-V. KIT. V.M.H.F, Pen., Triode.
Detector
and Output
Tetrode. P.M. Speaker.
l
. Jcf Call
A l^ost
3/6 packing (returnable).
and- 71.hearplusdemonstration
model,
3-v.
T.R.F.
m

y

m
V

A.C. Kit
No C.O.D.
for Kit.
•ALL-WAVE
PERMEABILITY
&
TUNED 10-way PUSH-BUTTON MANUAL
UNITS,
complete with buttons. Superhet 465 Kcs
80/-.
Now supplied withAND
ColourH.F.Code
and Blue
Print.
SMALL
COILS.
and
medium AERIAL
waves with reaction.
10/6 Long
per pair.
SMALL
AERIAL
AND
H.F.
TRANSFORMER.
Long
and
medium
waves
(no
reaction).
10/6
per pair.
Circuit of 3 Valve Mains or Battery set
given with each pair of above coils.
MIDGET
465 Kcs. AERIAL
10/6 perAND
pair.OSCILLATOR COILS,
MIDGET
A.only,
ANDcoil H.F,
TRANSFORMER.
Med.
waves
connections
given,
per pair.
L.P.
CHOKES,
50
m.a.,
380
ohms,
8/- ;
ra.a, 500 ohms, 8/6.
PARALLEL
FEED
TRANSFORMERS.
Midget
ratio
3J
:
1,
6/;
4:1,
6/-.
W.B. VALVE HOLDERS. 7-pin, chassis
raountiug, 101 d.
PAXOLIN
x 9 x Jin. approx., 8/6,
18 x2J X Jin.PANELS.
approx.,121/6.
2-GANG
CONDENSERS.
Ceramic insulation, 12/6. Standard .0(105 mfd.
3-G^NG insul.,
CONDENSERS.
STANDARD .0005
ceramic
12/6.
MAINS
VOLTAGE
DROPPING
.2 amp. 1,000 ohms overall, RESISTANCES.
6/-, .3 amp.
750 ohms
slider
andoverall,
feet. 7/-. Both with two variable
465
KCS.
L.P.
TRANSFORMERS,
unscreened,
small, 15/- pair,
lANSFORMERS.
350-6-350
4v, 4
amp., 4v. 2 amp. Heater windings,; centre
tapped, shrouded, chassis mounting type. 30/10,000,
100,000
J,VOLUME
J, 1 andCONTROLS.
2 meg., with
switch,
6/6 ohms,'
each.
5,000,
switch, 10,000,
4/- each,25,000 and 50,000 ohms, less
CHASSIS. 7/6Un:drilled
steel, painted
new. 10i x
8x2|in.,
8x6x23in.,
4/6 each.
OCTAL
CABLE
PLUG ANDMiniature
SOCKET, On-off.
2/-.
TOGGLE
SWITCHES.
single pole, 2/6. Double-pole, 3/-. Also RadGram change over switches, 2/6.
307 HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON WC.I, Phone: HOtiorn 465/
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The Need for Matching the Aerial to the Transmitter or Receiver. H.F. Transformer Coupling
Resonant and Non-resonant Feeder Lines. " Zep", " Y-match" and "Windom" Aerials
THE principle of matching an aerial to the trarisThe number of turns required on the secondary cau
mitter (or receiver either, for that matter, although be found by calculating the necessary step-down ratio,
it is less critical) is the same as that which governs having a knowledge of optimum load of the valve which
the matching between two amplifier stages, or between feeds the tuned tabk circuit^from the formula:
an output stage and the loudspeaker. If the aerial
impedance is high, and the load required for the output
Rati
o-Vfo
stage of the transmitter is low, a step-up-transformer
effect is required between the set and the aerial. Kl is the optimum load in ohms, and 70 is the resistance
of
the
aerial.
If
the
answer were 6, it would mean
Similarly, if it is required to mateh an aerial of high
surge impedance to a low-impedance circuit, a step-down that the number of turns on the secondary should be
one-sixth of the number on the primary.
transformer is necessary.
It will be understood from what has gone before that
It will already be understood from what has been
• written previously in this short series that almost any the lengths of the two halves of the aerial include the
aerial can have either a low or high impedance, according lead-ins, and that the purpose of the two variable
to the point at which any reading is taken. For example, condensers in the aerial leads is to balance out the
we now know that the impedance (which for most reactance of the coupling coil. In setting up such a
purposes may be considered as pure resistance) at the circuit a thermo-ammeter would be connected at each
centre of a half-wave aerial is about 70 ohms, whilst the of the points marked X, and the two sections of the
resistance at the end of the same aerial generally aerials adjusted in length until both meters showed the
approximates to 2,200 ohms'. Thus, such an aerial same reading.
may be either current or voltage fed. If the out- Development of the " Y-Match "
put from a transmitter is fed into the centre of a
Fig. 2 shows another method of feeding a half-wave
half-wave aerial, where the resistance is low, the current dipole,
this time using non-resonant feeders made up
must be comparatively high for any given power. On as a 6oo-ohm
line. In addition to the H.F. transformer
ithe other hand, if the output is fed into the end of the in the transmitter
circuit there is another transaerial, the current will be. low, because of the high former feeding intooutput
centre of the aerial. It will be
resistance, and the voltage must be comparatively high. seen that accurate the
matching is possible by suitably
That brief and simple explanation, combined with
the ratios of the two transformers, but it is
what was written in number one of this series, should adjusting
also
evident
that
it
is
by no means convenient to. have a
be sufficient to give a fairly clear undeistanding of the
in the aerial itself, where it is inaccessible
problems which are likely to arise in considering the transformer
difficult to keep moisture- and weather-proof.
requirements for dorrect aerial matching. The only other andThe
same result can be obtained by using the so-called
point which will call for further explanation concerns "Delta"
" Y-match " aerial illustrated in Fig. 3.
the effect of feeders of the resonant and non-resonant In this caseor the
itself acts as a transformer. The
types, which have previously been referred to to a two feeders are aerial
fanned out near the aerial and are
limited extent.
connected to taps on the aerial wire so that the correct
ratio is obtained between the impedance of the whole
Transformer Coupling
Before studying feeders further, it will be wise to /aerial, compared with the impedance between the two
iook at a simple circuit (see Fig. 1) which shows the taps. Dimensions are rather critical with this type of
connections between a transmitter and a half-wave aerial and feeder, and that factor represents the chief
aerial. The aerial is in the form of a dipole, and it is disadvantage. In addition, the system is of little use for
centre-fed, or current-fed ; this means that it is of low any frequency except that to which it is set up. The
resistance as "seen" by the transmitter. The two overall length of the aerial proper is shown as one
aerial leads are connected to the secondary of a step- half-wave, but this should of course be the length after
down transformer. Most satisfactory results are obtained correction for " end effect," as mentioned in the first
by using a transformer in which there is an electrostatic article of this series. The distances marked X can be
screen between primary and secondary windings. This found (in feet) by dividing the operating frequency in
ensures that the coupling is purely inductive. Such a megacycles into 175, while the distance marked Y is
screen can be made by nearly encircling the primary obtained by dividing the" frequency in megacycles into
with metal foil before winding on the secondary.
148. The 6oo-ohm line can be made up by using the
formula previously given.
. A
£
2.
[O O]
-O—CH
-O—o—
-o-J|m| Low Z

Tlr

Fig. 1.—Direct coupling
[_ between a transmitter
and
aerial. The
fPM aerialdipole
length includes
the leads-in.

'o
o
o i

IP

600 iT
—"Lines

Fig. 2.—Method of feeding a dipole
through non-resonant feeders. The use
of a transformer in the aerial itself
is a disadvantage.
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a
wavelength
long
would
be
used
to
feed
a high impedance
A
output circuit into the centre of a half-wave aerial, or
*
a low-impedance output into the end of such an aerial.
.—0—c
>~o—*
The " Zep " Aerial
The use of resonant feeders is well illustrated in the
t /I—* —
case of the so-called " Zep1" aerial, illustrated in Fig. 5.
It will be seen that only one of the feeders is connected
to the aerial itself, the other being eiTtirely " open."
600.n.
This
may appear very odd until the arrangement is
Lmea
analysed, as shown inset in Fig. 5. It will be seen that
o > o
C3
the feeders and coupling coil bring the effective length
"?
:
of aerial and feeders to one wavelength. In the centre
■9S
o ■
of one half-wave there is the coupling coil (at a low
impedance point), and one side of this feeds into the
Fig, 3.—The "Delta" or "Y-match" aerial.
end of the half-wave aerial proper (at a high impedance
The aerial itself acts as a transformer.
point). Thus is the matching obtained.
Compare this arrangement with that
shown in Fig. 2. Dimensions X and Y
Fig. 6 shows the «ame arrangement where half-wave
can be found as explained in the text.
feeders are used, and this can be re-drawn in the same
manner as for the aerial in Fig. 5. If that is done it will
Checking the "Y-Match"
be seen that the coupling coil is between the high
In practice, slight corrections may have to be made impedance ends of two half-wave lines, and that one
to the calculated dimensions. Tests are made by of the feeders is connected to the high impedance end
coupling a thermo-ammeter * by means of a small loop of the horizontal aerial.
to the centre of the aerial; the two halves of the aerial
Figs. 7 and 8 show other methods of employing
should then be reduced or lengthened by equal amounts resonant feeders in conjunction with dipole aerials in
until the maximum reading is indicated by the meter. conjunction with high and low impedance output circuits.
It is also desirable to check the feeders to see that there Precisely the same principles apply to those already
P—Q
/ 6
-O—O—
High Z
Hooks

I

Hard wo o</
Board

Wire Loop
(Cleafed to
Board,)

Thermo Ammeter
Fig, 4.—A simple device for checking aerial matching and for
detecting standing waves and feeders.
is an absence of standing waves, but this is not essential.
If done, the method is to couple four ammeters to one
of the feeders at separating distances of one-sixth wavelength. The readings of all meters should be approximately the same, but if necessary the aerial taps can be
adjusted until this condition is obtained.
A simple form of thermo-ammeter and coupling loop
for the purpose described can be made up as shown
in Fig. 4. It will be realised that the object is to obtain
close coupling with the aerial so that the meter reading
will be proportional to the current flowing in the aerial
at the point of coupling. Two simple hooks are provided
' for fitting the tester to the aerial and so that the unit
can be slid along the wire.
Resonant Feeders
Resonant feeders are generally made in multiples oi
one-quarter wave, and have some very interesting
properties. Those which are an even number of quarterwaves long can be regarded as behaving as a one-to-one
transformer ; that is, they match similar impedances.
Feeders having a length equal to an odd number of
quarter waves show a step-up or step-down effect.
Thus, they are used to effect matching between high
impedance and low impedance terminations. As an
example, a half-whve feeder could be used to couple a
high impedance output circuit to the end of a half-wave
aerial, or to couple a low impedance output circuit to
the centre of the same aerial. Feeders three-quarters of

!—nmr^

X
z.

Low Z
Fig. 5.- The "Zep" aerial with a quarter-wave feeder. The
inset diagram explains how a low impedance source is matched
into the (high impedance) end of a half-wave aerial.
outlined, and it will be seen that a series-tuned circuit
(low impedance) is used with feeders of length equal to
an even multiple of one quarter-wave and a parallel
tuned circuit is used when the feeders have a length
equal to an odd multiple of one-quarter waVe.
The " Windom " Aerial
Another fairly popular, and mechanically simple,;
type of aerial system is known as the Windom, from
the name of its originator. It is shown in Fig. 9, and
will be seen to consist of a horizontal half-wave aerial
with a single feeder tapped in at a point to one side of
the centre. This type of aerial calls for critical adjustment, but is rather more efficient than the " Zep,"
although the losses are somewhat greater than those
for aerials of the types shown in Figs. 3, 7 and 8. The
distance of the feeder tap from the end of the aerial
(marked d in Fig. 9) can be found with fair accuracy
by dividing the operating frequency in megacycles
into 170, the answer being in feet. It is important that
-O—O-—

High Z

Fig. 6.—A " Zep " aerial
with half-wave feeder.
O
O
High 2
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Low Z
Even

0

-o—oof

0

Low Z

T
Odd N* of
>

High Z
(JtStjOOD

Low Z
Fig. 7.—Matching two
similar impedances by
means of feeders equal
in length to an eoen
number of quarter-waves.

Fig. 9.— The " Window
aerial. Length d, in feet,
is found by dividing 170
by the frequency in
megacycles.

each side of the tapping point and close to it, and
adjustment made until both meters show exactly the
same reading. A test should also be made to check
o-o*that standing waves do not appear on the feeder. This
can be done by ensuring that the current near the tap
and at points about one-sixth wavelength apart from it
is in every case the same, or as nearly so as can be
obtained.
This third article in the series might well be concluded
by giving a brief outline of the advantages and disadvantages of resonant and non-resonant line feeders,
now that their use is understood. Resonant lines have
the advantage of high efficiency provided that they are
accurately cut; they provide an easy method Of matching
without the use of transformers. On the other hand,
Fig. 8,—Matching two dissimt'
they are suitable for use only on the frequency for
lar impedances by using feeden
which they are cut or on odd harmonics of that frequency.
zqual in length to an odd numhti
Non-resonant lines can be of any convenient length in
of quarter-waves.
excess of one quarter-wave {if they are shorter than
that they tend to act as a condenser only, and if they
are exactly one quarter-wave long they become resonant),
the ieeder shall be perpendicular to the horizontal and the voltages and currents are equal at all points
aerial for a distance equal to not less than one-quarter along the lines. Also, high currents and/or Voltages are
wave.
not employed, and the terminating impedances do not
To adjust the tap an ammeter should be coupled on require to be chosen very critically.
IMPROVED FLAT-CELL TYPE
DRY BATTERY
OWING to the demand for a dry battery of reduced
volume for a given output, "the ilat-cell type ofbattery has recently come into prominence. An
important point in the manufacture of this kind of
battery is the provision of an effective seal between
.adjacent ceils of the battery, so that internal leakage
of the electrolyte does not occur.
As shown in Fig. i, each cell comprises zinc and
carbon elements Z and C, an electrolyte S and a
depolariser M, and a number of cells (four are shown in
the drawing) are stacked together to form a battery.
The carbon element C preferably comprises a coating
of carbon on one surface oh the zinc plate or element Z.
The feature of the construction shown is that the zinc
or zinc-carbon elements are made somewhat larger in
area than the electrolyte and depolariser elements,
so that marginal portions of the zinc plates project
beyond the main body of the cells, and a sleeve B of
suitable electrolyte-resisting material is placed over
the stack of cells and then shrunk on to them so that it
embraces the edges of the zinc elements tightly and
forms an effective seal between adjacent cells. Preferably
a ring A of suitable electrolyte-resisting material is
arranged round the marginal portion of each zinc
element Z and suitable adhesive may be used to cause
adherence both of the rings A to the zinc elements Z
and the outer sheath B to the edges of the rings A.
The sleeve B assumes the corrugated form shown when
shrunk on and will permit some expansion ot the airspaces D round the cells to accommodate gases generated
in the battery.
In the preferred construction the outer sheath
comprises a tube of plastic material, such as polyvinyl

chloro-acetate, celluloid or . cellulohe acetate plastic,
which can be swollen by immersion in a suitable liquid,
such as acetone; the tube is cut slightly longer than
the assembled stack of battery cells and its cross-sectional
area is somewhat less than the area of a zinc plate.
During manufacture of the battery the tube is swollen
by immersing it in a mixture of acetone and water, so
that it can be fitted over the stack; it is then dried to
cause shrinkage, so that it adheres tightly to the edge
of the zinc plates. Contraction of the sheath produces
the corrugations shown in Fig. i, causes the ends of the
sheath to turn inwardly, as shown at F, and holds the
cells together.
As shown in Figs, i and 2 it is preferred to place a
ring or band A of suitable material, which may also be
a plastic material, round the margin of each zinc to form
a cushion between the outer sheath and the edge of the
zinc plates and also to protect the margins from, the
electrolyte. The rings or bands A may be cut from a
tube of plastic material and expanded and then shrunk
on to the zinc in the manner already described.

o

a 4
Fiss 1 and 2.—Details oj the new flat cell.
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Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
H.M.V.
Albert Sandier and his Palm Court Orchestra have
ONCE again, H.M.V, make a notable contribution made
an exceptionally line record from " The Lilac
to music lovers by releasing this month a superb Domino—Selection,"
Columbia DBzi^y. .
recording of Beethoven's " Sonata No. 26 in E _ Another in the DBonseries
month is b}^ Frank
Flat Major, Op. 81A—(Les Adieux)," played by that Sinatra, singing " You'll Neverthis
Know," featured in the
talented pianist Arthur Rubinstein. It consists of two film Hello, 'Frisco, Hello" and
"Sunday, Monday
records, DB6132-33, the former dealing with the 1st or Always " from the film " Dixie." In
numbers he
movement (Les Adieux) Adagio-Allegro, and the latter is ably supported by a fine chorus. both
The record is
with the end and 3rd movements (L'Absence), Andante Columbia DB2i4g.
espressivo and (Le Retour) Vivacissimamente.
Turner Lay ton is well on form this month, on
Arthur Rubinstein shows a complete understanding Columbia
for which he has recorded " Long
()
i.
composer's thoughts, and these he interprets Ago " andFB3035,
" Mother's Silver Wedding Day," with, of
with that fine detail and expression which is the hall-' course, himself
at
Yhe
piano.
mark of a great artist.
" Carroll Calls the Tunes," No. 28, introduces
I am hard put to find the .word which would adequately u langerine,"
"You'll Never Know," "Dearly Be■describe that " something " which, in addition to an loved," " Chattanooga
Choo," " As Time Goes
exceptionally fine tenor voice and perfect diction, Webster By, and ' White Cliffs Choo
of Dover." These are recorded,
Booth possesses, and which places him several degrees as one would expect from
title, by Carroll Gibbons
higher than many of his contemporaries. What I have at the piano, and I must saythe
the result is a most pleasing
m mind is obvious in his latest recording on H.M.V. record,
the
number
of
which
is
Columbia FB3036.
03402, for which he sings "Oh Loveliness Beyond
Victor Silvester and his Ballroom Orchestra have
Compare" from Act 1 of "The Magic Flute," and made
two records this month, both of which I include
Constanze Constance" (Die Entfuhrung aus dem
my selection. They are Columbia FB 3040, " Time
Serail)—Mozart. He is accompanied by the Liverpool m
Alone
Will Tell"—slow foxtrot—and " Someday I'll
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Basil Cameron Meet You
Again "—a quickstep. On the other record,
Another fine vocal is H.M.V. C3404, as it contains a Columbia FB
they have recorded " Amor, Amor."
delightful recording by Gladys Ripley, with the Liverpool a rumba, and 3039.
" Night of Biarritz," also a rumba.
Philharmonic Orchestra, singing " Fair Spring is
Dorothe
Morrow's
Aristocrats Have recorded " The
Returning," from Act 1 of " Samson and Delilah," and Old Grey Mare is Back
Where Slje Used To Be " and
O Fatal Beauty," from Act 3 of " Don Carlos." Miss
It s Love, Love, Love," on Columbia FB^o^y.
Ripley possesses a voice of great charm.
'The Sadler's Wells Orchestra, conducted by William
Walton, have recorded, in two parts, "Sheep May Parlophone
Safely Graze," which is from the Ballet Suite of " The I AM not so greatly impressed with the two works which
Wise Virgins "—Bach—Walton. The record is H.M.V. A Richard Tauber has selected for his recording this
B9380. " Hutch " contributes " Long Ago (and Far mouth. They are translations by Wlpstler of Brahms
Vain His Pleading, Op. 84, No. 4 " and " O Golden
Away),' from the film " Cover Girl," and " A Lovely
Way to Spend an Evening," from the film " Higher and Age of Innocence, Op. 63, No. 8," which Tauber sings
111 English with a piano accompaniment by Percy- Kahn
Higher," on H.M.V. BD10S5.
" ^ Times Like These " and " Nobody Else But The number is Parlophone RO20530.
You are the two numbers selected by Joe Loss and his
Geraldo and his Orchestra offer two good recordings
Orchestra for their latest recording on H.M.V BD58S-' on Parlophone F2027, the numbers being " If I Had
Only
Known " and " Goodnight Wherever You Are "
Two quite good dance tunes.
Eric Winstone and his Band offer a good slow foxtrot both foxtrots and both well presented, and 011 Parlophone
th In
they play "Long Ago (and Far Away) " and
.. S?
. 'Stopped."
T'11 You TheseTrom
and aBDsSsa
foxtrot F2033
The ^?
Music
are onMe,"
H.M.V.
I m Going to Build a Future World," two more
and they are nicely presented.
foxtrots.
Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD3831
" Tin Pan Alley Medley, N. 63 " is on Parlophone
play " I'll See You In My Dreams," and"HowAmITo L 2031, and Ivor Moreton and Dave Kaye introduce
Know, both ideal for foxtrots. Dinah Shore puts up
I m Sending My Blessing," " The Music Stopped "
a very good show with " Now I Know " and " Smoke
Don t Sweetheart Me," "I Saw You First," " In
Gets In Your Eyes" on H.M.V. BD1084.
Times Like
These," and " If I Had Onlv Known "
Tllorburn
Finally, we have Swing Music 1944 Series, Nos. 389
"The Organ, the Dince Band and
and 590, on H.M.V. B9383. These are played by Artie Me have taken 'stwo
film features for thair record—
Shaw and his Orchestra, and consist of "This is Parlophone -F2032—namely, " Don't Ever Leave Me "
Romance " and " Any Old Time."
and " Sweet Rosie O'Grady," slow foxtrot and waltz
Parlophone ^2943 is the record for those who enjoy
the 1944 Super Rhythimstyle Series, as it contains
Colnmbia
A rain. Columbia record which I recommend most Nos. 35 and 36, both by Harry James and his Orchestra.
*»• strongly to all who enjoy a solo pianoforte per- On one side—No. 35—they have recorded " Flash "
formance of outstanding merit is Columbia DXiisg on and on the other " I Found a New Baby."
which that great artist Cyril Smith has recorded " Naila
Waltz " by Dekbes, arranged Dohnanyi. The recording
which is in two parts, is in itself superb, while the Regal
of the Regal records included in my list this
rendering of this delightful piece leaves nothing to be DOTH
are good, one lieing by the ever popular
desired. The technique, expression and undoubted Georgemonth
Formby,
on which he has
recorded " The Old
capabihties of Cyril Smith are strikingly evident.
Cane
Bottom
" and " The 4 V ' Sign Song," which
The first loin. Columbia I take up is, strangely enough of course, he Chair
accompanies with his ukulele in addition
another pianoforte recording, but in this instance it is a
orchestra. The number is M
duet played by those ever-popular and talented artists to The
other
recotd
by Lou Preager and his Orchestra
Kawicz and Landauer. The record is Columbia DB2148 from the Palais de isDanse,
Hammersmith, who play in
and the pieces are two of Mendelssohn's works—arr! tip-top
style " The Quack. Quack Song," a quick waltz,
Kawicz and Landauer——entitled " The Bees' Wedding " ■and Its
Love,
Love,
Love"
ift Jive tempo. These
and " Scherzo."
are on Regal MR^ygy.
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VALVES
This is part of our current stock of
valves. If all their equivalents were
mentioned it would be found
that we can supply either the exact
valve or a suitable replacement
for almost any type. Wherever
possible please order C.O.D. Stamp
with enquiries, please.
PRICES STRICTLY B.O.T. RETAIL
BATTERY.
210HL. HD24.
5/10; TDD2A.
P220,
PM2A.. 7/4; 210DDT,
9/2
210SPT.,
210VPA..
KT2,; KT24.
PM12M,
SP2,210VPT.
SP210. 220/OT,
VP210,
VP2B. W21, Z2I, Z22, 11/-; P2, 12/2:
210PG. FC2, FC2A, X24. 12/10.
«
A.C. TYPES. 2D4A, 6/9 ; 41MP, 354V.
AC/HL,
MH4,
MHL4,
9/2;
AZ1,
DW2,
AZ31.
DW4-500.
U10, TDD4,
11/-;
402P, AC044,
MH41,IW4-350.
MHD4, PX4,
11/7
; 42MP/Pen,
AC/Pen,
AC2/Pen> AC/VP1,
AC5/Pen.AC/VP2,
KT41,
KTZ63, MKT4, MSPenB, MVSPen,
MVSPenB,
PenA4.
Pen4VA.
SP4, VP4,
VP4B, 12/10:
AC/TH1,
AC/TP,
FC4.
MX40.
TH4,
VHT4,
41MPG.
14/KT33C, PenB4, 14/8 ; MP/Pen,: KT32,
16/6;
FW4/500, JCT66, PM24A, 18/3; PX25,
PP5/400 , 24/4 ; Pen428 . 30/5.
UNIVERSAL. 2D13A. 2D13C. 9/2;CYl.
U31,
URIC.
11/-;13SPA,
11D3.
TDD13C,
11/7UR3C.
? 7D3.U4020,
8D2, 9D2.
CL4.
CLi33,
Pen36C.
SP13.
SP1320,
VP13A, VP13C, 12/10; CBL1, CBL31,
PenDD4020. TH21C, 15/3 ; TH30C. 14/-.
MAZDA.
HL21DD,
HL23DD, 9/2 : HL23.
Pen25. 5/10
UU5,; UU6,
UU7,
U4020,
CP23,11/711/-: ;Pen45;
AC/HLDD,
HL41DD,
HL133DD,
Pen383
SP41.
TP23, TP26. VP41, VP133, >12/10;
AC/TP, TH41, TH233, 14/-; QP25,
PenDD4020 Pen45DD. 15/3.
E TYPES.I EM4, 11/- ; EBC3, EBC33,
11/7 ; CL4, CL33, EPS. EF9. EL3. EL33,
12/10;EF6,
CCH35,
EF5,
EK2.ECH2,
EL2. ECH3,
14/ ,* ECH35,
EBL1,
EB31, 15/3 ; EL35, 18/3.
BVA
AMERICAN
TYPES,
5U4,
5Z4,
6AGS,
6C8,25L6.
6C6, 25Y5
6J5. and
6J7, 25Z5
6K8, con6L6,
6R7. 18.6C5,
25AS,
version, 25Z4, 42, 47 conversion.
AMERICAN.
1B4, ICS.
1H5,
2 AS, 2A7, 1A4,
2B7. 6A4,
6A6, ICS,
6A7
conversion.
6A8,
6E6,
6P5,
6F6, 6J8,
6K6. 6L7. 6P5. 6SF7, 6Z5. 10, 12Q7.12SF5,
12Z5.
15,
19.
24.
32.
33.
34.
35,
36
.
37,
46. 48, 50. 53. 57. 71A. 75. 76, 81, 82, 85, 38,
89,
FC141. H14ID, Penl41.
TUNGSRAM. ELS. 16/6; LD210,
5/10;
P215, 12/10;
7/4; DD13,
69; 6Q7,
6B8,
14/-; 6K7.
6K8, 14/-;
11/7 ; 6V6. 12/10 ; 6X5. 11/-.
VALVES & ADAPTORS
In the cases where we cannot supply the
exact
valve,
equivalent,
we adaptor,
cari get
your
set
goingorwith
valve 4/6.
and
the additional
costabeing
SPARES
TESTOSCOPE. the vest-pocket Instrument for tracing faults, enables 20 tests
AC/DC,
37/6.
FEIK-O-DISK
volts, ohms
and watts
calculator,
6/6. SPEAKERS,
3core,
inch,6031/3.
LINE
CORD,
.3 amp.,
ohms per ft., extremely
good3
quality.
yd. valve
CEEEUEOSE
CEMENT6/9for per
speaker
and most
other
repairs.
5/- tin.cleaner,
SERVISOE.
more than
a switch
5/- tin.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 4 volt
heaters. 37 6. VOLUME CONTROLS,
with
switch.
7/6.
VALVE
EQUIVALENT CHARTS, 1/7 post free. BOOKLET ON AMERICAN MIDGETS, 2/7.
J. BULL & SONS,
(Dept. P.W.),
246, HIGH STREET,
HARLESDEN, N.W.tO.

ean lieeome
a flrst-elass
RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well-paid
employment or profitable
spare-time work.
T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
2, THE MALL, EALING, W.5
I
I
•
I
J
g
I

(Post in unsealed envelope. Id. stamp.) j
Please send me free details of your Home-Study Mathematics and Radio I
Courses.
NAME
j
ADDRESS
I
P. 53
j

COIJLPHONE RADIO
NEW GOODS ONLY
Orders over 5/- post and packing free.
Tungsram
R.V.A.
fiers, 10/6 :andB.F.
and Valves.
Output RectiPens.,
12/6 ; D.D.T.'s.
; Magic Eyes,
8/6.
Mains
Trausfs,,11/3
350v.-0-350v.
100 mA.,
4v.
6a.,
4v.
2ia.,
or
6.3V.
3a.,
5v.
2a.,
33/6
Transf. Bobbins, as above ... 17/6.
Heavy
Duty, 120less
mA., 4v.8a..4v.2Ja.35/P.M.
Speakers,
5in.. 21/6
6}in. 22/6
; 8in. 25/- transf..
; lOin, 35/-.
With;
pen. transf.. 8in. 30/-; lOin. ... 45/8in. M.E. 2,000 ohm. field pen. trsf. 32/6
PowCr-Pen.
Output
Transf s. 40mA.8/6
Rola Push Pull
Universal
... 15/6
Paraiccd L.F. Trausfs. 4 ; 1 ... 6/6
Push
Pull
Quality
L.F.
Trausfs.
22/6
Shaft
; lin. knobs
9d.
Mains Couplers,
Dropper 6d.
Resistors,
800 ohm.,
2Push-back
ad,j. taps. 3Wire,
amp. 50ft..
With 3/fixing
feet
5/6
; 100ft., 576
Carbon Resistors, i w. 6d. 1 w.,
9d.
Standard
values
50£>
to
5
meg.
Switch Cleaner ... ... 2/6 bdtt.
Resin Cored
Solder
... ...4/6 2/3
lb.
Tinned
Copper
Wire, J lb.
Sleeving, 2mm
3d. yd.
Condensers,
12mfd. 50v. 2/- ; 2mfd.
350v
3/Tubular and Silver Mica, all sizes.
Valve-holders, Eng.& Amer., Id.per pin
Vol.Controls
with
sw.,
5/9
;
less
sw.
4/9
Smoothing Iron Elements, 450w. 2/3
Fire
Spirals,
750
w..
2/:
1,000
w.
2/6
Soldering
Irons,
230v.
Speaker Field
Colls,
2,00060w.
ohms.... 12/6
9/6
Smootiling Chokes, 25 Hy, 150 mA.
20012
21/6
Tuning Condensers, .0005 with trimmers,
2
gang,
10/6
;
3
gang
...
12/6
Tuning Coils, screened M. & L. wave
circuit
6/6
Milliammeters, 4iin. B S., 1st grade,
0-1
MA
70/Condenscrs, 4 mfd.T.OOOv. D.C. 12/6
Stamped, addressed envelope for list.
NEW LONGTON, Nr. Preston
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ELECTRADIX OFFERS!
SMALL SWITCHGEAR. Automatic
Circuit Breakers, 10 amps, upwards, open
or ironclad, triple pole, thermal trip, from
25/-. Battery cut-outs and Remote control
D.C. contactors 6/12 volts 8 amps, type L,
10/6. 10 volts, 240 volts and 230 volts,
10 to -40 amps., 35/-. Rotary Instrument
Switches, 7-way by R.I., ebonite panel,
7 studs on teak box, 7/6 only. Low voltage
Switchgear. Lucas 8-way Aero enclosed,
change-over and fuses. R.A.F. surplus, 3/6.
6-way R.A.F. push-button, 2/9. G.P.O.
single do, 7/6. 3-way rocker switches, 3/6.
METAL CABINETS AND COVERS.
Boxes with hinged lid ; inside8|x4-2xSjin.,
for oscillators, etc., 10/-. Covers, Light
metal, ventilated special arch shape to
contain 6J x Sin. with terminal cover
extension, 3/6.
RHEOSTAT Panel one-hole ETNA 0 to
I ohm 3 amps., with pilot bulb, 3/-. Pitkin
circular lab., Sin. mahog. base, glass front,
50 ohms 2 amps., 35/-.
BUTTON MICROPHONES
Thousands use these wonderfully ingenious
solid-back SOUND TRANSMITTER UNITS.
A marvel of acoustic engineering design, as
used by G.P.O., invaluable to radio experimenters and others for amplification and
detection of sound for all purposes. Make
your own outside listener.
EVERY BUTTON TRANSMITTER
WE SUPPLY IS GUARANTEED.
The lin. dia. brass body is solid brass,
forming the granule chamber, and the
diaphragm is thin mica. Radio is not
essential, as with only a pocket battery
41 volts and a high-ratio transformer,
speech may be transmitted to phone
receiver. Experiirnental uses for the
Button ; Home Broadcasting, Detectors of
Sound for Air Raid, Baby Alarm, Detectors
of sound from leaky water mains, Electrical
Stethoscopes or Vibration detectors, etc.
PRICE ONLY 2/6 (Postage 6d.)
High Ratio Transformer, 4/6.
CONTROL BY LIGHT and Invisible
Rays. Raycraft sets with selenium bridge,
10,000 ohm tele-type Relay, fittings and
booklet, 42/-.
CONDENSERS. Ultra
Short Wave variable air
condensers. 16 m.mfd.
Trblitul insulation ballbearings. Surplus to a
Govt. contract and new, SIFIXED CONDENSERS. 2 mfd., 250
volts smoothers, metal case, G.P.O 2/6
DubiUer & T.C.C. .25 mf., 230 volts, II-'.
H.T. Mica 4,000 volts, 25 mf., 10/-. 2,000
volts, I mf., 10/6. B.I. oil-fitted. 6,000 volts
I mf., 35/-. 4/000 volts, 2mf„ 45/-.
TRANSFORMER
offer a
few shrouded carcasesPARTS.
ready forWe
rewinding.
250 watt size, 35/-. Hrst class make. If
you can cut. your own lapis, out of 6in.
Stalloy sheet, we can supply in 38in.
lengths at 1/3 each.
POWER TRANSFORMERS. 150 watt
Foster, 400 cycles, 230 volts to 15 volts
C.T., 10 amps., £3. 500 watt Foster, 440
volts 50 cycles to 110 volts, 5 amps., £4 15s.
I kW Powquip, 250 volts 50 cycles to 50
volts, 20 amps., £9. 3 kW Metvick, 400
volts 50 cycles to 600 volts, oil, £9 10s.
4.3 kW Foster, 400 volts 50 cycles to 60
volts to 72 amps., £12.
DEAF AID. 10 Guinea Sets S.H. for
reconditioning, all first-class makes in
pocket case, less battery and plug cord,
45/-,
Please include postage for mail orders.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, QaeeDstown Road, Battersea, London, S.W.8
j -is??? Telephone MACaulay 2159."^ ii'S
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Discussion

,e Cr5 mUS,
W addresT^X
"
triode detector coupled to the 70L7, and the result is a
Station WCBX
es
set, using easily obtained parts, which gives
?■, wcgI!^lcl
teemnyitinfon
a favour if your readers midget
loudspeaker results at good strength and quality The
e 1 6
wprv 1broadcasting
J I ? ?from New n^tiou
about asstation
MCBX,
York, U.S.A.,
I do set tunes the medium waveband, uses only a short
0 k w
throw-out aerial and is of the type which would,
"received
'. ^ are WLWK,
w^elcngth.
Other
S.W.
stations
I
have
49.50 m.; WCBO * Vatican RaHin •
many 0f yOUr re
WRYL and WOOW.-B. C. Bidd^ph-pawl^. d 0' (Lincohi)aPP
aders.—F. D. Clarke
(We should be grateful for details.—Ed.) .
Experiences With "Economy Three"
Licensing Repair Depots
the
"hKVeRiu^t v.constructed
"Economy
n
a'-a not. use Siheadphones,
^ayeri antbut
i results
weretapped
very S V, 'L f'loronghly agree with the views expressed
good. Xr did
a speaker
,7; ly radio
Sgyn^man"
of Barrow on the subject of
for five different impedances. The coupling used was licensing
repair depots.
for 3,509 ohms impedance, 31J/1 ratios; reception
It
tre lely n rtant
to
r,rmS
tL
"
P°
fj'at readers
in unison
was recgiyed at normal speaker strength. I tried my
protest, through the medium
of youractjournal,
to
set on Saturday, July egnd, and at 1.30 p.m. I logged prevent
the imposition of such a licence.
or
a station reading a message in English, asking for
/ one would not mind an examination by an
stren
1 kn0W a S00d many
gaSrjT
etc. The
announcer
gave
the call Hallo, Romo," gth,
repeated
several
times, who would
'
deafei'5
i believe this was a new station. If any reader also . yba' it means is that any old botcher can do repairs
logged this station I would be pleased to communicate
t61' if■rUthe
ia dealers
i,is,hty skilled
will
be 'oil
able to,
oppose serviceman
his application
With him (or them). I was unable to catch the beginning not he
•(as
they
surely
will);—F.
Botto (Bournemouth). .
of the programme, but I shall listen for this station again'
0
the range was 22.49 m.
^
To conclude my letter, I would gladly welcome any
Shady Dealing ?
letter from all interested in S.W. DX work E
'"earl
in
an issue of your paper Practicai
FiTZAKERtEY (Doncaster).
"
~ Wireless that you would be interested to hear
1 nstances of shad
win no
.
y dealing with radio shops. 1
The " Rapid Two"
my
1 Lqwhat
w5?I 11can
casethis
as Imatter.
would like some advice
m a
doown
about
SIRall
'7ri1 ?know
imer
radio,
I have journal,
learned as Itotook
about
it in
from
yourandexcellent
a miniature radio receiver' (Western) to be
which is not excelled by any contemporary publication
ln
1
rm10s.
Mare'
.andtwo
obtained
an estimate
I am sorry that your query service has ceased, as I found for a repaii for £3
including
new valves
I paid
it very educating. I must compliment " Thermion " this and received the set back. Six weeks later th<fset
on his sound, commonsense views, which reflect the broke again, and as this firm advertises that repairs are
opinion of all sensible people.
- tbree
.months
I said
thatguarantee
I wished butthe
I havew recently
constructed the "Rapid Two" set to be repaired
under
the terms
of the
ch ives
W
,lUm
'"
g
Yfry
gratifying
results
as
regards
1
4lJ?°m '5X wasStoid
to spend
more
on
it.
The
next
time
quality and volume.
But one thing worries me. This called
the repairs would cost £2 12s. fid as1
morning I switched on at about 8.45 on 285 m., when the a different valve was faulty and another condenser
set worked perfectly. At approximately 9.2, however
1 t?
Pay thisitand
demanded
the set After
back aaslot
it
the speech seemed to slow down, until I had to wait for iJc
was when
I brought
in the
second time.
nearly a minute between words.
of
unpleasantness
I
got
the
set
back.
set
V™fder
such asinautomatic
speed control
°Atestln
g the
when I got it home I now found
(A.b.C.)
can"beanything
incorporated
such a simple
circuit
0 a
S W re faul
T
kL
l
.J
.
j on thety,first
one occasion.
of these being a valve
ai SUre t 1 at lf 11
had
had
replaced
fhisn'fffi™
Tt ?i,
}' constructor
has solved
ttis
difficulty
the resulti i woulda, be
of great interest
to all
It is clear to me that this valve has been purnoselv
my fellow-readers.—S. B. Hawkes (Clevedon),
substituted, a faulty for a good valve.
urposeij
g0 t: tlle est im
.
ates
written
on
paper
with
details
Sensitive Signal Analyser: A Correction
of the repairs required and so have proof that on
the
-THE recommended valves for the Sensitive Signal second occasion only one valve was faulty
* Analyser described in our last issue are : Vi, V2
I have also carefully examined the set and it is clear
to me that the amount of repairs estimated was grossly
}r\
(Mazda);
V4—MH4
Vs—MSP4
(Osram) ; and
V6-ET41
(Osram)!(Osram);
The specitl
induct ex3j?&erated, as it is easy to see which is original .solderimr
tances should consist of 90 turns of 28 s.w.g, enamelled an^ which has been recently repaired.
I have written about this matter to the firm but
Wt'hSSSJn ayer close-wound_on the Jin. former; the
00 satlsfactlon and 1
tht n S
'jnnding
being
ijin.
In
the
description
of
consider I have been
tn h o r?10needback
arrangements an error occurred cheated
I
should
glad of your advice as it is hardly worth '
16 reslstors
isArfliti? i i- i
- The feedback voltage taking legalbeaction,
but I feel that this sort of behaviour
R28
developed across R32 and R31, not R27 and
m on n
nd a stop ousht t0 be put
to^-P
AT4d^.3)
" The Universal Two "
(The onlyS.realBEremedy
is at law.—Ed.)
1
a receilt
S^jT ??
. issue of Practical Wireless,
„ rUniversal
details Two,
were^ given
a midget
receiverIt was
the
B.L.D.L.C. Member's Report
which ofI decided
to build.
hav
ab,e t0
soon found, however, that the high capacity electrolytici S1Rthe
ATpRx;
P m51 ,bSIe?have
at
instead
been spend
makingmany
planshours
for the
"aphta^able, also that I could not get
ihcluding building a 20- or 40-metre doublet
match tnH oL G
r,
, together 7with
7 T
in hand.
the 'ilatter valve,
other
parts I To
hadutilise
purchased, the circuit as published was redesigned as a
ading
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
GALPINS
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN
ELECTRICAL STORES RADIO
invites all
keen experimenters
to apply
for
membership.
Current
issue
R.S.G.B.
" FAIRVIEW,"
Bulletin
"
and
details.
IIbelow.
LONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT. AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300
pages),
paper
cover, 4/- ;(140
cloth,
6/6, Radio
Handbook
Supplement
pages).
Paper
TERMS CASH with ORDER.
cover, Russell
2/9;" cloth,
No C.O.D.
Little
Street.5/-.—R.S.G.B.,
London. W.C.I.28-30,
/)5
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
any station heard. Size 40in. by 30in.. 4/6,
post 6d. 14,OnSoho
linen, Street,
10/6, postLondon,
6<1.—Webb
s
Regret no Orders can be accepted from Eire Radio,
W.l.
or Northern Ireland,
GERrard 2089.
TECHNICAL
ELECTfllC LIGHT CHECK METERS, MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT
first-class
electrically
PUBLICATIONS
Practice Equipment for class-room
anteed, for condition,
A.C. mams 200/2d0
volts 50guarcy. MORSE
or
individual
tuition.
Keys,
audio
oscilla1 phase 5 amps, load, 10/- each.
carry wide and varied stocks
tors for both battery or main operation.— We dealing
with all technical aspects o^
i WATT WIRE END Resistances, new Webb's Radio, 14,.Sdho Street. London. W.l. books
radio. A few only are listed below :—
and unused, assorted sizes (our assort- Phone : Gerrard 2089.
ment), 5/6 per doz., post free.
•* H.A.C." Short-wave Receivers. Famous American Service Manuals ;—
overnowtenavailable.
years. Improved
one-yalve
SOLID BRASS LAMPS d(wing type), one- for
I Spartan-Emerson ... ... 12/6
Complete
kit inof Vol.
hole mounting, fitted ?uhle contact, model
Vol. 2. Crosley-Belmont ... ... 12/6
accessories,
with6d. full
small B.C. holder and 12-volt 16 watt duId, components,
structions—only
16s.,
postage
Easily
Vol.
3.
... ... 12/6
4/-.
assembled in one
hour. S.A.E.
for free Vol. 4. Crosley-Belmont
R.C.A. G. E. Admiral ... 12/6
L. Bacchus,
109, Hartmgton
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3;i6in. dia.. a catalogue.—A.
Vol. 5. Emerson ... ... ... 12/6
Road,
London,
S.W.8.
pair mounted on spring blades, also two
Ray Oscilloscopes (Reyner) 8/6
high quality pure silver contacts 3/16in. RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS Cathode
Foundations of Wireless (Scroggie) 7/6
dia.,
also
mounted
on
spring
blades
fit
for
Introduction
to Valves (Henderson) Siheavy
and unused
; there
BRITAIN RADIO (K. H. Television To-day
and To-morrow
enoughduty,
base new
to remove
for other
work.is CHARLES
offers
interesting
bargains
in
Radio.
(Chappie)
... ... •••
1®'^
Price the set of four contacts. 4/-, post iree. Ede)
SERVICE KITS. No. 1 : 1, 8mfd. 3o0 v. Introducing Radio
Receiver Servicing
tubular
and
4
of
each
.04.
.01.
.002
MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCH, com- wkg.
(Squire)
...
•••
•••
tubulars,
11/6.
KIT
No.
2
2.
IGipfd.
350
yplete
long handle,
use with fin.
wire tubulars, 1, 60 m.a. choke. 1. .3 mams drop'r Radio Receiver Servicing and MainC
cable,with
weight
50 lbs., forcondition
as new.
and 6 resistors, 30/6. Kit No. 3 : 2, 8mfd. tenance (Lewis) ...
8/6
Price £3, carriage paid.
350
v.v tubulars.
2,asst'd
16mfd.Mansbridge
ditto and 2.and
4mld.12 Radio Data Charts (Sowerby) ... 7/6
500
ditto.
12
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size lOin. asst'd tubular condensers, 45/-. PUSH Radio Upkeep (Witts)
7/6
by
lin. wound
chrome
nickel wire,
UNITS. 12-way complete with Plastics in Radio Industry (Couzens) 2/6
2 ohms
to carry
10 amps.
Priceresistance
2/6. P-P- BUTTON
knobs and escutcheon, 6'6 ea. " Midget Modern Radio Communication (ReyCoils,
Trimmers,
mmf.; ner) Vol. 1 ... ... ••• ••• 7/6
ROT ART CONVERTER, 50v.D:C. input. T.R.F.
4/- doz.8/6: pair.
double,
61- doz. 40-50
I UNING
Afirst-class
O. output
75 volts30/-ateach.oarnage
75 milliamps.paid.
in single,
Modern Radio Communication (ReyCONDENSERS.
.0005 three-gang
American
condition,
ner) Vol. 2 ... ...
••• 7/6
and four-gangswitches.
Plessey,38/6pole
ea.4-way,
Yaxley2 type
pole Amplification and Distribution of «
3-PHASE TRANSFORMER, . 410 V. to wavechange
3-way
and
4
pole
2-way,
3/6
ea
PL
A
I
E
Sound
(Greenless)
...
••• '2/240
2 kW.
Size £10.
of core 14in. by 11m. GLASS DIALS. Cossor 3-band, 13/- x 5^,by 5v.sq.at in.
section,
2/6
ea.
H.M.V..
71
x
4/.
1/6
ea.
Cossor
Celluloid 3-band, 1/6 ea. Midget dials. 3 x 4. Y AX LEY TYPE SWITCHES
TAPE MACHINE, fitted Klaxon 220 v. 91Chassis, drilled for 4 valves,
D C motor, geared drive, rheostat control. 10 x doz.
wafer, four wafers two pole
4/ x 2. 5/6. Chokes, 360 ohm 120 m.a., Sixfour-way,
18
ohm
relay,
complete
with
tape
reei
wafer single pole
9/6
ea.
Volume
Controls,
less (mostly
switch, three-way, one
and tape, £7one two pole three-way.. 6/6
5Dubilier).
000.10,000.3/-50.000.1.
i,
1
and
2
meg.
ea. i, i, 1 and 2 meg. Morgamte Two wafer, each
AIR
PRESSURE
GAUGE
by
amous
wafer three pole
and
Centralab,
with
switch,
5.6
ea.
KNOBS,
maker, lOins dia., reading 0-^000 lbs. per
...
••• ^
dia. Brown, best quality brass bush three-way
square inch, as new m case. Price W 10s. liin
wafer, each wafer single pole
type, 7/6 doz. Cossor knobs (no grub screws). Two
eight-way
5/6
MOVING COIL AMP-METER, reading 5"per6 doz.,
or
£3
per
gross.
Multicore
solder,
reel.16.5/3.
Copper 2,6
Wire,
0-350
Ub.lib.reels,
18. 20 Tinned
and 22 S.W.G..
ea.
Price amps.,
70/-. 6in. dia. switchboard type. in
tags, 2. 4 and 6 B.A., 1/6Prices
per gross.
POWER TYPE
TUBULAR
per
DYNAMO, output 20v lOa ball-bearins ■ Solder
doz : LOOO v.CONDENSERS.
test .1. 9/-. .05 .02 01. 7/6.
shunt wound, speed 1,750 r.p.m., £5.
POTENTIOMETERS
005 .002, 5 6. Mica conds, .01,1'-. .002,
AUTOtapped
TRANSFORMERS,
or '001
7/-. -00015. .0001
and5. 7.00005,
6,-. Wire wound, 5,500 ohms, 20 watt rating.
VALVEHOLDERS.
British
and octal
down
0-110-200-220-240 : step
1.000 up
watts.
American 4, 5, 6, 7 and octal. 7/6 doz- Gnd Robust and first grade resistance 12/£5.
Clips 1- doz. Telscn S.M. Disc Drives.
2/ea. duty
Telsenspeaker
Loudspeaker units,
5/- ea.
Heavy
SCREENING CANS
SPECIAL trans.,
OFFER8/6.
! 10-way
O t; output? 2* K.V.A. at 500 cycles, inter- MONTH^S
Push-Button
Units,
complete
with
all-wave
mittent rating, £8.
(Suitable for I.F. Transformers, coils, etc.)
coils,
trimmers-and
padders,
ex
R-G-D.
Type 4jin.x2in.x2in. ...
(few only). 25/- ea. Terms, cash or C.O.D. Square
METAI. RECTIFIERS, size 5 x «
£1.—Charles
Britain
RadioGardens,
(temp, Circular Type 3iln.x2Jin. dia. ... I/not m/A.,
Westinghouse,
output
100 ,wits
at over
d t
address),
"
Eureka."
Surrey
500
price
S2/6
:
A
°
Si"'
IS
m?A
Westinghouse. output 100 volts at 250 m/A. Rffingham. Surrey.
RELAYS
price
17/6 price
; ditto,
A thread
1 gross
at 50 m/A,
10/-.output approx. 100 volts, itassorted
usefulscrews
sizes. and
2/6:nuts,
«t1*pj)rass
k
aou c washers 1/6 gross ; ■ fibre washeis, 1. 6 Designed for valve anode operation,
POWER400TRANSFORMER.
,y gross ? asSirted solder tags. 2/- gross ; D.C. resistance 15,000 ohms. Rated
wound,
volts and 220 volts6 to.V,.„
HO volts,
assorted
small eyelets
and copper
rivets, 1/3
conditions 75 volts, 5 m/a.
50 cycle single phase. Price £xo.
Rubber-covered
stranded
wu e.gioss.
Id. operating
Lowest positive operation 45 volts
yard
:
heavier
quality.
lx<l.
yaid
.
veiy
AMPEIFIER COMPONENTS
from
dis3
m/a.
Contacts
and break
quality.
2*d. yardcopper
: ideal for
aeiials, 5 amps. Suitable make
mantled American 10 watt, oif.o rt rinout heavy
for carrier conearths,
etc.coil,Tinned
connecting
metal
cased
and
compound
filled.
Input
wire.
26ft.
6d.
;
ditto
rubber
covered.
trol
relays,
morse
recorders,
etc. 12/6
transformers, 15 - : interstase. 7/6 ■
coil.
6d.Finest
Braidedquality
twin electric
cable,
ns 30' . 10ft
mill
input
10'-*,
push-pull
output,
6d.
yard.
resm-cored
gSh-?®utput: 10/- ; power ^ i^ solder 'lb., 2/-. Wood's metal stick, 2*m. WEBB'S RADIO, 14, Soho St., Oxford St.
12/6 : and
25/- : 12/6
capacitor
pacdcs.
10/-7/6.and bv iin' "XI-. Cotton covered copper mstru- London, W.l. Telephone , Gerrard 2089
20/reactors,
; audio
filters,
ment• 9R
wire,
lib. 1/9'
reels.4218,gauge
20 . 22double
24 f auges,
e-anffp
silkSHOP HOURS >
MOVING COIL AND M.I. METERS. 1,«
OOTered lo®?eel 8/- ; 36 gluge ditto. 19. Note our revised
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sots., 10 a.m.
Sensitive
permanent
crystal
FOR PULL DETAILS OP ABOVE AND Tellurium-zincite combination detecans,
complete
to 12 noon
OTHER GOODS.SEND FOR LIST, COST2Jd, on base, guaranteed efficient, 2/6 rciiable
crystal
with
silver
cats-whiskei,
bd.
Re
I'LEASE NOTE.—I would greatly appre- conditioned headphones, complete. 4,000
ciate
Price Goods
Lists ortoCatalogues
of Radio
Electrical
repiace f'bose
lostand.
m ohms, 12/6. AH postage extra—Post Radio
removal, postage or cose wJImgly i efuud-d- Supplies^ 33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS.—"Sangamo."
200-250
voltsGears.
A.C. 50Ideal
c. selfmovements
starting fitted
Reduction
for
Time
Switches.
Electric
Clocks,
Rotor
speed 200 r.p.m., final speed etc.
1 rev.-12
Consumption 2-1 watts.
. minutes
Size 2i x approx.
2t x U, 22/6.
As
above
but
enclosed
pattern, consumption
3Wirevvound
watts 25/-. Non-inductive
Resistafbes.
Ideal for Meter Shunts. Resistance Boxes,
etc.
21
per
cent,
accuracy,
on
Bakelite bobbins i x Jin. One of wound
each of the
following ratings 25. 50. 100, 200, 400, 600,
I,000 and 2,000 ohms. 5/6 per lot postage paid,
quantities available.
Rev. Coiinters
type. 0-999,
Automatic
resetex meters,
to zero drum
on completion,
3/6
each. Lenses, lin, focus, ideal for 9.5
Projection
or
16 mm.liin.
films,long,
sound-heads,
etc. Oxidised
mounts,
9/16in. diameter.
5/each. Terms—Cash with order.
II.
FRANKS,
Scientific
Stores,
58, New
Oxford St.. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum
9594.
. REWINDS.—Mains from 25/-, output
from
6/-, field
coils 9/-;
Pick-upPhillips
coils,
Armatures,
promptly
executed.
and
Ekco
D.C.
Converters
bought,
sold,
exchanged. Valves, B.V.A. and American.
Ex.
Cutters,handles,
Ex G.P.O,slightly
Long
NoseG.P.O.
Pliers,Sideinsulated
used, but as new. 22/- six pairs, 42/- doz.
pairs. Post paid. Sample pair, 4/6 post
6d. extra.
SendS.A.E.
for List.—A.
D. S. Co.,6.
261-3-5,
Lichfleld
Rd.. Aston,
Birmingham,
WANTED
Hivac
Valve
Type
DB240.—E.
Agombar, 41, Loreburn House, Holloway
Road, N.7.
WANTED.—2 Televisors (old 30 line"type),
disc
and mirror drum.
Motors.
Reasonable.—T.
Hilton.Universal
31. Frederick
Street. Latchford, Warrington, Lanes.
MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER :
SIEMENS
SCHUCKERT
motors, operates
from minus 1instrument
to 6-volt
D.C.,
current
down tomagnet
2 mA.
Movingtakes
coil little
armature,
permanent
field,
jewelled
bearing,
platinum
brushes,
fitted
reduction
gearpossible
and counter.
Wide
variation
of speed
by resistor
control. Super precision job. 15/6, post
and
packing
1/-.
SANG A MO-WESTON 200/250 v A.C. synchronous
initial model
speed 1.200approx.
r.p.m.
Geared per
tomotors,
final
drive,
I2-min.
rev. Model
2, approx.
1* mln.
per
rev.timeSuitable
electric
clock,
switch,for
etc.adaption
Model 1asmakes
an
excellent
photographic clock. Either
model.
25/-.
MERCURY SWITCHES, B.I. 20 amp.,
fitted
swivel.
Screened
cable
twin
and
23/367/6.
heavy
rubber
single,17/36
1/6 flat
yd.
INSTRUMENT
WIRE,
22 s.w.g.,
D.C.C..
4/lb.
301b.
reels.
3/6
lb.
25
s.w.g.,
S.C.C,,
3/6s.w.g.,
lb. 29Enam.
s.w.g.,inS.C.C.,
in Jib.1/-,reels.
2/6.
34
reels,
9'- doz.
SLEEVING,
2 m.m.,26 oz.
colours,
1yd. lengths,
2/6
doz..fit24/gross.
Rubber
grommets,
2admit
sizes,
i hole,
admit
i cable,
fit i hole,
3cable,
doz.,
SI- gross.
compound,
in9cl.Jib.
sticks.
1/-,Chatterton's
3/6 lb.
MEDIUM WAVE COILS with reaction,
circuit, 3/6. Paxolin formers, 3i xJU, 9t!.,
7/6 knob,
doz. boxed
Telsenwith
illuminated
drives,
less
template, disc
2/-, 18/doz.
COUNTERS,
roller
type,
easily
adapted
for
coilwinding, etc., 0-999, 3/6. 0-999999, 5/6.
A.C. MAGNETS, 200/250 v.. 300 ohms, also
makes excellent mains smoothing choke.
5/6.
Electro-magnets,
2/-. 500 with
ohm
and 200
ohm, 2/6. 6-126-12v. v.,solenoids
plunger.
1/6.
Twin
3
ohm,
1/-.
WAVEMASTER
S.W. 3/-.
var. Bakelite
conds., .0001,
.00016, .0002, 4/-, .000015,
var.
conds..
.0003
and
.0005,
2/9.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS with crystal and
C.W.,2/6.
crystals,set
9cl. assemblies,
Permanent
detectors, Hertzite
2/6. Crystal
circuit.
6/6.
MICROPHONES,
latest2/9.
G.P.O.
No. 10
10. volt
2/9.
Transformers to suit,
Exide
accumulators, 6/6. Bulldog battery clips.
9(1., 7/6 doz. Mains 5 amp. bakelite switches,
11;
doz. and BOLTS, quantities to
R.A.10/NUTS
offer,
for requirements.
solder.send18-gauge,
Jib., 1/3; Resin-cored
Jib., 2/6.
Terminals,
telephone
type,gross.
4B.A. (require
cleaning), 1/- doz., 10/MORSE KEY AND BUZZER SETS. 2/6,
24/- doz. 9/-Buzzers,
12/- doz.; Keyless
Morse
Keys.il/-.
dox. 1/3.Automatic
Morse
senders,
1/6,12/dox.
TELEPHONE BELL BOXES, G.P.O. type,
contains
conds. inA.C.
teakbell,
wallinduction
box. 7/6.coll and 2 mfd.
CABINET BUSHES, erinoid blk. and red.
I fitting, admit i cable. 1/- doz., 10/- gross.
{Continued top of next column.)
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Erinoid knobs, blk. and red, * x g halfthreaded
3B.A., 1/doz., 10/gross.1/- Brass
valve sockets,
threaded
6B.A..
doz.,
10/gross.
Many
other
radio
and
parts to offer, sample box, 2/6. electrical
Orders
£1 under
(except£3.S.S.
motors)S.A.E.
post
free. Noover
C.O.D.
Enquiries
only.
MIDLANDPark
INSTRUMENT
CO., 18.
Harborne
Road, Birmingham,
17.
Tel. : Har. 1308.
COMPONENTS FOR THE MIDGET
RECEIVER
THE SIMPLEX
FOUR. Theoretical
circuit diagram of four valve medium wave
T.R.F. universal, A.C./D.C., midget receiver,
together
with
all
component
and
their equivalents, standardvalues,
material
throughout,
combining
maximum
efficiency
with simplicity of construction, 1/6 per
copy.
MIDGET
aerial
H.F. for
medium
wave,
T.R.F. coils,HighandGain,
the T.R.F.
midget.
9/- short"
pair. wave coils, aerial transMIDGET,
former,
H.F. coil, with5/6 reaction,
mounted and
on stand
STANDARD
coils.offM.pillars,
and L. wave,pair.
T.R.F.
with reaction, boxed with circuit, 12/6 pair.
MIDGET speaker transformers. (Pen.),
7/6 : standard
9/- ; heavy duty 10
watt.
20/1. chassis,
10/6. ditto,
MIDGET
drilled for four valves,
sprayed grey, de luxe, 10J by 6J by 2ins,,
9'6 ; ditto standard chassis, 10 by 4i by 2ins.,
5/6.
MIDGET chokes. 50/60 mA., 7/6 ; heavy
duty,
superior
job, 8015/-mA.,
ohms, 12/6
120 mA.,
200 ohms,
: 0.5500Henrys,
C.T.,;
25-.
MIDGET knobs, black or brown, standard
knobs,
ditto, 219(i.,
milled edge,
ins.,8/-1/6.doz. ; large brown,
CONDENSERS,
electrolytics,
mfd., 350 v.w., 4/6tubular
: 12 mfd.,
50 v.w.. 2/6 2;
50 mfd., 50 v.w., 3/6 : paper, tubular, 2 mfd.,
350
v.w.,
1 mfd., lOd., 9/- doz. ; 0.01
mfd.,
8«l..3/67/-: doz.
VARIABLE
CONDENSER. Superior
quality
ceramic
insulation 2-gang .0005
mfd.
variable condenser.
DROPPERS,
universal 12/6.
type, for all receivers. 1,000 ohms, 0.2 amp,, two variable
taps, 4/6 : 750 ohms. 0.3 amp., ditto taps,
5/6
; de fixing
luxe dropper,
former,
feet, dittosuperior
taps, aporcelain
quality
job. 950 ohms, 0.2 amp., and 800 ohms. 0.3
amp.. 7/6 each.
LINE
CORD,
60
ohms
per
foot,
0.3
amp.,
three way. 6/6 yard : 2 way ditto. 5/- yard.
WIRE wound potentiometers, 2,000 ohms,
for bridges,three
etc..wavebands,
6/6.
DIALS,
short, medium
and long, station names in colours, ivorine,
7FIELD
by 4ins..COILS,
1/6. for standard mains energised
speakers, CABLE,
400 ohms, 5/-.
MULTIPLE
heavy quality,
flexible.
5-way
cable,
1/6brass
yard.round heads,
NUTS/SCREWS, 4 B.A.,
2SCREENED
gross in all,CABLE,
7/-.
braided single core,
1/yard.
VALVEHOLDERS, Amphenol, international octal, octal,
1/- ; Mazda,
paxolin,
international
English.9(1.
5. 7; and
9 pin,
American 4. 5, 6 and 7 piri. 9(1. each, 8/doz.
SOLDER,
SCREWEDresin
ROD,cored,
4 B.A.lib.
andreels,
6 B.A.,4/-.foot
lengths, 6(1., 5/- doz.
PUSH BACK,
superior
quality,2id.
3d. stamp
yard.
Licence
to export
N. Ireland,
for
comprehensive
list.
S.A.E.
with
all
enouiries
please, postage
on all orders.
O.
GREENLICK,
34,
Bancroft
Road,
Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.l.
(Stepney Green, 1334.)
SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
TELSEN
large2/6.drives. Complete boxed
(type W184X
REACTION Condensers. 0.0001, 0.00015,1/9.
2MFD.
Condensers.
Postguaranteed
Office upright
paper type,
used but fully
high
working voltage, 2/6.
ACE P.O. Microphones, complete with
transformer, ready for use with any receiver,
7/6.
MULTICON Mica Condensers, 28 capacities
in one. fromDetectors,
0.0001 upwards.
4/-. 2/6. Dr.
CRYSTAL
complete,
Cecil Crystals, 6(1. each ; withcatswhisker,
9(1.
PUSH-BACK
wire, insulated, 25 yards
for
5/-.
INSULATED
colours,
yard
lengths. Sleeving,
3/6 doz. assorted
Single-screened
Wire,
dozen
yards.
10/-.
Twin-screened
Wire. 17/- dozen yards.
{Continued top of next column.)
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METAL-CASED
Condensers,
0.1+0.1+0.1.
High
working
voltage, 2/6.
POWER
Rheostats,
Cutler-Harmer. 30
ohms, 4/6.
PUSH-BUTTON
3-way,knobs.)
4/-.
8-way, 6/-. (All Switches.
complete with
Escutcheons
for
8-way
p.b.
switches,
1/6.
PJB.
KNOBS,
6d. special
each. Pointer Knobs
(Black
Brown),
for
Jin. orspindles,
II- each. instrument type
ERIE Resistances, brand new, wire ends,
I, i. 1 and 2 watts, mostly low values but a
very
usefulEarth
selection,
for 30'-.
COPPER
Rods,10018ins.,
2/6 each.
HEAVY
DUTY
L.F.
Chokes.
henries
100 milliamps, 250 ohms 14/-, 500 30
ohms
16/-.
1,000 ohms 17/6.
We have for disposal a large quantity of
brand new assorted screws, sample lib.
weight.
5/-.6/- gross.
Soldering
Tags, including
spade ends,
Coil Formers,
ceramic
and paxolin. 7/6 per dozen. Special Bargain
offer of 50 Assorted Condensers : 20 Tubular
Condensers,
20 Mica
8 Silver
Mica
Condensers
and Condensers,
2 Electrolytic
Condensers , All brand new, 47/6 the parcel of
50. All Types of Pyrobit Soldering Irons .
available
from
stock.
Chassis
Mounting
Valve Holders, English and American
types, all sizes. 1/- each.
Hundreds More Bargains.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.
FRED'S0.1 RADIO
TUBULARS,
mfd., 9d.CABIN.
each, 8/6 doz.
also .01 mfd. at 6d. each, 61- doz.
DISC DRIVES, Telsen,* without knob.
21each.
INTERNATIONAL
Base4-pin.
valveholders,
8d. each, 7/6 Octal
doz. UX
8d.
6-pin, 8d., 7-pin English. 7d. Clix 7-pin
chassis
mounting.
7d.
COPPER
WIRE.
gauge,
11- Jib.
reel. TINNED, 18. 20, 22T.C.C.
CONDENSERS, .1 mfd., 5,000 V.
wkg., 5/6.
PUSH BUTTON UNITS, 6-way, 7-way.
2/6
2d. each
each. ; 8-way, 9-w^y. 3/- each ; knobs,
"new.
HENLEY"
Soldering
Straight Electric
bit, 13/6 each.
PencilIrons,
Bit,
14/6
each.
Resin
cored
solder,
4/lb. reel.
RESISTORS. 15.000 ohms, J watt,
3d.
each. 150,000 ohms, I watt. 3d. each. 22,000
ohms, i watt, 3d. each, 22,000 ohms, 1 watt.
4d.
each, SWITCHES, 4-way, 2 bank,
YAXLEY
length
7iin., 21; 4-way, 3 bank, 7Jin., 3/6,
4-way, 6 bank, 9in., 5/-.
MAINS
DROPPERS.
Complete
with
fixing legs.
.2 amp., 950 ohms.
6/- each.
Ditto,
.3variable
amp., 800
ohms. 61- each. Each
with
2
sliders.
WIRE. Double cotton covered, per J lb.
reel.
1/103/-; ; 2432g„
21- ;:
26
g.. 18
2/3g.,; 281/9g..; 2/820 ; g.,30 g..
g.. 3/34 g,. 3/3.
cotton
and ienamelled
wire,
22 g..Also
1/9single
: 26 g..
21- per
lb. reel.
Silk covered, per 2 oz. reel, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36
38
and 40wire,
g., 1/6
necting
12ft.reel.
coils,Heat
6d. resisting
each. conPostage must be included. No C.O.D.
FRED'S RADIO CABIN FOR BARGAINS, 75, Newlngton Butts, S.E.11
Rodney 2180.
SITUATIONS VACANT
" ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES.'
—
FREE
112-page guide
to training lor
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
all of
branches
of Engineering and
Building.andFull
advice
for
or novice.
Writefuture
for free
copy
and expert
make your
peacetime
secure.—
B.I.E.T. (Dept.
London.
W.l. ' 242B), 17. Stratford Place.
TUITION
LEARN MORSE CODE the Candler way.
See advertisement on page 474.
RADIOLOCATION.—Students of both
sexes
trained forAlso
important
wartimeCareers
Radio
Appointments.
for peacetime
in
all branches
of Radio
Television,
Boarders
accepted.
Low and
Inclusive
fees.
College in ideal peaceful surroundings.—
2d.
stamp
for
Prospectus.—Wireless
College.
Colwyn Bay.
THE
Tuitionary
Board of the
Institute
of
Practical
Radio
Engineers
haveelementary.,
available
Home Study
Courses
covering
theoretical,
mathematical,
practical
and
laboratory tuition
in radio and
television
engineering ; the text is suitable coaching
matter
for
I.P.R.E.
Service
entry
and
progressive exams. : tuitionary fees—at
pre-war
rates—are
moderate.
The Syllabus
of Instructional
Text
may be obtained,
post
free, from the Secretary. Bush House,
Walton Avenue. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.
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BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS A'o. of P. J. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4 .. — PW59»
Blueprint. P. l>et
J. Camm's
Universal £4 Super*— PW60
CRYSTAL SETS
4
Bmeprints,
each.
" QuaUtone " Universal Four .. — PW73*
li>27 Cryfita!6S.Receiver
,.
— TVTiV Pour-vaive
Blueprint,
fid.
The "Junior '' Crystal Set
— FW94« Push Button: Double-sided
Model
. . \ Is.
Push Button 4,4, Battery
A.C. Mains
Model/
— PW95*
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated
SHORT-WAVE
SETS. Battery Operated
One-valve :Unipen
Blueprints,
Is, each.
One-valve
All-Wave
(Pentode)
PW31A Biruple
8.W.: Bluepriat,
One-vn tverIs.. .
— PW88*
Beginners'
One-valver
.,
PW85*
Two-valve
: Blueprints,
The " Pyramid " One-valver (HP
Short-wave
TwoIs.(1),each.
Pen)
— PW36A*
Pen)
^
PW03* Midget
The
"
Fleet"
Sliort-wave
Two
Two-valve
Blueprint,
(D (HP Pen), Pen) . .
The
Signet: Two
(D & Is,
IF)
PW76* Three-valve
: Blueprints,
each. — PW91*
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each
Experimenter's
Short-waveIs. Three
SeJeetone
Battery
Three
(D,
2LP
(SG.
B,
Pow)
(Trans))
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LP (RC and — PW30A*
PW10
Summit
Three
(HP
Pen.
D,
Pen)
..
PW37*
All Pentode Three (HP Pen, D
TheTrans))
Band-Spread
S,W. Three — PW63*
(Pen), Pen)
(UP Pen, B (Pen), Pen)
PW39 •
— PWfiS*
Hall
Mark
Cadet
(O.LP.Pen
<RC))
PW48
F. Pen,
J. Camm'e
SilverPen)
Souvenir
(HF
PORTABLES
D (Pen),
(All-Wave
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
J. Camm's ELP Three-valve
Three)Midget Three (D, 2 Lp — PW49* P.Portable
(HF Pen,
Pen) .. — PW65*
Cameo
Parvo Flyweight
MidgetD, Portable
1936(Trans))
Sonotone Three-Four (HP —■ PWfil'
(SG, B, Pen) .. ..
— PW77*
: Blueprint,
Fen. HP
Pen, Westector,
"Inep" Portable
4 (B.Is.LP LF
Pattery
All-Wave
Three (H, 2Pen)
LP — Ewsa* Poor-valve
(Pen)) ..
(RC))
—
PW86*
—
PW55*
The Monitor (HP Pen, D. Pen) .. — PW6I
The Tutor Three (HP Pen, H, Pen) — PW62 Blueprint, Is. MISCELLANEOUS
The
(SG,Three
D, P)(D,.. — PW64 S. W. Con verier-Adapter (1 valve) — PW48A4
The Centaur
" Colt " Three
All-Wave
(RC & Trans))
The2 LP" Eapide"
Straight.. 3 (D, — PW72*
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
2 LP (EC & Trans)) ..
MAGAZINE
— PW"82*
F- Three
J. Camm's
Oracle
All-Wave
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints,
6d.Crystal
each.
(HP, Bet,
Pen) Three — PW78
Four-station
— AW444
A W427 •
1938 " Trihand
" All-Wave
Crystal
Set Set.. Set.. M —
—
(HP, Pen, D, Pen)
— PW84 1934
150-Uiile
Crystal
AW400*
F. (HP
J. Camm's
"Sprite"
Three
4
Pen, D, Tet)
The " Hurricane
" All-Wave Three — PW87 *
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated,
(SGD,
(Pen),
Pen)
One-valve
: Blueprint,
Is.
F. J. Camm's " Push-Button" — PW89
B.B.O.
Special
One-valver
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet) — PW92* Two-valve
; Blueprints,
Is. each. — AW387*
Melody
Ranger
Two
(B.
Trans)..
Pour-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
—
Puil-volume
Two (SG det... Pen)..
Beta Universal Pour (SG, D, LP,
— AW388
A W392*
A Modern Two-valver
... —
Cl. B) .. .. .. .. — PW17
WM409*
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Nncleon
Class
B
Four
(SG,
D
£3
5fl.
SrG.
3
(SG,
B,
Trans)
:(SG),
LP,
Cl.
B)
—
AW412'
PW34B Lucerne Ranger (SO. D, Trans).. — AW422**
Fury Four Super (SG, SG. T). Pen) —
os. B.Three
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HP Pen, — PW340 £5 (SG,
Trans)Be . .Luxe Version
B, Push-Pull)
AW435*
— PW46 Transport
able Three (SG, D, Pen) —
" A^me
Ail-Wave
— WM271
Simple-Tune
Three
(SG,
B,
Pen)
(Pen),"LP,
Cl. B)4 (HF Pen, D — PW83- Economy
—
W.M327
Pentode Three (SG, D,
The Admiral"
Pour (HP Pen,
Pen) .. Standard
.. .. Three
Pen, D." Pen
P. HP
J. Camm's
Limit(RC))
" A11-Wave -- PWSD* " W.M."B, (1934
Pen)) ..
Four (HP Pen, D, LP, P) .. — PW67* £3 (SG,
WM351*
3s.
Three
(SG,
B,
Trans)
WM3o4
1935
€G
Gs.
Battery
Tiiree
(SG,
Mains Operated
B, Three
Pen) ..(Pen, B, Pen)
WM371
FTP
Two-valve
:
Blueprihts,
Is.
each.
WM389
Certainty Three
Three(SG,
(SG,D,B,Trans)
Pen) ....
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
WM 393 '
— PW18* Minitube
Selectone
A.C.
Radiogram
Two
WM396*
Winning Three (SG, B,
D, Pow)., .. .. ■
— PW19* AU-wave
Pen)
Three-valve ; Blueprints, Is, each.
Four-valve
;
Blueprints,
Is,
6d.
each,
Double-Diode-Triode
Four (SG, I), RC, Trans) ..
Pen, BBT, Pen) Three (HP
PW23* 65s.
Self-contained
Pour. (SG, B, LP,
B.C.
Ace (SG.
PW25*
a,
B)
A.C. Three
(SG,B,D,Pen)
Pen)., ^
PW29 Lucerne
Straight Pour (SO, B,
A.C,.
Leader
(HP
Pen,
D,
Pow)
..
PW33G*
LF,
Trans)
WM350
B.C. Premier (HP Pen, B, Pen). .
PW35B* t'5 os. Battery Four (HP, B, 2LP).
WM381*
Unique
(H.F Pen,
Pen), Pen).
PW36A The H.K. Pour (SG, SO. I), Pen)
WM384
F. J. Camm's
A.C. DAll-Wave
Silver.
The
Auto
Straight-Pour
(HP,
Pen,
Souvenir
Three
(HI''
Pen,
I).
Pen)
FW50*
•HP,
Pen,
BBT,
Pen)
..
" AH-Wave" A.C. Three (B. 2
: Blueprints,
each.
(RC))Sonotone (HP Pen, HF
PW54* Five-valve
Super-quality
Five (2 HP,Is.B,6d.RC,
AO.LP1936
Trans)
Pen,
Westector,
Pen)
..
PW58'
Class
B
Quadradyne
(2
SG,
B,
LF
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HP
B) ..B Five (2 SG,' D, LF
Pen, B, Pen) .. ..
PWTO* NewdaseClass
Forr-valve
:
Blueprints
Is.
each.
Class
B)
.. ..
— WM340
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, I>. Pen)
rw20*
A.C.B, Pury
Mains
Operated.
Pen) Four Super (SG, SG,
PW34D
Two-valve : Blueprints,
Is. each.
A.C. Hall-Mark (HP Pen, D,
(D, Trans)
Pen)"
A.C.
AW403
Push-Pull)
PW45* Convoelectric
Economy A.C.Two
Two (D.
A.C. —
— WM266
Universal
Hall-Mark (HP Pen, B,
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Push-Pull)
rW47* Home
Lover's New All-Electric
Three (SG, B, Trans) A.C.
— AW383*
Mantovani
SUPERHETS
D.
Pen)
..A.C. Three (H.F. Pen, "" WM374
Battery
Sets
:
Blueprints
Is.
each.
P5 Superhet (Three-valve)
PW40 .£15(HP,los.D, 1936
Pen) A.C. Radiogram
. .. — WHOAfil*
P. J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet..
PWD2*
Four-valve
: Blueprints,
Is.J'cn)
fid. each.
Mains Sets : Blueprints Is. each.
AU-Mctal
Pour
(2
SG,
B,
.. — WMo29
A.C. £3 Superhet (Three-valve) ..
PW43*
Harris'
Jubilee
1 Radiogram (HP,
B.C. £3 Superhet (Three-valve) ..
PW42
Pen B, Li' , P)
— WM3f6*

SPECIAL NOTICE
THESE
are drawn
full
* size. blueprints
The Issues
containing'
descriptions
of
these
sets
are
now
of print, but an asterisk beside out
the
blueprint number
that constructional
details denotes
are available,
tree
with
the
blueprint.
^The index letters which precede"the
Blueprint
Number
indicates the
per*
lodical
which
the description
appears:
Thus inP.W.
refers
to PBACTICAL
WIRELESS,
A.W.
to
Amateur
Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magauine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps Over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
Dept.. George
Newnes.Street,
Ltd.,Blueprint
Tower
House,
Soutbampton
Strand,
W.C.2.
SUPERHETS
Battery
"VarsitySets
Pour: Blueprints,
.. ..Is. fid. ..each — WHSQp*
The Request All-Waver ... .„ — WM407
Main SetsSuper
: Blueprints,
lieptode
Thi-ee A.C.Is. each.... — WM359*
PORTABLES
Four-valve
: Blueprints.
each.
Holiday
Portable
(SG,Is.D,fid.LP,
Claee
B)
Family Portable (HP, 1), RC,__ AW393
Traue)
..
_ AW447
Tyers Portable<80. B, 2 Trans.) — WM.'iG?
SHORT-WAVE
SETS.
Battery
One-valve : Blueprints, Is. each, Operated
S.W.
for America
Rorn^One-valver
Short-Waver
.. .,.. —
— AWfoft*
AW452
Two-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG, det
„ Ben) Coil Two (B, Pen) ... — x WM402*
Home-made
AW440
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Experimenter's
5-metre . Set
Trans, Super-regen)
. (B,.. — AW438
The Carrier Short-waver (SG,
^ B) ..
WMC90
Four-valve
;
Blueprints,
Is.
fid.
each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
/HF. Feu,
B, RC. Trans)
Standard
Fouv-vaiver
Short-waver — AW43G'
(SG, B, LF, P) .. ..
— WM383*
Superhet : Short-wave
Blueprint. Is.Super
fid.
Btoiplilied
M — WMS97*
Mains Operated
Two-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Two-valve
Pen) A.C.Mains Short-Waver (1), — AW453*
Three-valve
: Blueprints,
Is.
Emigrator (SG,
B, Pen) A.C.
— WM352
Four-valvePour-valve
; Blueprints,
Is.Shortfid.
Standard
A.C.
waver (BQ, D, RC, Trans)
— WM891*
MISCELLANEOUS
S.W. One-valve Converter (Price
fid.)
AW 329
Shithuslast'e
PowerA.C.
Amplifier
(1 /G)
W.M 387*
Lietener's 6-watt
Amplifier
a/G)Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-)
WM392*
Radio
WM308*
Harrie
EJectrogram battery amplifier
(1
/-)
WM399*
Begram
Luxe(1/-)Concert A.C. ElectroWM403*
New
Style Short-wave Adapter
(I/-)
'
WM388
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
AW 456
B.L.B.L.O. Short-wave Converter
. Wilson
a/-) Tone Master (1/-)
WM405*
WM40G
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Converter (I/-) ..
„
r
liII¥TS COUPOM !
i jhjs coupon is available until October J
, 9th, .19-44,
x-rr, and
auu must
iiium, accompany all
■ Practical Hints.
i PRACTICAL WIRELESS, October, 1944. '
!
1

P < 18:th 5 Pu
GEn1^p01^^M^
T ?S Tower House. Southampton
ii blication
should
be addressed
to the ADVERTISEMENT
DIRECTOR.
GEORGhi
NEWNES, LTD..
Street,
Strand,
London. W.C.2.
Telephone ; Temple
Bar 4363.

HAVE YOU HAM COPY Of 'tHGIHEERIHG OPPORTUHITIfS"?
Whatever your age or experience—whether you are one of the." old'school " or a-newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult days of peace—you must
read this highly informative-guide to the best paid Engineering posts., ■■
.
The Handbook contains among other intenselv Interesting matter, ■particulars of B.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.P.E., A.lVLBriti.R
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinatipfis,;
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL,, ELECTRlCAjL.AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, GOVERNMENT. EMPLOYMENT,
BUILDING (the great after-war career), R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICULATION, etc., and explains ^the unique advantages of our Employment Department.
WE DEFINITELY DUARANTEE ' NO PASS — NO FEE'
If you are earning less thaii £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know io make t/,our future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well-paid posts NOW — FREE and without
obligation.
,
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.
THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

This new and improved Taylor Vatve tester measures the Mutual
Conductance of all types of amplifying valves and also checks the
emission of Diodes and Rectifying valves"
Two ranges of Mutual Conductance measurement are available being
3 mA V full scale and 15 mA. V respectively. Anode and Screen Volts
can be adjusted to suit the valve under test and a variable supply of
Grid Volts is also available A switch gives a choice of 17 different
filament Volts covering from I.I Volts to 117 Volts
Sixteen valve holders are provided to cover all the popular British.
American and Continental types Separate tests are available for
checking Continuity. Element Shorts and Heater to Cathode Leakage
The three selector switches ensure that the correct voltage is applied
to every pin of the valve under test.
A comprehensive book of instructions is issued with each instrument,
complete with a valve chart giving settings for over 2.000 valves,
of all makes
The instrument is operated from A.C Mains and a mains adjustment
is provided covering from 200-250 Volts at 40-100 cycles
Model 45A/S
Price £17 . 0-0
3
or
eleclric al/ in^Yrumenl'^i,
Send your enquiries to;
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTO,,
419- 4 24 Montrose Avenue, Slough, Busks,.
Ttltpbant: S/oog/i 21381 (ttinesl
Corns; " Ta/hni. Sloujk"
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